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town of Socorro. It is said that of
He
i SO votes cast, he received 690.
also ran well in Hot Springs and
other points in Sierra county.
Although the vote was light In
most sections of the state, it was
surprisingly heavy in others.
county reports that the vote
will not fall five per cent below the
1920 figure.
amendments
The constitutional
received good attention from the
voters and a big vote on them over
the state is expected. The amendment giving women the right to
hold office seems passed by a heavy
majority, while the amendment to
limit school tax levies was probably
beaten. The other amendments
will be in doubt until late in the
week.
Bursum carried Old Albuquerque's two precincts by 207, where
last year Mechem could only secure
a plurality of 63. Duranes gave
Bursum a majority of 28 this year
and last year gave Mechem 42. In
every instance, Bursum has bettered the majorities given Mechem
last year..
On the other hand, the reports
from the Pecos valley and southern
parts of the state show that Hanna
has polled a strong vote, his showing in four precincts of Roswcll
being particularly good. Grant
county, which went to Mechem
last year by 321, is reported to
have been captured by Hanna by
250. DonasAna county went fairly
- RtiMtum and if, he can
,' Following ia an estimate of the run ns strongly over the rest of
the state,his victory is probale.
majorities by counties:
' Bursum Hanna
Santa F Over 1,800.
.
200
Bernalillo i
Santa Fe," Sept. 20 A carefully
500
Catron ,
tabulated vote on fifteen out ol
900
Chaves
the twenty-si- x
275
Colfax
precincts in Santa
Fe county gic Bursum a majority
1,600
Curry
A conservative estimate
300 of 1,374.
Pe Baca
of Bursum's majority in the others,
700
Bona Ana
as
it
444, making a total for
750 places
Kddy ,
200 the county of 1,818, probably tho
Grant
,
banner republican county in the
600
Guadalupe
Sena, independent republi200 state.
Hidalgo
can, will receive less than 100 votes.
150
Lincoln
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Luna

100

lUcKinley
Mora
Otero
Quay .
Bio Arriba
Boosevelt
Sandoval
San Miguel
San Juan
Santa Fe
Sierra
Socorro
Taos
Torrance
Union
Valencia .
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1,818
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Lea County To Hanna.
Lovington, N. M., Sept. 20.
Hanna carried Lovington by 145
and Bhould receive 400 majority in
the county.
Curry Vote Lighter.
Clovls, N. M., Sept. 20. Curry
county's total vote smaller than
last year, but democratic majority;
increased total majority; in county
about 1,600 and CIovis vote com
plete, Hanna, 1,211; Bursum, 275:
Smith, 19; Sena, 13. No results
obtainable on amendments.

I'nlon Vndeclded.
Clayton, N. M., Sept. 20. No
Total
13,020
6,075 complete returns on precincts. Bursum will probably carry this counBursum's majodlty, 6,945.
Senator O. I.. l'hllllps, chairman ty by 100 votes.
of the republican campaign comCruces on Amendments
mittee, last night wired to Will
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 20.
Hays and John T. Adams informLas
Cruces,
ing them of tho Bursum success. Precinct twenty.
one for 135 against
Ha then estimated the majority at amendments
135
two
even30;
for, against 28; three
5,000 or above. Later in the
ing he revised his estimate to a for 100, against 53; four for 86
against 79; five for 90 against 67;
majority in excess of 7,000.
Bursum is reported to have made six for 117 against 38; seven for
nearly a clean sweep of his home
(Continued on Page Two.)
1,600

NEITHER PREMIER LLOYD GEORGE
BOS LORD CDRZ0I1 WILL ATTEND
PARLEY ON LIMITING ARMAMENTS
Their Decision Is Attributed to Impending Developments at Home, Among Them Being
the Irish Problem and Unemployment; Lat-te- r
Is Expected to Become More Pressing.
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(By The Aasoclnted Freai.)

San Francisco. Sept. 20. Seven
witnesses were questioned today by
the federal grand Jury in an attempt to learn the source of the
liquor consumed at tr.e aftair in
Roscoe (Fatty) Arbuckleta hotel
suite here from which resulted the
death of Miss Virginia Rappe and
Arbuckle's arrest on a charge of
murder.
"No indictment will be returned
until all of the federal departments cooperating in the case have
completed their several investigations" announced Robert H.
assistant United States
attorney general in charge of liquor prosecutions who laid the matter before the grand jury. The
investigation will bo resumed by
the grand Jury Friday, he said.
List of Witnesses
were Mrs.
Today's witnesses
Bambina Maude Delmont, Miss
Alice Blake, Miss Zeji Prevost and
Mrs. Mae Taube, who were present
at the party in Arbuckle's rooms
at the Hotel St. Francis, John P.
Pickett, a bell boy nt the hotel,
and Miss Josephine Kessler, a hotel maid. Mrs. Delmont swore to
the murder complaint against the
film comedian and Miss Prevost
was the woman whose statements
to the police caused Arbuckle to
be booked on a murder complaint.
Joyce Clark, another member of
tho party was subpoenaed but was
not called to the grand jury room.
"We simply wanted their testimony perpetuated in the event any
witnesses should leave the city and
to prevent conflict of testimony in
case any of them should desire, to
leave before the case might bo
brought to trial," touCormack said.
A telegram to Lowell Sherman,
a participant In the affair, was
sent today to Chicago by district
attorney Mathew A. Brady, asking
Sherman to come to San Francisco
to give his version of the affair.
District Attorney gwann of New
York, also was notified by telegraph to Intercept Sherman If he
arrived there and keep hinj under
surveillance.
Sherman was subpoenaed as a grand Jury witness
before he left Los Angeles for Chicago. Assistant District Attorney
Milton U'Ren said he hoped Sherman would return and not cause
legal steps to be taken against him.
Another Woninn Located
Tho authorities announced today
that they believed May Parsons,
another woman who was in the
Arbuckle party had been located
at Fort Worth, Texas. Chief of
Police O'Brien asked Fort Worth
police to detain her.
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Proposals Three, Four and
Eight Draw Opposition in
City; Others Receive Affirmative Votes.
rose and swatted
Albuquerque
Amendment S yesterday.
Complete returns from eight of the ten
subdivisions of the city's ,two Precincts show a total of 534 for and
1,662 against the tax limitation.
it voted for the road hnnrl Issue
by 1,516 for and 61 S nealnst. It
failed to endorse amendments 8. 4
and 8. although there Is a possibility that later returns may put 4
over In the city. The other amend
ments were endorsed.
following are coiriDlet rAtiirnn
for the eight subdivisions:

For

Ar.ilnut
434
866
1,107
1,143
541
391
681
1,662
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A. J. Balfour.
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JUDGE P0RTERFIELD
USES SHOE TO SPANK
4 BOY DELINQUENTS

Lloyd George Not Expected
to Reply Until the Matter
Has Been Placed Before
the Whole Cabinet.
Premier
London, Sept. 20.
Lloyd George's reply to Eamonn
do Valera will probably be delayed until' after a conference with
the ministers at Oairloch, Thursday, and it seems certain there
will be no Irish peace conference
at Inverness for, according to the
latest reports the premier has decided to return here this week if
his health permits, in which case
the next formal cabinet council
will bo held In London.
None of Mr. do Valera's previous communications
has provoked such divergent opinions as
his
latest
telegram.
Tverything
Andrew Bonar Law.
considered, it is not unlikely that
the premier will delay his reply
until the wholo cabinet has met
here.
The decision of Mr. Lloyd
Oeorgo not to go to Washington
has
revived gossip of a coming
4
&j
general election, tho Mca being
that there are now only two alternatives, a peace conference or
an appeal to tho country.
The
government Is likely to find itself
surrounded with difficulties, not
only in the shape of unemploy
e
ment, the
campaign and
similar matters at home, but also
atiroad.
Tho reparations questions with
Germany involving possible riction
with Franco, co.nblned with
V
the continued depreciation of the
mark, may necessitate further
meetings of tho supreme council.
New difficulties with Itussla seem
to be brewing, all of which may
require the premier's personal atr
tentinn.
Latest reports from Cialrloeh tonight say that a ministerial conference may be held tomorrow,
nnd there are als-'- rumors that Mr.
do Valera has expressed willingSir Laming Worthington-Evans- .
ness to withdraw his claim that
the Irish delegates must go into
and
Balfour
tho British capital.
Law are two of the most famous the conference as representatives
Sir of an independent state.
of Britain's-eldestatesmen,
is Brit-in- h
Laming Worthlnsron-Eiaiiand
secretary cf state for war,
Lord Leo, of Fareliam, is first lord
of the admiralty.
IS

Vt
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LOT

That these four men will be
Britain's representatives at
the international v Conference on
limitation of armament In WashGreat

ington this fall is the confident expectation in authoritative circles at

R

the parliament hall itself and the

DUTCH PARLIAMENT IS
from the
reading of the speech
OPENED BYWILHELWSINA throne momentarily, "was drowned
in tho tumult.

(By The Aarocluted rrewi.)

'

BAIL ASKED FOR MRS.
Press). Parliament was
MADALYNNE 0BENCHAIN
opened by Queen Wilhclmina today
Tho Hacrue, Sept. 20 (by the

amidst scenes of disorder. A demonstration was carried out in the
street before the parliament building for the purpose of securing the
release of a man named Oroenen-daa- l,
imprisoned for refusing to
perform military service. Several
persons who attempted to approach tho royal carriage were arrested.
shouts were raised

(By The AtMul.tli'd I'rem
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Los Angeles, Calif., Sept. 20.
A writ of habeas corpus asking
e
that bail be granted Mrs.
Obenehain, indicted with Arthur C. Burch fur the allegec". murder of J. Briton Kennedy was filed
in tho appallate court today. It will
be argued later.
Mada-lynn-

SEIERAL SOLOIS
Pacts With Germany,
Austria and Hungary Are
to Be Transmitted Today
to the Upper House,

New

BORAH TO "LEAD
FIGHT

Idaho Senator Said to Hav3
Assurances of Support
From a Few Republicans
and Some Democrats,

COWBOYS IN

CITY READY FOR

(I!y The

RODEO THURSDAY

Afto-lntr-

l
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Washington,
20.
Sept.
from tho White House
today that tho new peace treaties
with Germany, Austria and
y
would bo transmitted tomorrow to tho senate was followed by
Information that they would encounter opposition from several republicans as well as some democrats.
- Senator Borah,
iiopublican. Idaho. Is planning to wage a fight
against ratification of the new
treaties ami is said to have assurances of support from a few repub.
and some democrats.
Despite promises of opposition,
administration
leaders said they
were confident of early ratification
and their opponents did not express
much hopo of overcoming the administration
support, combined
witii democrats favoring ratification.
Senator Borah, it Is understood,
is against tho new
treaties, because, It is said, lie believed they
would involve the United States in
European problems of diplomacy.
Ho also is wild to object to proposed appointment of an American
representative on
reparations commission. Tho p!n and
of
mandates also was said
practice
not to meet with his npproval,
President Harding is expected to
transmit the treaty without any
detailed legislation, confirming his
statement to a brief note of transmittal. The plan lit winis "..r:;f,l
can leaders to hSva the treaties
debated behind closed doors also is
threatened with opposition.
Hun-gar-

Tri-Sta-

Opens at
Huning Field Tomorrow;
Large Crowds Expected;
Parade Being Planned.
te

Round-U- p

Cowboy noses were counted lust
.of the
night by Manager (lar.-et-t
rodeo, and there are just a few
over 100 of the boys ah'eady n the
city and "all set" to vide th.j wildest horses, rope the fleetest burrc-and bulldog the worst
Mexican
steers that are let out tho chute
into the arena. Mom contestants
.aro expected to arrive.
The best saddle hnrsei in the
west are In the corrals. The wildest bronks are here. There arv
plenty of steers nnd burros. The
arena ia Ifcillt and there will be
room to accommodate
at least
5,000 in tho grandstand and bleachers, besides the large space left
open for auto parking, where the
occupants of the car can see the
show.
"We're all squared away for the
e
opening day of the first
roundup," Manager Garrett state!
this
Gover"And
early
morning.
nor Campbell of Arizona will probably officially open the sport tomorrow afternoon by roping the
first calf tKut streaks out of the
chutes."
Tomorrow, tho opening day of
the rodeo, will be governors' day,
as at least three governors will
thp governors' box. A parade
OF
probably be held tomorrow
SOVIET CAPITAL will
CHICAGO FIRE WILL BE
before the official opening.
"Aside from the fact that the
OBSERVED NEXT MONTH
rodeo .is for the benefit of the National Disabled Soldiers' league,
Curbs Are Crowded Each which is to get a set percentage
(Il Tlir Afisdctnlrfl
of
Cliienifo, Sept. 20. The semiI believe Albuthe
gate
receipts,
With
Promoters
Day
Try- querque and all New Mexico is centennial of the great Chicago
firmly back of this rodeo, tho first fire, of 1S71 which almost wiped
ing to Organize "Co-Op- "
cow show held here for a number out this citv.
with a
Concerns of Various Kinds of years, and that it Is to bo the tion of close to 350,000, populawill ha
which observed here next month.
first of a series of round-un- a
The
will create nationwide
Moscow, Sept. 20 (by the Asso
interest," fire and other events in the city's
be
will
told in pageantry.
ciated Press.) Speculation is ram Maj. J. H. Toulouse, who repre- history
A stadium is to he built on Chipant in the capital of soviet Rus- sents the interests of the disabled
sia. M'all street,
Threadneerile soldiers in the deal, stated bast cago's downtown lake front parte
and the plav given from October
street or any other financial dis night.
to IS. The onnlversary of the
Aside from the sport events there
trict In the world, has not half as
fire falls on Sunday, October 9.
be
will
of
"shoe
exhibits
number
of
fine
as
a
many
string operators"
The pageant's ciimax will be a
this ancient citv of the czar. The horses and cattle at the grounds.
scene depleting the future under
curbs are crowded each day with
tho
RECOVER 22 BODIES .
Chicago plan, which already
promoters trying to organize co
has resulted in great progress toBrisbane, Queensland, Sept 20.
operative concerns from tea houses
to automobile
bodies have been re- ward improving the features of the
factories and the Twenty-tw- o
talk of money Inside and outside covered from the Mount Mulligan city.
The celebration Is being given
the government has a capitalistic colliery near Cairns, where an exring seldom heard In Russia be- plosion of gas occurred Monday. It under the auspices of the Chicago
fore the soviet government decided is believed that all those entombed, Association of Commerce
l
it was unable to handle all business. about seventy, perished.
Markets are overcrowded with
SWISS BALLOON LANDS
dealers, but buildings are standing AMERICAN SHOT IX MEXICO
Idle because there is a lack of capOFF COAST OF IRELAND
Washington, Sept. 20. Carl It.
ital with which to pay the annual Tabb, an American employe of the
Mexican
Peroleunv company, was
rentals, which must be met In ad
tnj Thr Avunriirii-r- t Pih.I
vance. Newspapers are filled with shot and killed Sunday night "by
London, Sept. 30- .- With tho
suggestions for the assistance of co- Mexican Petroleum company, was landing today of the Swiss balloon
near Tampico, the American conoperative associations.
piloted by Paul Armbruster, all
Licenses for the 897 shops and sul at Tampico reported today to fojrteen
competitors in the inter5,489 market
stalls or street the state department.
national race for the James
n
wagons have been Issued in
Bennett trophy, which started
TO EXTEND KIXIEF WORK.
since the opening of free trade.
at
Brussels have been acSunday
Market stalls pay from 1,000,000
Warsaw, Sept. 20. The Ameri- counted for. He
at Lanbay
to 1,500,000 rubies annually, ac- can relief administration has de- Island, off the eastlanded
coast of County
bootbla.:ks cided to extend its work to all por- Dublin, Ireland, ant", therefore
cording to location;
wins
pay 300,000 rubles for their places tions of starving Russia.
the cup.
of business, while shops pay 500,.
000 to 1,500,000, according to location.
The government levies a tax of NATION-WID- E
five per cent in kind on concessionaires
foodstuffs;
producing
eight per cent on chemical manufactures and ten per cent on metal
working firms.
Twenty-si- x
factories
Moscow
have leased to private Individuals
11
out of 254 which the government
has offered ,to concessionaires.
Thesg plants employ 1,700 men.
The' government has retained 815
Be
factories employing 150,000

SPECULATIQM

in

WILL ENCOUNTER'

Kansas City, Sept. 20. Judge
E. E. Porterfield, presiding ever
the juvenile court, stopped
session of that court here today,
removed one of his low shoes
and spanked our juvenile
with it.
The four boys, in court foi
truancy from school, told the
judge they would not go ti
school, and asked him to send
them to the McCune home, t lie
county Institution for youtht'u
offenders. The judge Knt ou'
for a suitable stick, but none
,'ould be found. He then used his
shoe.
"What about school now?"
ho asked when he had replaced
the shoe.
The four said they felt it wa:
a good idea.

anti-wast-

Lord Lee.

PEACE TREATIES

lelln-quent- s

(By The Amoclntrd Trrtfi.)

Hotel Is Also

Interrogated; Will Attempt
to Bring Sherman Back
From the East,

FOR

k

J.' -

Witnesses Interro-- 7
By the Federal Grand

Amendment 1
1.683
Amendment 2
1.657
8
Amendment
817
(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.t
965
London, Sept. 20 (by the Asso attend the Washington conference Amendment 4
1,367
ciated Press). Neither Premier on tho limitation of armaments, It Amendment 5
6
1,528
announced
today Amendment
Lloyd George njr Lord Curzon, was officially
1,374
Their decision. Is attributed to Im- Amendment 7
secretary' for foreign affairs, will pending developments at home. '
Amendment 8
634
1,337
This has caused no surprise here Amendment 9'
53fr
as the development of British af Amendment 10
639
1,314
Amendment
H
613
1,516
fairs has made It evident that the
from
division
not
Figures
could
of
leave, although
premier
it Is understood he was anxious to Precinct No. 12 were unobtainable
was
it
announced that the vote
go. Irish affairs will demand the but
strongly in favor of amendpremier's closest attention, while was
FORECAST
ment
No.
4
and strongly opposed to
the
of
problom
unemployment
Denver, Sept. 20. New Mexico
to become more pressing. amendment No. 8. Vote on the
Fair Wednesday and Thursday; promises
It had been assumed that Lord other amendments was very light.
cooler southeast portion Wednes- Curzon
would no to Washington.
day.
His
health, however. Is a draw- - 7 ARE TENTATIVELY
Arizona Fair Wednesday and
uhck.
Thursday; not much change In
No appointments have yet been
SEATED AS JURORS TO
temperature.
made. The choice of A. J. Balfour,
TRY JAS. E. MAH0NEY
Is believed to be a
however,
LOCAL KEPORT.
Condition for the twenty-fou- r
Andrew Bonar Law, former gov- Seattle, Wash., Sept. 20. Seven
hours ended at 6 p. m. yesterday, ernment leader In the house of men and four
women were seated
recorded by the university:
commons, ts mentioned as the next tentatively in superior court here
Highest temperature .......... 80 probability.
today as jurors to try James B.
Lowest
The first lord of the adm ralty. Mahoney on the charge of murderA.
26 Baron Lee of Fareham. is consid ing his elderly, wealthy
Range ... .
bride, who
Mean
67 ered a logical
appointment be- disappeared shortly after their
32 cause of the
Humidity at 6 a. m
discussion of marriage last spring, and whose
proponed
17 naval armaments
Humidity at 6 p. m...,
The secretary of body is said to have been found In
.......None war. Sir Laming Worthlngton a trunk In Lake Union here. The
Precipitation
Maximum wind velocity..,,..
22 Evans, and the attorney general, twelfth seat in the Jury box Was
TJlrectlon of wind...
...West Sir Gordon Hewart, are considered temporarily vacant when court adCharacter of day.
Clear among the possibilities,
journed for tho day.
,

WEATHER
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DEVALERA NOTE

t

BOOZE

THOSE QUESTIONED

With Majorities of 1,600 in Curry, ..AJ in
Eddy, 900 in Chaves and 800 in Quay; Total
Vote Is Light.

....
....
400

ITS

' "ft r

y; Investigation Will Be
jpViesumed Friday,

Pecos Valley Shows Great Strength for J JViia

Holm O. Bursum, now holding
the temporary appointment as United States Senator to succeed A. B.
Kail, has been returned to the senate to fill the remainder of the unexpired term by a plurality probably in excess of 5,000 and possiblv
more than 6,000.
Figures compiled last night by
State Chairman O. L. Phillips indicated a total majority for the Socorro man over liichard H. Hann-of 6500. This figure is somewhat
indefinite, due to tne ract that
actual results are hard to obtain
from most counties. Jt Is probable,
though, that the final accounting
will not reduce the estimate greatly.
There were many surprises. Bernalillo county.' which went 1,800
for Hanna last year in the gubernatorial race, reversed itself and rolled up between two and three hundred for Bursum.
Socorro
anil
Santa Ke counties registered Bur-supluralities which may possibly reach 1,800 and Rio Arriba
are claiming a like figure, which may be cut to from
1,300 to 1,500.
Curry regained her place as the
banner democratic county, turnim?
in 1,60(1 for Hanna.
Eddy was
first reported to have gone 1,200
for Hanna, but later reports claim
that it will not exceed 750 votes.
Whether or not Hanna carried
Grant is still a mystery, but he if
conceded it by 200 by republican

GOT
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BOTH PARTIES.
The election is over. Without awaltins knowledge of the
til's editorial Is written. Tho Journal lias sonic filings to say
of the political Munition in this state, uninfluenced by the results of
this election.
Both political parties are In need of tho Immediate reorganization which, we understand, is contemplated by tho.se who are in
power.
The. democratic party Is tainted with the reactionary inflence
which long lias domliiitcd the republican party. The rank and file of
its includes are a free and liberty-lovin- g
people. The organization
has not had the enthusiasts
of democratic people because of
a distrust of its motives' and purposes.
Among the organization
members nro many lino Individual specimens of intelligent public
But
never
has
risen
to the height of progress
the organization
spirit.
attained hy the rank and file of tho icople. TJie usefulness of that
party to tho stato whether its future Is to lie us ths nlnoiity, or the
majority party, depends upon bringing the nrgnnlzn.lon abreast of
the best thought nnd Intelligence of the privates 'n the ranks.
Perhaps, with such a reorganization, the people of the party
will feci Inspired to "get a move on themselves" somewhat sooner
than the Inst ten days of a campaign.
The Journal may never support another democratic ticket. It
may support i.nc next year. All that, is In tho "lap of the gods." The
Journal Is an Independent newspaper, but with a
tendency. If the latter party pursues a course which will penult of our
support, we ncturally will support It. But wo will do precisely as
the puhllo welfnre demands, according to our best conscience.
Whatever we may do, we desire a strong, militant, progressive
ilemocratl party to contest the republican party for the favor of the
public. Such a situation will be In the public Interest. A rensonahly
political situation Is the best weapon with which to
compel the parties to serve the iieople.
The republican party cnrrieB too much "excess baggage." Its
record In this state during the past twenty years Is full of defects or
worse. To defend them Is folly. The state of the public mind Is such
In tho good yenr 11)21 that the party must cleanse Jtself, thereby ridding itself of the Incubus of the past.
To do this act of
is some considerable of an undertaking. The methods of the past must lie abandoned. New methods and new policies must be followed. I'nless this is done, the
party will find Itself "weighed In the balance and found wanting."
Why attempt to conceal tho fact thnt the record of ho party
in New Mexico ht.s been marred, almost continuously, by a corrupt
alliance between big business and politics. U.ir business lias corrupt-e- d
the electorate with campngln "slush" funds. In return tho politicians have given them
the exemptions and special favors for which
'
,
they have prayed.
This alliance must be broken. We do not mean that the financial
group shall not be republicans nor that they shall not be permitted
to contribute reasonably to campaign funds. Tint those contributions
must cea..o to be excessively largo and spceiul favors must l ot be
sought in return.
Those who hove been republicans "for revenue only" In the past,
innst show tho good grace to drop themselves from a conrpliions
slace In the organization.
Thoso placed ' charge must have no In
terest to serve except tho gcieral Interest of. the party and the
wen a re or mo sraie.
The special favors, special Influence and manipulations Indulged
In by some departments of the stato government must cease. The
organization must see to It that those who are Its jhoacu representatives act "on the square" with all the people.
money with favored banks
Placing publlo money or qasi-puhll- e
must cease. Money most be fairly distributed and must draw a
decent rate of Interest.
Tho party innst take a stand for the good old American principle of lajorlty rule. Tho people must bo given a chance to fairly
choose their representatives with equal representation for all.
If these things are done there is not a reason why the natural
republican majority in New Mexico shah lot be 10,000 votes. If It Is
not done, the resentment of an outraged people will turn the state
over to tho democrats.
The grand Id party with Its record of sixty yoors of usefulness
In America, can not afford to carry the burden of reaction and special
interests In this state.
Public opinion Is Insistent that reform and tho "square deal"
become the watch word in New Mexico. The party which falls to
tho champion of all of the people will become tho minority
party in this state.
e,
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DEMONSTRATION FOR

LIMITING ARMAMENTS 13 PLANNED
FOR ARMISTICE DAY, BGUEMBER

SECRETARY HOOVER TO
BE SPOKESMAN AT THE

JOBLESS CONFERENCE
(By The AstodaUd

I'rem.)

Washington, Sept. 20.

SecrctarJ

Hoover is to be the spokesman of
the administration at the opening
of the national unemployment conference which President Harding
has asked to meet here Monday, It

was indicated today.
The president, it was stated officially, would
not address the first meeting.
Unemployment, it was said, came
In for some discussion by the cabinet today. Ways and means for
aiding economie readjustment were
said to have been discussed with
the president.
In connection with the return of
the country's business and commerce to normal, sought by the administration, it was suggested in
official circles that the conference
might seek to frame recommendations for the stabilization of Industry. Fortified by the expert advice
of economists, the conference, it
was asserted, mignt in addition to
stabilization of unemployment. Inquire into the stabilization of the
dollar, labor, material and material handling and equipment, Including the railroad problems.

Organized Labor Will
Asked to Participate;
Prayer Services Will Be Held in Many
Churches; Women's Organizations to Hold
Special Meetings; Other Ceremonies.

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESS.)
Washington. Sept. 20. A solemn tions may be asked to speak briefly
ceremonial to voice at once the at the Arlington ceremonies, where
nation's gratitude to the soldier the president will make the princidead and its hone of dell vera nee pal address, and General
from heavy armaments will be ob- - will lay a wreath on the Pofshlnij
grave of
oervea irom coast to coast on the unknown soldier,
to buried
Armistice day under the loader- - there.
ship of President Harding and ofPresident Dcvtsca Flan.
ficials of his administration.
such an observance, officials
una first meeting of the arma areBysaid to believe
they can prement conference, called for that lude the possibility that
the tribute
day, is to be confined to brief to the soldier dead will be overformalities, leaving delegates free shadowed in the public mind uv
to Join with the president in tho the conference, and at the same
central ceremony at Arlington na time give the nation an opportunity
tional cemetery. On November 12. to speak its sentiments for arma-motho real work of the conference
reduction.
The plan is said
will begin.
to have been devised by the presi- -.
Plans for Observance,
dent because he felt that the tribPlans for the observance are ex- utes to those who gave their, Hvet
dein the world war might well b
pected to Include a nation-wid- e
monstration for the limitation of mingled with a prayer
for closet
armament by organized labor. international understanding.
prayer services In manv churches.
In his Arlington address, Mr,
special meetings of women's or- Harding ts expected to touch on
and" ceremonies hy this conviction,
ganizations,
although any decivic, industrial and political bodies finite declaration of the
purposei
It Is probable that a and hopes f the armament
generally.
negopresidential proclamation will set tiations will bo reserved for th
the day aside as a national holiday. following day when he will welMembers of the foreign delega come the delegates.
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PERSONAL NOTES OF THE STATE

ACTIVITIES

Material Development
Planned for Coming Year;
Mrs. W. H. Long Is Elected President.

Finns for the winter's activities
cf the Young Woman's Christian
association, which, because of financial conditions, will stress girls
work activities rather than material development, were approvel at
the meeting of the board held
Monday night at the recreation
center. The report of the secretary, Miss Marion Johnson, embodying the general plans was approved in full by the board which
was meeting for the first time this
season.
The season of the association
which extends from September
through May, will Include the following activities, girl reserves, recreation and devotional work at
the Hanvond school, the Indian
pchool and the Girls Welfare home,
the C. IT. P. club, the Young woman's council, swimming and
children's
classes
and
hours.
'
Eeports were made at tho meeting by the following chairmen of
Mrs. H. B. Jamison
committee:
for the hotel committee; Mrs. A.
ti. Stroi:p for the finance commita
tee; Mrs. E. J. Strong for the
committee; Mrs. Roy'Gts
ham for thu recusation committee;
Ir8. W. H. Long for the
Mrs. S. A.
committee;
llright for the traveler's aid committee; Miss Martha Vallinnt for
Mrs. George Mitchell of the hospitality committee; Miss Thompson
for the young woman's council; and Mrs. J. K. McCuIlum for
Mrs. Raymond Stamm of the
membership committee which reported that nine new members hnd
been tnken in during the month of
August.
Mrs. W. H. Long was elected
prosident of the association to take
the place of Mrs. M. E. Hickey
who resigned her position because
Mrs. Long had served
of Illness.
as chairman of the headquarters
committee and her successor has
not pyt been selected.
m
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U.S. MATTAKE
i

ACTION AGAINST

!

KU

KLAII

KLUX

J Washington.. Sept. 20. The department of Justice is considering
action shall be
Whether federal
taken In connection with the activi-

ties of the Ku Klux Klan, Attorney
General Daugherty announced today.
Mr. Daughert
said he would
Director
with
confer tomorrow
Uurns of the bureau of investigation who has been directed to look
into the question and if the facts
warranted, would seek a grand Jury
investigation cf the Ku Klux Klan
in some district and urge Indictment against any members where
Justified.
Any federal action against the
klan, Mr. Daugherty said, would
probably be under some statute
covering conspiracy but the legal
problem Involved, h added, was
somewhat complex. On its face, he
explained, the literature of the Ku
Klux Klan was not in violation of

NORMAL UNIVERSITY.
A visit from some twenty members of the Rotary club to the
Normal Friday was decidedly tho
most Important event of the week.
The Rotarlans looked over the
and
and
equipment
building
glanced in at many classes, reporting great satisfaction with the condition and activity of the school.
At chapel Chairman Ed McWenie,
caEhier of tho First National bank,
made a rousing, peppy talk on
football, recalling the days back in
1902 when he played quartor on
the Vegas Normal teams that
"cleaned" everything in the state
including the Aggies and the then
famous Albuquerque Indians, Thl
team. McWenie stated, was made
from an enrollment of some fifteen
or sixteen boys of size and age
suitable for the game, but the spirit
of the school as a whole carried it
through. Mao urged the boys now
in attendance to turn out
and
make this year's team another record breaker. The Rotarians went
on record as backers of the team
and as a result considerable impetus has been given the game here.
Suits have been ordered and it is
hoped to have things running at
high speed in a very few days. McWenie was cheered heartily at the
close of his talk. Attorney E. V.
Lucas followed him with a few remarks in which he pointed out the
and
great falling of normalltes
New Mexicans in general in failing
to appreciate home institutions,
opportunities, resources, etc. Often,
he pointed out. faculty members
know so much more about some
other state than they do this one
that the impression of inferiority
gets into tho students' makeup as
well. He then stated that careful
observation had shown that the
Normal stands high among institutions of its type anywhere in the
country and should be bo considered.
State Senator Charles Hedgcock.
an alumnus of the Normal, followed Mr. Lucas with a few remarks,
showing among other things that
Rotary ses and realizes the Normal's need for more buildings and
equipment.
A mass meeting Friday evening
at the Normal went further toward
the carrying out of suggestions of
the morning. Many members of
Rotary are former normalltes and
one, the Hon. John D. W. Veeder,
is a member of the board of rebeA closer relationship
gents.
tween business menend students
seems to be coming about as a result of Rotarian Interest.
President
spent the
Wagner
week in Santa Fe due to the illness
of Mrs. Wagr.er. Their son Robert
also went over Thursday evening..
Miss Grace Stewart, registrar, is
spending her vacation at her home
In Michigan.
She left Thursday
and will be gone a'jout a month.
Mrs Myrtle Blllau arfil Miss Osmund are recent additions as assistants on the faculty. Mrs. Blllau
in the commercial department and
the latter in Spanish.
Enrollment has now reached
about 455. Of these some 300 are
of high school and college rank.
Class rooms are overflowing at
each period and Btlll new ones
enter almost every day.
Movement is now on foot to start
of
the Trlgonlan
News, beginning with the issue of
next week. This paper has rather
the
a wide circulation
among
schools in the state and its failure
to appear would be a disappointment.
WAGON
Mr. and Mrs.

MOCND

John Paltenghe
and daughter, Miss Bertha, motored to Dawson, N. M., last Sunday
and made a few days visit with
relatives, returning home Tuesday
evening.
Mrs. E. B. Slfferd left Saturday
morning for Clovls, N. M., in response to a message announcing
the serious illness of her mother.
5' s, Humphrey.

Nell Bolt arrived Sunday from
the law.
Levy, N. M., and has enrolled tn
What was to be determined, he the local high school as a member
explained was what went on be- of the Junior class.
Mr. and Mrs. PatteYson of Clov-hind the scenes.
1
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REMEMBER
You'll Always Do Better

at

H
SELF-SERVIN-

GROCETERIA

G

109 North First Street
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo
Karo

Syrup,
Syrup,
Syrup,
Svrup,

White
White
White
Maple
Maple

Opposite the Y. M. C. A.

Blue Label. No. Vz, lb. can
Blue Label, No. 2i2, lb. can
Blue Label, No. 5, lb. can
Blue Label, No. 10 lb. can
Syrup, Red Label, No. li2. lb. can
Svrup? Tied Label, No. 5, lb. can. .
Svrup, Red Label, No. 10, lb. can
lb. can
Flavor, No.
Flavor, No. 5, lb. can

V,

12c
17c
33c
60c
13c

.38c
69c
20c
61c

We have just received a large shipment of Golden
Dew Maple Syrup and are offering this for Wednesday at the very low prices of
90c
:. ...
Large Size
:
Medium Size
45c
23c
Small Size
i3
Pineto
Sliced
This
your last chance
buy Libby's
apple at the very low prices of

Is. N. M were guests of Mr. and
Mrs. E. B. Slfferd on Tuesday of
the past week. They are making
motor trip tnrougn tne state, ana
continued on ttteir Journey Wed
nesday, accompanied by Mrs. bif
ford as far as Las VecaB.
Mrs. S. Fou was hostess to the
Women's club Wednescay after
noon at her home south of town
The business meeting was conduct'
ed by the president, alfter which
the suggestion of Prof, Osborne
that the club give each child tn
school a tree to plant on the
school campus and individually
care for it, was discussed. At the
refreshclose of the afternoon,
ments were Berved by the hostess
W. Vorenberg, S.
to MeBdames
C.
R.
Vorenberg, 11. Burgess,
W.
Fremont
Osborne, H.
Keyes,
W. Davis, W. Salisbury, Doolin, J.
It. Gillespie and S. Taylor.
Mrs. S. Vorenberg
returned
home Saturday evening from the
Meadow city. She was accompan
ied home by her son, Morris Vor
enberg, who made a short visit
here with his parents.
Mr. and Mrs, J. M. Bentley are
spending their vacation in Missouri
and Kansas visiting their parents
and other relatives. They are making the trip overland.
Henry Washburn returned Sun
day from Las Vegas where he had
been visiting friends a few days.
Mr. J. F. Hargrave, accompanied bv his daughter, Beulah. mo
tored up from Watrous, N. M-- , Saturday afternoon and spent a short
time here on business connected
with the office of county agriculWhile here. Miss
tural agent.
Beulah was the guest of Miss Veva
Gibson.
Miss Lollta Weigand left Sunday
for Mora, N. M-- , where she has accepted a position in an abstract
office.
A number of Wagon Mound people attended the baseball game at
Levy Sunday afternoon between
the Levy Jolly club and the local
team. Our boys were defeated by
a score of 5 to 7.
.

'

STATE COLLEGE.
A very delightful social was given
at the Mesllla Park Presbyterian
church by the Christian Endeavor
Numerous
on Friday evening.
games were played and special
music was rendered by an orchestra composed of Mrs. T. C. Sexton,
Professor Alva P. Taylor, Mrs. Ira
H. McClymonds, Rev. Ira H.
and Mr. Fred Powell.
Refreshments were served to about
150 guests.
The Saint James choir of the
Episcopal church of Messilla Park
gave a very delightful social and
dance at theswrUh house and on
the grounds oT the Rev. Hunter
Lewis on Saturday evening. After
playing many games refreshments
toere served to the crowd.
Dean John H. Vaughan, and wife
and daughters, Margaret and Virto El
motored
ginia Vaughan,
Paso, Texas, on a business trip on
On Sunday they moSaturday.
tored to Canutillo, Texas, whdre
s'
Dean Vaughan taked at a
meeting on the eighth
parent-teacher-

amendment

Thursday evening in Hadley hall
meeting was
held for all students of the institution. Talks were made by Rodget
Keeler for the Y. M. C. A.
Miss E. Alleen Smith, stenograstate expher in the offices of thebeen
awa
tension service, who has
on her vacation Into Texas, returned Sunday evening from San
Antonio, where she has spent the
past two weeks.
Robert R. Gibson, local supervisor for the United States vatenftis'
bureau, with headquarters at Albuquerque. New Mexico, was here
Monday of this week confering w.th
President Harry L. Kent and other
the
college officials concerning
training of the returned disabled
service men.
Profersor C. W. Botkln, the new
head of the chemistry department
at state college, has Just arrived
and taken up his work. Mr. Botkln
has had a wide experience in teaching and research work. He isIn-a
graduate of the University of
diana and did some graduate work
Later he tooK
In that Institution.
his masters' degree In the UniverHe was for
Wisconsin.
sity of
three years a teacher of high school
chemistry. After that ha was head
nf the department of chemistry at
Wheaton college, Wheaton, 111.
,'ollowlng that for two years h
was associate professor of chemistry at the Colorado school of
mines st Golden. He came to this
institution directly from Denver,
where for the past year he has
for the
chemist
been research
American Shale and Petroleum
cotnpany.
Harry W. Titus, of Laramie.
Wyo., has been elected to fill the
vacancy in animal nutrition in the
animal husbandry department. Mr
Titus is a graduate of the University of Wyoming, and has at two
different times served as assistant
H
state chemist for Wyoming.
rpnlirned and was last year lreao
of the chemistry department of the
his
Oklahoma school of mines,
resignation from this position took
place September 1.
Major James H. Mcuuniocii.
state historian, od Arizona, wai at
the college Monday or tnia ween
in conference with Dean John H.
matter of
concerning
Vaughan
southwestern history, particularly
the history of the period between
1846 and 1863.
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We
Sell

The HighMt CracU Macaroni
Ef g Noodles, Spaghetti and

V

SUCH

(By The AMnctaled Fren.)
Chicago, Sept. 20. Lowell Sherman, actor and one of the party
entertained by Roscoe (Fatty)
in San Franscisco where
Miss Virglna Rappe film actress,
suffered Injuries resulting in her
death, declared hero today that he
was not a fugitive from Justice and
that he could return to California
at any time without fear of conSherman
sequences to himself.
stopped in Chicago for a short
time today enroute to Now York
to visit his wife. He declared he
had given depositions regarding
the "death party" in California
and said he did not understand
why the district attorney in San
Francisco wished to question him.
"It was not any extraordinarily
wild party," Sherman . explained
here today. "It was Just one of
that kind of gatherings that occur
often among ood friends on the
stage and in the pictures.- Virginia and all tho others conducted
themselves properly.
The yarn
that Arbuckle wore only-hi- s
is wrong and so Is the story
that ha carried Virginia Into that
,. . i
room.
--

fifty-seve-

. Greater Las Vegas.
Vegus. N. M.. Sept. 20.
Unofiloial returns give. In the
four precincts of greater Las Vegad,
Bursum, 1,251; Hanna, l,0(z; sena,
outside city,
489. One precinct
gives Bursum, 15; Hanna, 1. Returns coming in slowly and count
on amendments may not be finish
ed before noon tomorrow.

East Las

TOBACCO

other Macaroni Products

1

Another b?7 Improvement la
I the new IIOCSIER BEAUTY
is the set of four big,
glass jars with aluminum lids
ia the special rack illustrated
above. As you sit before your
HOOSIER, these frrs are easy
to reach. You will find many
uses for them in your kitchen,'
You will find them one of the
greatest conveniences you
ever saw oa a KltcbcnCabinet

r
1

I

air-tig- ht

y

at No

The try slides oat with (he table
top. You can sat st each tool in an
Blatant sven when too tablo top Is
extended, giving you the greateet
ingle convenience ever installed in
Kitchen Cabinet.

THIS NEW Cabinet is the last word in step -saving. Domestic Science experts assisted in creating' it. It
is the best
designed, most scientifically arranged, and most completely
outfitted Kitchen Cabinet ever built
Not only does this new HOOSIER contain
many new
features never before incorporated in a kitchen device, but
its arrangement is so perfect that it practically hands
you
the very article you need, exactly when you need it.
As a matter cf fact, this new HOOSIER is so much mora
than a Kitchen Cabinet that there is really no comparison
it is the greatest
and labor-savidevics evei
offered to a woman.
During this special sale, we will put this splendid Kitchen
Convenience in your home on payment of $1.00 and with it,
without any additional charge whatsoever, the ten splendid
Kitchen tools and tool compartment tray. No extra charge for
any of these features, or for the special terms which apply on
the low 1921 price set by the factory.
Decide today that you will jointwo million other HOOSIER
users "Saves Steps" should be your slogan.
step-savi-

M
M.. Senr. 110. Hanna
165
majority.
Raton,
carrying
Bursum carrying county, lift ma- out nf thirtv- (rt thirteen
three precincts. Returns coming
slowly.

ng

ng

Ini-lt-

Santa Fo Totals.
Santa Fe, N. M., Sept. 20. - Santa
Fe, four precincts, Bursum 1.627.
Hanna 530, Sena .34. Stanley,
Bursum 87, Hanna 41 Lai.iy, Bursum 22. Hanna 11" Oa'.ist'jo. Bursum 100, Hanna 4. Est'riii.uri total
Bursum plurality in county. 1.S00.
Bursum Leading in Raton.
Raton, N. M Sept. 20. Bursum
has 229 majority in three precincts.

Hanna Carries Silver City.
Silver City, N. M.. Sept. 20.
Hanna carried Silver City by 75 out
of 883 votes cast and is leading in
county on early returns by over
100. Hanna carried Tyrone, cnir,

Buckhorn, Steeplerock, Pinos Altos
and Flerro.
Roswell Favors Hanna.
TCrtawoll
M
Sent 5ft Fmir
Roswell precincts. Hanna 1,347.
Bursum (46.

ROTHERS

FURNITURE.

Copper and Second Sts.

Institutions to
alleged
include the
of Columbus,,
"Anj ma.i." he said, "who states
is
BY LAWFULAUTH0Rm that the Knights of Columbusmust
unpatriotic and
Winhave been emulating Rip Van
(By The Associated Prrsa.)
kle during the war To base a de20. The mand for investigation on the bogus
New
York,
Sept.
Knights of Columbus are ready for oath attributed to thj Knights of
investigation by any lawful'y con Columbus indicates the Intelligence
stituted authority. Supreme Secre of the men votirg 'or It.
"Oui record is nofonlyan open
tary W. J. McG'nley declared today
In a statement deal'nz with adop
book, but a book written In plain
tion yesterday by the city council Engllfh. We have no esoteric lanof Atlanta, Georgia, o: resolutions guage with queer eo nblnatlons of
calling on new papers investigating consonants to mystify anybody."

KNIGHTS OF COLUMBUS
ARE READY FOR PROBE

Kn-ght- s

Banna leading Grant.
Silver City. N. Mi. Sept. 20.
Incomplete returns from over half

en Pi'""

Dona Ana Heavy For Bursum.
Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 20. roar precincts including Las Cfuces
Hanna, 245;
give Bursum 654;
Sena, 66. Mesllla precinct gives
Bursum 23 majority.
Republicans
claim Bursum majority seven hundred to eight hundred in Dona Ana
county.

Ana County.

Las Cruces, N. M Sept. 20.
Precinct 15. Berino, Bursum 37,
Hanna 22, Sena 0. Eight precincts
including Las Cruces give Bursum
711, Hanna 318. Eleven precincts
not reported, estimated
to give Bursum 800 majority.

In county

McKlnley Give 800
Gallup, N. M., Sept. 20. Four
Gallup precincts gave Hanna 90
majority. Incomplete returns from
county give Bursum majority of
three hundred. All amendments
carried by small majorities except
numner 8 wnicn was decisively de
tested In Gallup and throughout
oounty. Vote on amendment was
very light scarcely 50 percent. To- -.
tal vote in county was not over
percent less than that of last
November,

r Wind
Shield
J
IIHIIIJJlr

Glass-Lumb-

f?

I

New Mexico

er
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423 South First Street,
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OOP skirts were worn
by those who first asked

the druggist for, and
inisted on having, the genuGolden Medical Discov
put up by Dr. Pierce
ery
'
Dress
over 50 years ago.
has changed very much since
then I But Dr. Pierce's medicines contain the same dependable ingredients.
They
are standard today just as they were fifty
years ago and never contained alcohol.
ine

r

v

Dr, Pierce's Golden .Medical Discovery for
the stomach and blood cannot be surpassed
by any tonic and alterative today.
When you feel "all out of sorts" your viblood becomes
tality at a low ebb-th- e
with poisons
The best tonic is
'called Dr. Pierce's Golden Medical Discovery.
It put vim, vigor, vitality into the blood. Try
it! All druggists. Liquid or tablets.
sur-chlftpr-

1

LUMBER

GLASS, PAINT.
r'IENl. PLASTER
AtBUQUlERQUftUMBER COMPANY
m Noitiu iriiua bthkki

75

Steel Co. Inc.

Bdltermakprt. and rt filler.
2100 8. Second St.
Tel. 1947--

Journal Want Ads bring results.

C. H. CARNES
l
Sl'HCIAMSl
(H ILAR
RKFKACTION
10? 8. Fourth.
Phone I057--

AllMfaXIUItAI'H
1

VrkWUIIKH

CAKBUN

PAPERS

Albright
&

PRICE LIST
Better Kodak Finishing

Kolls Developed
Packs Developed
Printing each

MORE

PRINTERS

BINDKKN
STATIONHRS

8c to 6c

The BARNUM

LESS

Anderson

10c
15c

STUDIO

219 West Central
a-.-

Cruces Precincts.

vntAH.

Phone

REDUCED

of county precincts Indicated Hanna has carried Grant county over
Bursum by 250.

Don

DURHAM

1

Hanna Carries Raton.

The city of Carlsbad. Eddy
county, reports a majority of 780
for Hanna, democrat.

lid

Good Housclceepinglnstltute.
Set consists of six special
knives, two strong-pronge- d
f orks.and two handy spatulas,
each of the best carbon tool
steel, fully warranted by the
manufacturer.

Jtxtra tost m your HOOSIER

Ttntnn

SKA

fcfe

IS

you get it

Chaves Nearly Complete.
Roswell, N. M., Sept. 20. Eight
precincts In Chaves with only small
vote outstanding,
give Hanna,
1,694; Bursum, 897. Amendments
not complete but indications are
that one and eleven have carried
by heavy majorities.

San Miguel County.
East Las Vegas, N. M., Sept. 20.
n
Eight precincts out ot
in ban Miguel county, givo
5 ; Hanna, l.luti; Sena,
y
4
1.
bursum,
reunofficial
496.
Scattering
ports show passage of road

set of Dexter Domestic

Science Kitchen Tools.
Endorsed by leading Domes
tic Science experts, including

on amtchen lamnet

60; ten for 97, agtfinst 60; eleven
for 110, against 61.

f

GENUINE

V

82 against 61; eight
for 111,
against 53; nine for 105 against

Eddy County Landslide.
Cam.
Knt M Trn out nf
four precincts in the city of Santa
Fe give Bureura, repuDucan, lor
United States senate, a majority of

tor iuc from
one sack of

S

(Continued from Page One.)

Tnctuncnri Returns
Tucumcari, N. M Sept. 20.
Precinct one, Tucumcari, H votes
Is esticast, count uncomplete.
mated Bursum' will receive 200 of
those In the city. Returns from
.Vara Visa gives Hanna .8 8 Bursum
35. Logan, Hanna 92 Bursum 38.
Hudson, Hanna 19 Bursum 33.
Lloyd, Hanna 23 Bursum 3, Other
precincts unheard from.

without extra charge, tba
new HOOSIER tool compartment tray with the complete

Hhe Greatest
ever put
ImpwVement
.
J

HEAVY PLURALITIES IN
SANTA FE, SOCORRO AND
RIO ARRIBA ROLLEp UP

Santa Fe Looks Bursum.
Santa Fe. Sept. 20. Precinct 17,
Santa Pe. glvea Bursum 287 Han
na 94, Sena 9. Precinct 18. Santa
Fe, Bursum, 263, Hanna 120, Sena
9. precinct . csania n, aursum
640, Hanna 171, Sena 10.

50gqod cigarettes

During; thlf sale we give you,

as

fall.

,22c
27c

14c
Pillsbury Health Bran, a pkg., only....;
Sambo Pancake Flour, a pkg., only
11c
Aunt Jemima's Pancake Flour, a pkg., only. . . .17c
Aunt Jemima's Buckwheat Flour, a pkg., only 19c
16c
Pillsbury's Pancake Flour, a pkg., only
Van Camps Tomato Catsup, large bottle, each, ,28c
Van Camps Tomato Catsup, small bottle, each. .18c
Van Camps Chili Sauce, large bottle, each.... 33c
We have Honey in glass jars,
jar only. . ,39c
carton only 52c
Swift's Premium Sliced Bacon,
carton only
S2c
Armour's Star Bacon,
Morris & Co. Supreme Bacon,
carton, only 50c

PARTY

Las Cruces, N. M., Sept. 20.
Precinct 13 Hill, Bursum 61,'Hanna
7; Precinct 1, Organ. Bursum, 16,
18.
The first successful attempt to Hanna
swim the English channel was that
Cnrry Vote Light.
of Captain Webb, who made the
Clovls. N. M.. Sept. 20. Returns
crossing In 1875 fn 21 hours 45 slow coming in, Vote less than last
minutes.

,
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can
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YOU
YOU

i

I

SOS

(Vent Gold Ave.

iisi

MAKE
SAVE

Sounds wrong, but it is a fact that
people save more money vhen their
income is reduced than when they are
making enough to keep them busy
spending; it. "Easy come, easy go."
Concern for the future is what makes
us prepare for it. We are opening
more new accounts now than during the
flush times a year ago.
People are
saving more money, even though they
are making less. They are preparing

for the future.
A bank account is a good friend. It
assures' you the possession of money to
carry you over any troubled period.
This is a good bank for the man or
woman who is trying to get ahead. We
take small checking accounts starting
on $50 or more; or savings accounts
with a dollar.

State National Bank
Affiliated with
The State Trust & Savings BanK
Combined Resources.
Four and One-Ha- lf
Million Dollars

I
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PLUMBING, HEATING, STEAM, ELECTRICAL
AND HYDRAULIC EQUIPMENT
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Jobbers of American Radiator Co.'s Products
Ideal Arcolas Always Carried in Stock
Phone 1518

612 North First Street

EDWARD

CORCORAN

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTOR
Estimates on Arcolas Promptly Furnished.
210 North Third Street

Phone

.
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ARCOLA

V Mmim

j

the Heating Engineer's wonderful
new gift to the small home
T7OR years every Heating Engineer has longed for a
heating outfit that would warm the small

PLUMBING & HEATING CO.

ALBUQUERQUE

hot-wat-

A. L. STAEHLIN, Manager

"LET

US
ARCOLA

ARCOLA a wonderful new invention
developed aftec
years of experiment is the answer to that hope.

SHOW YOU OUR
INSTALLATIONS"

ARCOLA is unlike any heating
equipment you have evefl
seen. It is radiator and boiler and
heater combined to burn any kind of fuel. Set in the living-roodining-rooor kitchen, it radiates healthful warmth to
every corner. American Radiators, connected with it by
small pipes carry its warmth to every
room upstairs and down. The kitchen
tank, too, can draw on its deep fire-po- t,
providing an abundance of hot
water for washing and bathing.
See ARCOLA today in the store of
any Heating Engineer displaying the
red and yellow card at the right.
imTVibipt- ARCOLA is not only a great invention for the small home; it i3 a gift to
lNFu.Eit;onir
AND GOMVORT
the small home in a very real sense.
CALLTTCKXlt

'

511 West Central

Phone 179

Your
Heating Engine sr
you used to call aim.
Steamfitter

hot-wat-

.

EDWARD

F.

NIHILIST

PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTOR
No Contract Too Big or Too Small
"Satisfactory Service" Our Motto.
1124 West Central Avenue

WILLIAM

J.

Phone

979-- J

BEAUCHAMP

ARCOLA INSTALLATIONS A SPECIALTY
414 South Eighth Street

Phone 261

T. STRUMQUIST,

JR.

HEATING AND SANITARY ENGINEER
,

AND

CONTRACTOR

.

Areola Inquiries Will Receive Prompt Attention

'

5

323 North Sixth

Phone 122

T.

L.

v

BELL

Let Me Estimate on Your Proposed Areola Installation
208 West Silver
Phone

the best of us.
But nearly half of them died from
exposure.
The land to which they came was
the same land in which we live; the
winter was no more severe than our
winters now.
But nearly half of them died from
exposure.
Almost no one in America dies from
exposure today. And why? Because
of the service of a group of quiet, unassuming men. Working without special
notice or praise, the men whom you call
Steamfitters and Plumbers have made
the newest nation the healthiest and
nation in the world.
.They have done a wonderful work
for America ; and yet their work is
hardly more than begun. Statisticians
say that 17 million homes in America
still have no heat except the heat of
"

625-- W

oid-fashion-

ed

For, in the fuel
is guaranteed

it saves,

ARCOLA

to pay for itself.

Encyclopedia Brittanica

best-warm- ed

THE PIONEER PLUMBING AND
HEATING CONTRACTOR

er

m

"During the first winter nearly onelialf
of their number died from exposure"
UST three hundred years
ago they landed on Plymouth Rock. They were
a courageous company
$ as sturdy and stout as

HEATING AND PLUMBING

M.

er

home as perfectly as the larger heating plants of the
American Radiator Company warm mansions
cathedrals and even the White House itself.

stoves.

If every man who can install a heating plant should work every day, it
would take a generation to give modern
healthful heat to those 17& million
homes.

,

An almost overwhelming task! But
think of the overwhelming economy!
Every Ideal TYPE A Heat Machine
substituted for a wasteful furnace or
boiler means that one family's fuel bill
is reduced

one-thir- d.

Every' ARCOLA, supplanting a farnace or
stoves, slashes the fuel bill of another

old-fashio- ned

home.
Of all the services rendered to the modern home
there is none which pays for itself more quickly or

more surely than the service of the Steamfitter
and, Plumber.
Call your Steamfitter or your Plumber in nor
and have him go over your house and report; his
counsel may save you money. Make it a point to con
suit him twice a year as you do your Doctor or your
Dentist And do not be surprised if the old name
over his stpre has been taken down and a new one
hangs in its place.
For the men whose science and skill have robbed
' winter of its terrors and removed the breeding-ground- s
of disease, have outgrown the names by which you
have been accustomed to call them. Their work has
- become a profession: the Steamfitter and Plumber
of yesterday axe today the Heating and Sanitary
Engineers.

'

LEX ZAKORA
PLUMBING AND HEATING
CONTRACTOR
,

Old Albuquerque

See Us About The ARCOLA'

Makers of the famous WEAL Boilers an4 AMERICAN Radiators
J

Phone 11 96--

402.17th Street
W

Denver,

Colors0

-
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YANKEES WIN AND TAKE LEAD; INDIANS LOSE; PIRATES IDLE
' WHEN RUTH BROKE HIS OWN RECORD

RED SOX KNOCK

IE

OUT

CUBS CUT LEAD

AND

V

W

Bj Tim Assoclntert

a

of

7--

st

(Bj The Associated Press.)

?

Chicago, Sept. 20. Chicago cut
.w York's lead in the pennant
ace to three games when a single
iy O'Farrell scored Grimes in the
enth inning, and gave the locals a
victory. The game was hard fought,
lead
ilie .Giants taking a three-ru- n
l,y bunching hits off Alexander,
nut Chicago overcame the lead by
bunching hits off Barnes and driving him off the mound. Alexander
weakened and the visitors again
uunched hits, and tied the score
w hen
Kelly cracked out his twenty-ihlr- d
homer. After that the game
developed Into a pitchers' battle
itween Cheeves and Nehf,
The box score:

vl d mmM
&

i.

2D411210

11

...

Sew l'ork.

38 4 11 24 2 2
Totals
x Batted for Evans in ninth.
Boston.
AB. K. H. PO. A. E.
1
0
2 8
1
4
Laibold, cf
1
1
0 Babe Ruth
4
8b
home run. WatchFoster,
logging home after hitting hla fifty-fift- h
1
1
1
3
him are Severeld, St Louis catcher, and Umpire Chill.
3.1
Pratt, 2b
ing
1
0
2 8
Mclnnis, lb.
This picture marks an epoch in baseball's history. It shows Babe
J. Collins, rf... 3 1 00 21 00 00
0
4
If
Ruth, greatest hitter baseball ever has known, breaking the world'!
Menosky,
. 4 0 1 3 3 0 record, set by himself, of fifty-fohome runs in a season.
Scott, ss
4
0
0
2
1
4
Walters, c
1
0
3
0
2
0
Pennock,
0
0
0 Cole
0
0
0
Kussell, p
(Miller). Struck out By Har-pe- r
1
0
0
0
0
0
4, Cole 3. Hollings 2.
Jones,
Balk
CAT
HAVE
aVick ............ 0 0 0 0 0 0 Cole.
0
0
0
1 0
1
sizPittenger.
Philadelphia 3; St. Ixmls 1 .
33 7 9 27 12 3
Totals
Philadolpnia,
Sept. 29. Philaz Batted for Russell In eighth. delphia broke Its losing streak of
PLAY
zz Ran for Vick In eighth, and ten straight gamea by bunching six
hits off Shocker. RommeH allowbatted later In the same Inning.
ed the Browns seven hits but was
By innings:
4 effectivo in
000 010 800
Cleveland
pinches.
7
000 100 06x
SELLr
Score:
R H E
Boston
hits JamiSt. Louis . .000 000 010 1 7 1
Summary! Two-bas- e
Snrl-flc- e
Foster.
8
200
8
0
000
Ox
Phil
eson, Evans, Wood,
Batteries:
Shocker and SeverPratt. Double play Pratt to
Scott to Mclnnis. Base on balU
eld; Rommell and Perkins.
Woman Refuses to Dispose
3.
Off Uhle, 1: Bagby, 1; Pennock,
7
of Valuable N. Y. Property;
Uhle,
Washington 9; Chicago 0
Innings pitched By 6
l,
Pennock,
Washington, Sept.
Bagby,
Eachary
Gives a Strange Reason
1
held Chtcago to.two scattered sinJones, 1. Struck out
gles and Washington batted Kerr
for Her Stand.
By Uhle, 1; Pennock, 4.
hard. Milan, in lert field for the
had
outs.
locals,
eight put
New York, 4; Detroit, 2.
(Bj The Associated PreM.)
Score:
R H E
New York, Sept. 20. A woman
New York. Sept. 20. The New Chicago ...000 000 0000 2 0
who owns a yard facing fifty feet
York Americans regained the lead Washington 000 114 30x 9 IB 0 on
Fifth avenue at Thirty-nint- h
Batteries: Wilkinson, Kerr and
by defeating Detroit while Clevein the center of the city's
street,
land was losing to Boston. Harper. Schalk,
and most fashionable
Zachary
Yaryani
shopping district,
New York's left hander, was wild Gharrtty.
refuses to sell it because her cat
but he kept Detroit's eight hits
to
have
a
"has
place to play In."
well scattered. Ruth fanned twice
The property Is worth about $760,-00In four times up. Score:
RAIN HALTS RACING
according to real estate men.
Detroit.
dollars paid on it each year
AB. R. H. PO. A. E.
AT COLUMBUS In The
PROGRAM
taxes
would. If stacked dollar on
1
0
1 1
0
6
Young, 2b
make a hurdle not to be
B
8
1
2
0
dollar,
0
Jones, Sb
Aisoclntrd
The
(By
Pieoi.)
sneered at by anything short of the
0
3
1
0
0
8
Cobb, cf
Columbus, O., Sept. 20. Today's cow who jumped over the moon.
0
0 v 0
3
0 1
Veach, If
"just one of these yere
Hellmann, if . . 4 0 1 1 01 0 grand circuit racing program was The cat iswalkin'
round cats." It
1
1 9
2
because of rain after everyday
Blue, lb
postponed
2
0 two heats of the first race had been was never known to take a prize at
3
1 0 2
Sargent, ss
a cat show.
1
0 run.
2 8
0
4
Woodall, c
Other wealthy people have given
0
0
0 0
0
2
One heat of the 2:05 trot, the
Cole,
0
0
0
0
0
strange reason) for refusing to
0
xManion
83,000, was won by Eell
Capital
City
business district property which
0
0
0
0 0
0
Hnllines. D
Periscope, and Guardian Trust won was eagerly sought by many buyof
heat
trot, the ers. Some time ago a man who
first
the
31 2 8 24 8 0 Horse Review futurity, purse
Totals
owned a building in Broadway just
t
x Batted for Cole In seventh.
when the shower fell.
Times Square, wanted conNew York.
The time of both of these miles below
none of the
AB. R. H. PO. A. E. was 2:04 Vi- - Guardian Trust's heat tract stipulations that
2
0 in that time was the fastest trotted prospective buyers would lease it
0
1
2
8
Miller, cf
businesses. His list
to certain
Peckinpaugh, ss 8 1 01 33 20 00 anywhere this year in a race by a
with aviary and went right
1
4
of his age. It also gave began
Ruth. If
performer
on down the alphabet to zylophone
2
2
0
0
1
4
Meusel, rf
Belwln, his sire, his first 2:05 trot- dealprs, skipping
so few lines of
0 ter.
1
0
0 6
lb
Pipp,
the
4
0
0 1 4
2
will be taken business that none would take
Ward, 2b
Today's
program
0 1 i 2 0 up tomorrow and as much of Hand place.
8
McNally, 8b
secJust above the Times Square
1
1 the
6
0 0
T
Schang, o
regular day's program will be tion of Broadway an aged
property
0
0 finished as
0 1
0
8
possible.
Harper, p
y
owner had a vacant
building that an automobile sale.!
26 4 ' 1 27 10 1
Totals
houRe wanted to lease. The papers
PRINCE IS CHOSEN AS
By innings:
were drawn up, and when the in2
000 000 101
Detroit
terested parties had gathered toe
DENMARK
4
MINISTER
TO
OOx
000 801
New York
Two-bas- e
sign It, the automonllevrepresonta-ttvhits McSummary:
remarked that his concern was
(Bj The Associated PreM.)
Nally, Ward. Stolen Bases Jones,
on
going to put "a nice electric sign his
Ward,
Sacrifices
Washington, Sept. 20. Dr. J. D. the
Cobb.
Pipp,
roof." The owner laid down
Prince, a language professor at
Manion, Hollings. Double plays
said no electric signs were
Woodall to Sargent; Blue to Sar- Columbia University and President pen and
on top of his building. The
gent; McNally to Ward to Pipp. of the state civil commission of going
was not closed and the buildBase on balls Off Harper 6, Cole New Jersey, has been selected by deal remained
empty for six years
President Harding as minister to ing
2.
Inning
pitched By Cole 6, Denmark.
when the owner died.
Hollings 2. Hit by pitcher By
COAST I.EAGTJE
Ran Francisco, 7; Portland,
Salt Lake, 10; Vernon, 5.
Oakland, 8! Sacramento, 7.

11

...41

p....

p.......
....

Burns, cf .
ancroft, ss.
I'risch, 3b
Young, rf

I

PLACE TO

IN; WON'T.

11

Rus-feel-

0,

......

.

....
....
p. ......
....

$6,-00- 0,

.2

...

.....

five-stor-

AB. R. H. PO. A.

. . .
. . .

If

;nwlings,
mith, c

2b...

p

liirnea,

ihea, p
Cunningham
.iallee, p.
KxBrown

lehf,

4
4
5

lb

.elly,
Meusel,

.......,

p

6
6
6
4
4
2
0
1
0
1
0

40

Totals

MUST

!;

Score; Kelly

6

i

5
5
4
5
5

3
2
5
3
0
1

c...

Cheeves, p

1
1

6

1
4

1 .

1
2

1

0

2
3
2
2
0
1
0
0
0

2
2
0
0
0
0
0
0

K

0
2
1

126,0

1

11

1

2
8
6
0
0
0
0
0

0
4
0
2
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
0
0

0
0
0
1

0

16y28 17

1

0

0
0

Chicago.
AB. R. H. PO. A. B.

Flack, rf
Holiocher, ss. . .
Terry, 2b
Kelleher, 3b....
Barber, If
Twombly, cf
Sullivan, cf....
Grimes, lb... I.
Killifer, c
zElliott
O'Farrell,
AUutandcr,

0
0
0
0

p...

3

1

1

2
4
0
0
0

2

1
0

1

1

13

3
0

9
0

0
0
0
0
0
0
2
1

1

1.22
1
0
0
0
0
2
2

0
0
0

2
1

0

11

1

0.0

0
0

0
0
0

6
5

0

0

1

0
0
0
0

0
0
0
0

J
0

42 7 15 30 16
Total
Batted for Shea in seventh.
xx Batted for Sallee in eighth.
z Ran for KilHfer in eighth.
y One out when winning run
scored.
By innings:
030 000 210 -0
New York
002 040 000
Chicago
e
hit
Summary:
Kelly.
Home
Sacrifices-Te- rry,
Smith.
Stolen base
Double
Bancroft.
Rawlings,
to Holiocher to
plftya Terry
Grimes; Burns to Kelly to
Alexander to Holiocher to
Grimes. Base on balls Off Nehf,
Cheeves, 1. Innings pitched
Shea, 1
By Barnes, 4
Alexander,
Sallee, 1; Nehf, 2
x

0-

17

Two-bna-

Raw-ling-

s.

runs--Grime-s,

Raw-ling-

s;

1-

3;

3;

OF
CARPENTIER - DEMPSEY
FIGHT IS SUGGESTED

AN INVESTIGATION

(By The Assocliited Press.)

Jersey City, N. J., Sept. 20. Any
investigation of the Carpentler-Dempsefight was suggested to
the Hudson county grand jury today by Judge Swayze. He askedit
the Jury to determine whether
was a boxing exhibition under the
meaning of the state law providing
for such entertainment, or a prize
particifight which would subject
pants and spectators to prosecution for committing a misdemeanor.
"The law cannot be evaded by
mere names," said Judge Swayze,
"and if in fact the contest of July
2 was a fight and if it was only
called a boxing or sparring match
In name, that wouia not change its
essential 'character as a crime.
"I've got the Impression from
what I've heard that it really was
a fight and not a boxing exhibition," said the Judge.
"If you think it was a fight, he
told the Jury," indict the principals
and the principal managers, especially all who had a pecuniary
Interest in the contest."
AMERICAN ASSOCIATION.
Toledo, 0; Milwaukee, 4.
s
Columbus-KansaCity, rain.
Louisville 7; Minneapolis, 6.
not
St.

The Duke of York, second son of
lng George, has recently been
elected a member of the Jockey
club.
Tf

Louis
Boston
Brooklyn
Cincinnati
Chicago
Philadelphia
St.

Cracks Out His Twenty-firHome Run for 1921.

Trrat.)

Boston, Mass., Sept. 20. Boston
fell on Uhle In thd eighth 'nning,
knocked him out of the box afttr
scoring three runs, and made three
runs off Bagby, who succeeded
him, defeating Cleveland,
i'
Cleveland.
A.B. It. H. PO. A. C
.
Jamieson, cf . . . 6 1 2 3 0 0
Wambsgansd,
0
0
5
1
2
Evans, If
3
2
0
0
0
4
Wood, rf.
2
0
0
0
0
5
Gardner, 3b....
1
6
1
1
1
4
Sewell, SB
3
1
0
0
2
0
Burns, lb
0
1
0
0
0
0
Johnston, lb...
1
1
0
0
0
4
O'Neill, c
1
0
1
0
0
4
Uhle, p
U
0
0
0
0
0
Bagby, p
0
0
0
0
1
0
xBmitli

3;

FLAG

THEY AfeE BOOKED TO SPARKLE ON
v BIG FOOTBALL ELEVENS THIS SEASON

t6

90

62

.....77
70

8

72
79
87
98

66

68
50

.........90

.610
.590
.572
.531
.493
.455
.400
.338

67

an investment in good appearance"

Yesterdays Results.
Philadelphia, 6; Cincinnati, 1.
6.
Chicago, 7; New York,
St. Louis, 9; Boston, 7.
Pittsburgh-Brooklypostponed;
rain.
,

.

Al-

yesterday's Uesults.
Philadelphia, 3; St. Louis,
Boston, 7; Cleveland, 4.
New York, 4; Detroit, 2.
Washington, 9; Chicago, 0.

six-ru-

110
112

,0
,3

,310210
.0

.

Two-bas-

plays---Barba-

Kuppenheimer
4
at

I)

one-thir-

d

re

I

I

--

14

'0

7

2

-

Phil .'.....001 012
Cincinnati .000 010

4

4

;

"Albuquerque's Exclusive Clothiers."

p.

011-

-6

0001

SMALL CONTRIBUTIONS
CREATE FUND TO PAY
FOR CHURCH BUILDING
(Br Th AoclBtd Prew.)
iii ua.n Texas. Sent.
eleven years of hard work, Mr. and
Mrs. 8. Sivert Sorenson, of the
Fundamental Union Gospel house,
have saved enougn money irum
50 to 75 cent dally contributions to
pay for a church building.
Tha hnildine. made of adobe, was
The
built with their own hands. eleven
money they saved during the omu-cieyears of work nere sowas nuidid the
they
to hire labor,
work themselves.
During these eleven yeara wc
saiu mi.
have saved irugauy,
"always looking forSorenson,
ward to having a house for our
He said contributions
services."
have fallen off to an average of
43 cents a day.
Services are conducted by the
wiinrtnmental Gospel society in the
streets, principally in Spanish. On
all public occasions, wherever they
can find a crowa, me buoi ""j""
ers distribute pamphlets whlcn
anurge people to be kind to one
other and kind to animals.vo
tuun
im is
'Our cnlei
crime," Mr, Sorenson sam.
A

i

'

'

1

WOMAN PASSENGER
SURVIVOR
SOLE
OF A WRECKED SLOOP

(Br Tha Aaaochited PreM.)
St. Vincent, Winward, Islands,
wa
Sopt. 20. A woman passenger Corthe sole survivor of the sloop while
wrecked
was
which
onation,
bound from St. Lucia for Grenada.
The sloop encountered a terrific
storm on Sept. 8. The woman remained clinging to the hulk, after
all others had been swept away.
high seas, the
Drifting through
vessel finally stranded on a reef
on the Grenadines, and after five
days in her perilous position, the
woman was observed, by a fisherman, who rescued her.
The schooner Lillian M. Barnes,
which left Cuba with 800 repatriat
ated West Indians, arriveddistressed
on Sept. 8 in a
She could not make
condition.
seas
port, owing to the tempestous
and was driven in the directionCasof
at T.iiptii. She entered Port
only
tries the following day, withsixteen
284 passengers and crew,
of
ennseauence
the
In
iled
h.in
annailln? exDerlences, one of
whom became demented and leap
ed overboard.

vv

I --

j
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WESTERN LEAGUE.
v
OkWioma City, 4; Sioux City, t
8.
.loplin, 7; Omaha,
'
Tulsa, 14; Dei Moines, 1,
Wichita, 15; Bt. Joseph, J. r

V

ot

d

All our skill, facilities, and lifelong knowledge of th'ej
finest tobaccos are concentrated on this one cigarette
CAMEL.
Into this ONE BRAND, we pu! the utmost quality
(Nothing is too good for Camels. They, are as good as it's?
possible to make a cigarette.
Camel QUALITY is always maintained &l the same highY
exclusive standard. You can always depend on the same
mellow-mil- d
refreshing smoothness the taste and rich!
and entire freedom from
flavor of choicest tobaccos

cigaretty aftertaste.
And remember this! Camejs come In one size package!
only 20 cigarettes just the right size to make the greatest
This saving goes
saving in production and packing.
reason why you
one
That's
Camel
into
Quality.
straight
can get Camel Quality at sd moderate a price.
Here's another. "We put nd useless
frills on the Camel package. No "extra)
wrappers!"; Nothing just for show!
Such things do not improve the smoke?
any more than premiums or coupons. And
their added cost must go onto the price1
or come out of the quality.
: One thing, and only one, is responsible"
for Camels great and growing popularity
1if ic P AHTUT. nTTA" ""TY- -

mm

Bar-bado- es

M left, Captain Aldrich of Tale; at
right, above, Center Bill Day of
Pennsylvania and Wesley Brockc r
of Harvard.

one-ma-

ONE
ONE QU.
One Size Pac kage

Winters and Brug- Rntteries:
gy; Marquard and Hargrave.

a

:

:

1

115
REYNOLDS TOBACCO CO,

Wlnston-SaUm,N.-

,

See the new ideas in lapels and looser coat backs.

E. L. Washbyrn Co.

w

3;

mm
SI

.

less than last year,

SURVIVORS

3;

Good Clothes

.v'.;

WINNERS

see-sa-

St. Ixrals, 9; Boston, 7. n
(By Tha AiMcInted PreM.)
St. Louis, Sept. 20. A
Ottawa, Sept. 20. Miss Alexa
rally in the seventh inning enabled
St. Louis to win from Boston. Nixon Stirling of Atlanta. Ga.. holder of
hit a triple and i. home Vun.
States and Canadian
the United
Boston.
women'
championships, and
golf
E
A.
PO.
AB. R.H.
winner of the
1 Miss Cecil Leitch,
0
B
1
2
1
Dwoll rf
British and French titular events,
. .
rf
Nixon,
won their matones loaay in mo
Barbare, 2b...
first round of the Canadian tournaNicholson, If..
ment. Miss Stirling defeated Mrs.
If
Cruise,
S. Whyte of
Montreal, 2 and 1,
3b...
Boeckel,
while Miss Leitch disposed Of Mrs.
Holke, lb
Gibson of Hamilton, 6 and 4.
Ford, ss
Miss Stirling was held even for
c
O'Neill,
nine holes by Mrs. Whyte, who
Oeschger, p..,
took the lead on the tenth hole and
Morgan, p....
held it until the fourteenth, when
Brazton, p.,...
squared
the American champion
xCbristenbury.
the match. Miss Stirling won the
3 fifteenth, halved the next hole and
7 13 24 15
37
Totals
for Morgan in the won the seventeenth,
x Batted
eighth.
Louis.
WIFE IS
AB. R. H. PO. A. 11. MURDERER OF
0
0
4
AT THE
ELECTROCUTED
Smith, rf
Fournier, lb.. 5 2 2 92 13 00
3
2
PENITENTIARY
4
OHIO
3b
Stock,
0
6
Horn shy, 2 b... 2
0
0
3
1
0
Mueller, c.... ,3
(By Tha Auoclaled PreM.)
0
0
,' 0
0 0
0
Columbus, Ohio, Sept. 20. AnMann, cf
0
0
0
0
0
drew Davy, 38, was electrocuted at
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Summary:
Three-bas- e
O'Neill.
Hornsby,
For the opening of the Madison
run-Ni- xon.
Garden boxing season on
hits Boekel, Nixon. Home NicholSquare
Sacrifices Lavan,
23 Tex Rickard plans
September
bouts
to stage three eight-roun- d
son, Smith. Double
to
Holke,
Ford
to
Holke;
to Ford
s and one of fifteen rounds.
bal
on
Base
Fournier.
to
Hornsby
Off Oeschger, 4; North, 1; Pertica, 1. Innings pitched Oeschger,
Braxton, 1;
Morgan,
Per-ticNorth, 2
Sherdel, 4
2.
Struck out Hy Sherdel,
1; Oeschger, 1; North, 1; Pertica,
North.
2. Wild pitch
6: Cincinnati l
riilhuiolphla Sent.
20. Marquard
was hit heavily today and Phila
i
delphia won from incinniiu.
R H
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.626
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MISS CECIL LEITCH,
MISS ALEXA STIRLING
WIN TENNIS MATCHES

Nehf.
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7; Cheeves, 3. Struck' out By'
1; Shea, 1;
exander, 8; Barnes,
Nehf, 2; v Cheeves, 1. Wild pitch
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Where They Piny.
at Philadelphia.
Chicago at Washington.
Detroit at New York.
Cleveland at Boston.

Where Trie Play.
Boston at St. Louis.
Brooklyn at Pittsburgh.
Philadelphia at Cincinnati.
New York at Chicago.

.

'.
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Chicago Takes the Long End

Boston Falls on, Indians'
Twirler in Eighth and
'
Scores Three Runs; Bagby
Also Is Ineffective.

.

Natonal League.
New Tork
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lng the Scot two up as he took
Then the brawny Scot
39 strokes.
not only evened affairs out
a lead of three boles before
luncheon.
Steil fought back valiantly In the
second round but finally succumbed at the S2nd hole.
111
There were some near upsets
among the home contestants, Pesse
Guilford being one down to George
Von Elm of Salt Lake City after
18 holes and Ouimet being actualARE
down to Marston at the same
ly
period, while John G. Anderson of
New York was one up in the
All
morning to Jesse Sweetser.
IN GOLF MATCH three
losers in the first found managed to down their opponentswin-in
the second round, Guilford
ning 5 and 4, and sweetser
Anderson by the same
Evans, Hunter, Gardner and
margin.
Lat-!
Ouimet Are Victors;
The real struggle was that beIt
tween Ouimet and Marston.
ter Meets a Tartar in was
a
affair and was in
17th
on
to
the
finish
its
doubt
Quaker City Man.
green,
AnwicUittd
PreM.)
(Br Tha
St. Louis, Sept. 20. Survivors
in the first round of match play NEW YORK MAN OF 72
today In the national amateur golf CONTINUES TO ERECT
at the St. Louis
championship
Country elub Included tnree formHOUSES; SELLS THEM
er title winners, among them
Chick Evans, and William Hunter,
(ByTha Associated Press.)
British champion.
Bob Gardner
New Tork, Sept. 20. Although
ai.d Francis Ouimet, the former
seventy-secon- d
year
champions, . had tc extend them- entering his
selves to win, however.
Ouimet with enough money to retire and
met a tartar in Max Harston, of take up golf, FrankD. Johnson or
but after finishing
Philadelphia,
Brooklyn continues to erect houst'F
the morning round three down, he all
by himself and sell them.
shot a 84 on the third nine and
For the last fifty years he has
finally won 2 to i.
hours a day
Gardner started well and reach- worked ten or twelve
and now is putting
ed the first turn three up to Clark at this pursuit
n
on
Gravesend
house
a
Speirs of Seattle, but he faltered up
on the second nine ana was only avenue. No hands but his own
one up at luncheon, a Scanty lead have touched the structure since
he started it.
that he could not improve.
Last July while he was working
Gardner and Speirs 'were the
on the house it was struck by
to
36th
reach the
only pair
jjreen
and only two other matches reach- lightning. Digging himself out ol
ed the 35th, Albert Seikel of Chi- the debris, Johnson rubbed some
cago, carrying Harrison Johnston arnica onto his .bruises and was
of St, Paul, to that point and Oui-m- back on the job next day.
Born in Boston of revolutionary
being forced to that green by
war stock Johnson expects to live
Marstop.
100. He has all but two of his
to
Evans, Bobby Jones of Atlanta,
.Tames Manion, of St. Louis, L. E. original teeth and scarcely a hair
s
Bunning of Chicago and Willie has fallen from his head.
"I could have knocked off and
Hunter, scored easy victories.
so
if
done
it
but
I
taken
had
Jones defeated Clarence Wolff,
easy,
St. Louis, 12 and 11 by virtue of I would now be reposing in some
a par 71 in the morning, which graveyard," was the way Johnson
made him eight up at the inter- put it.
Besides being a stonemason,
mission. Out of the seven holes
carpenter. plasterer,
played in the second round Jones bricklayer,
won four,
plumber, tinsmith, painter, paper
Evans and Manion whipped hanger, decorator, glazier, electriCharles Dexter of Dallas and John cian, wood carver and cabinetSimpson of Indianapolis, respec- maker, Johnson studied all the ins
tively by 10 and 9, the champion and outs of laws governing real
over estate, so as to save all title searchgaining all his advantage
'
Dexter in the first 18 holes by ing and allied fees.
one
above
par
playing
on each nine, while the Texan took
Journal Want Ads bring resultH
83.
A.
defeated
of
Chicago
Bunning
P. Boyn of Chattanooga, 9 and 8.
Hunter in his match with E.
Hoover Bankard, of Chicago, barely played him even on the first
nine, which they stroked in 38
each. The Briton gained two holes
on the second nine and after
luncheon walked away from his
opponent, Increasing his advantage
to seven up on the 31st green.
T. D. Armour,
Scotland, also
Largest stock or new and second-hanwas successful, defeating Lee Steil Bicycles Id the citj. Bicycle tires and
of Seattle, 6 and 4, but not with- puppllee. tuxprt repairing, lowest priors
BICYCLE
BROAD
TRADING CO
out valiant resistance by the PaMO Houth
Phone IS,
cific coast player. The American
shot a 86 on the first nine, repuls- - dn piaq iipusq
Mepo' jsojis

x

k

v '

r.Tv Tn nFXP VOTT.
If you are subject to biliousness,
(ra.s. bloatlne:. sick headache, eour
stomach or other ills that 'result
from indigestion and constipation,
you can get relief with Foley Cathartic Tablets. They are a genuine, wholesome physic that affords
prompt, sure and safe relief without griping or pain.' J. T. Oeborn,
R. F. D. 1. Lucasvllle, O., writes:
"Foley Cathartic Tablets are fine.
I took
trouble.
I had stomach
Foley Cathartio Tablets and now I
Sold everycan eat anything."
v
where.
'" ' f
;

I

I

-
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Journal Want Ads bring results.

THE SALARY YOU EARN.

Tour Earnln Capacity will Depend on Tour Ability to Do Thlrgs Better mhan the Other Pfllow
Teach
Can Do Them A COURSE IN THIS SCHOOL WDULD QUALIFY TOU for a Real Job- - We
'
Buslnoss as It in done in the busy office. Call an! See us,

L.

A. MAY, Manager.

E. L. HOSK1NG, Principal.
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r

THE WOMAJI HE MARRIED

'

Social Calendar

By JANE PHELPS.
W. C. T. V. meeting at home of
Mrs. D. A. Porterfleld. 302 South
Edith street, at 3 p. m.

all the latent temperament
Now with her by his side, with her
queer
notions, her almost unmoral views of lite, of the
relations of men and women, he
was at times hard to understand
moody one day, bright and full
of energy and enthusiasm the next.
I had no idea that this change
In him was due "to Juanita, or that
she had anything to do with his
uncertain tempers. I was worried
for fear he was overdoing, so I
used to urge them to stop talking
shop and get out In the open.
Dick never failed to ask me to
In him.

A NEW ACQUAINTANCE.

CHAPTER 13.
We had gradually formed a few
acqualntanoei. Among them was
a woman who had a bungalow
near us a fascinating, temperamental sort of creature, who
tracted and repelled me at the
She was effectively
same time.
blonde, tall and willowy, a dainty
creature, yet with something almost cruel lurking In her eyes
whenever she raised the thick,
dark lashes, so unusual with hair
so golden.
She was an eccentric dresser,
yet her gowns seemed someway
to belong to her. I told her soon
after we met her of my drapery
do
shop, and she persuaded me toawher bungafcw for her. I was
was
Dick
fully glad of the chance.
doing nicely with hi writing, but
we had not been able to build the
modest house we had planned.
Blie wrote queer fantastic tales,
weird things that certain magazines occasionally published, and it
was through her interest in Dick's
work (perhaps a pretended
est, I later thought), that we beShe soon got
came acquainted.
lntovthe habit of running over and
to
read her stories,
asking Dick
to criticise.
"It is such a 5Qy to have someone tell me where I can improve
them," she said to me, and II smilcomingly agreed. Then after
menced tb fix up her bungalow,
with
often
she was even mdre
Dick, talking over their Ideas,
comparing notes, etc.
Dick seemed to be interested in
her, but I laid it all to their she
llarity of occupation, although
told us she had an income sufficient for her wants had she not
sold anything from her pen.
At times they would take long
Sometimes I went along,
walks.
but oftener thev went alone, leavme
busv with her bungalow.
ing
Not a thought of danger in this
Intimacy entered my mind, not wea
doubt of Dick's loyalty. Had
known more people, gone out more
often. I might have been wakened.
But it seemed to me only natural
that they should be' interested in
each other's work. I never put it
on a personal basis.
It took me nearly all my spare
time for two months to decorate
the bungalow. In that time she
and Dick were constantly together.
She bad taught Junior to call her
aunt Aunt Nita. Her name was
Junnlta, and before long we both
called her so, and she called us
Nan and Dick.
Sometimes when she would come
over after dinner in some trailing
gown that made her even more
lovely, I would feel rather out of
place in my simple house dress.
Then the thought of what clothes
JlaU It H O UUUD LV 1" " nwi.iv. ninnv
me satisfied again and I would put
envious feeling.
i aside the slightest
' She could afford to wear those
lovelv prlshable things, I couldn't.
So I would dismiss all thoughts
' of
the' sort, and not notice how
at her.
admiringly
must have been blind, blind
I
'
and stupid. Tet I never noted
actions, or In
anything In her
Dick's, to cause me to fear she was
becoming anything more than a
writer-frien- d
to him. Neither did
I realize, because I did not know
:
anything about it, how people who
do things people 6f .tempera-- i
ment, especially artists and writers,
! are
swayed by their emotions.
'
Dick's Illness and the long solitude of the desert and developed
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BENNY'S

WTE BOOK,

Me and Puds Slmkins and Mary
Watkins was setting on her frunt
steps, me and Mary Watkins
tawking about diffrent subjecks
9u teh as skool starting agen and
how lucky it is that comets dont
gonrelly hit the erth rite ware
you happln to be, and Puds Jest
sat there looking dum, wich he Is,
and a funny looking horse went
past attached to a huckster wag-giand I sed, G, did you see that
cross eyed horse, I bet he got that
way trying to see if his tale was on
n,

strate.

Wich Mary Watkins started to
like enythlng, saying, My
goodnlss, Benny, how do you think
of all those crazy things? You
certeny are crazy.
Being a compliment, and I Jest
sat there feeling all rite and thinking bet Puds wishes he was as funny as I am, all he can do Is set
there dum, Im twice as funny as
wat he is.
Wich I am, and prltty soon a Ice
waggln went past full of ice, me
saying, Oosh, that Ice waggln looks
cold, its a wonder they wouldent
put a overocat on it.
O Benny, if youre not the craziest thing. Ill Jest die laffing at
you, sed Mary Watkins, laffing like
everything.
Me thinking, I bet Fuds would
give a million dollers if he could
think up things like that, I bet
he's as Jelliss as enythlng. Im 6
times funnier than wat he Is.
And I sed about 6 more things
making her laff harder each time,
and Puds Slmkins sed, O, I hope

latf

HOW TO KNOW PURE ,LINEN.
Linen Is much more expensive
than cotton and when linen prices
are paid, linen should be received
By Edna Kent Forbes.
by the purchaser not Just a good
of linen. Every houseimitation
'
F. H. H. Massage the limbs
SCMMER ELBOWS.
with a deep kneading movement wife, as the buyer of household
supplles.for the family, should feel
Summer time Is ths hardest time and use a strong solution of
It her duty to learn to know pure
Salts.
of the year for the elbows. We
B. E. M
Smiles, Dumpling, linen when she sees it.
wear short sleeved dresses so the Thank
Linen was formerly the most
Flossie--reelbows are exposed, which means plies toYou, Carrie,
vegetable fiber, but of
your letters require more Important
that a great deal of dust and dirt space than
can be used in the col- late years It has been largely reis grimed into them and they
placed by cotton for household
umn, will
kindly send stamped uses.
dry and sunburned and rather addressed you
The linen fiber is long,
so
full
inforenvelope,
harsh and ugly in appearance. mation may be mailed to
smooth and lustrous when spun
you,
'
of
are
They
particularly bad,
into a thread. It is very strong
course, at the end of the summer,
and has not so many fuzzy ends
IUII
Ull
..It
t J WMU
at the very time when everyone is
as cotton has. Cloth made from
it stays cloan longer than' cotton
trying on fall and winter (tresses.
are
the
the
elbows
cloth because of Its smoothness,
Fortunately
easiest part of the body to improve
and of course It is handsomer beIf yours have
in appearance.
cause of its luster. Good
linen
rather harsh and brown, you
yarn is round una twisted; If the
can improve them amazingly in a
the
yarn Is flat and loosely-twiste- d
few weeks by any one of the folmaterial will not wear as well.
It Is more difficult to choose a
lowing Bimple treatments.
medium-price- d
Scrub them with hot water and
piece of linen wisesoap,' rinse with hot water, and
ly than to choose a more expenwhile .the skin Is still warm and
sive and finer grade because substitutions for various finshes and
moist, which means that ths pores
will be open, rub them with a litstrong fiber may be made to lower
olive
or
warm
olive
the
oil,
the price while they give the same
tle
pour
oil into a saucer and sit with the
Linen even the best
appearance.
elbows resting In this for fifteen
contains a certain
always
amount of sizing, for the yarn
minutes or so.
Scrub the elbows with hot water
would become rough In weaving
If the sizing were omitted.
But
and soap as before and massage In
too often sizing Is used to conceal
a quantity of flesh building cream.
cold cream will not do
Ordinary
imperfections or to conceal the use
of cotton or mercerized cotton
since this contains only mineral
fibers. When heavily starched and
oil which Is not nourishing to the
"linglvon a good finish,
ekln. Massage as much into the
en" collars are often largely cotskin as possible with the palms of
rehandker"linen"
and
off
ton; Inexpensive
what
the hands
wipe
chiefs which are embroidered are
mains oh the surface of the skin.
apt to be cotton in disguise, also.
This treatment can only be done at
Without training or study along
night, otherwise the oily elbows
these lines, thejinexperlenced pur
dirt.
dust
and
will absorb a lot of
If the elbows are very bad, scrub
as before, massage In a quantity of
olive oil or flesh building cream,
tet a large amount of It remain n
the surface of the skin and bind up
the elbows to absorb cream for
several hours during the night.
Juicy A girl 13, five feet two,
should weigh about 105 pounds.
One Way to keep Elbows AtP. P. W. Consult the doctor
tractive.
about your head as you should not
nose.
have this discharge from the
X.
Y.
F.
If
the tendency to
from
comes
sonsation
The. itching
some trouble In the nasal passages. warts increases, a dermatoloslRt
should
be consulted.
A nasal douche, used dally, will reOrdinarily $
lieve the condition, but that to not warts come and go, indlcatir
a
but
these
of t'
in
nothing
trouble
An
sluggishness
sufficient.
passages, such as adenoids fir ca- skin action, which is only a tern;
condition, but a persistence
tarrh will impair the whole gen- rary
eral health if not properly attended this shows thore Is need of skill
treatment.
to.

BEAUTY CHAT

As

Miss Ida K. Greenlee,
Miss ii.u iv. Greenlee, ol Seattle,
Wash., entered upon an unusual adventure for a lone woman some
fourteen years ago and she Is still
doing her work and making it pay
some of the "other" ways. She
having been a eaclier for more
than twenty years, Miss Greenlee
decided that there are many ways
of teaching other than in the school
room.
She therefore began looking into
some, of the "otehr" ways. She
first Investigated the advantages of
travel in the orient. She took her
first trip in 1907 for the purpose
of securing
d
information
the possibilities
of
concerning
traveling comfortably through the
far east.
Two venrs Inter Minn ftreenlve
had outlined her route so that she'
a. vany Willi
iuui-- l
" " nuio .w
such success' that Bhe decided to
continue the business.
She has
since planned all her own routes
and looked after the comforts of
her travelers.
She has had the
same native guide for Japan ever
since she took the first trip. Going
through China she dependB for her
guides upon the Chinese student
body with whom she came In close
contact while she was a member
of the faculty of the state university
of Washington. She speaks the
Chinese dialect enough to be abli
to afwlst her party in making their
purchases.
first-han-
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220 West Central
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Extraordinary Offerings Given on Wednesday 93c Day Read and
Be Convinced

THE FASHION SHOP
Children's Black Kid Shoes.
$1.50 seller; sizes 2 to 8.
Pair
WEDNESDAY

Regular

93c

-

IS 98o DAY.

Children's Play Suits, in good heavy
denim; size from 2 to 8.
QQ

Ladies' White Petticoats.
Values up to $2.00. Each..

'

IS 0So DAY.

Muslin, 36 inches wide, an

Bleached

extra full quality.
Six yards

WEDNESDAY

9 So

DAY.

Gillette Safety Razors and

Cake of Shaving Soap
WEDNESDAY

93c

,

iOL

WEDNESDAY IS 95o DAY.

.

WEDNESDAY

93c

,.itV

Regular

QQ

.......... .t.i iOC

WEDNESDAY

. . .

IS 93o DAY.

Net Jumper Waists, In five
different styles.
WEDNESDAY

93c

IS 93o DAY.

Nice Neat French Semi Plaid Jumper
DressCs with. Leather Belt.
QQ
One to a customer.
.v

...

.

WEDNESDAY

IS 93o DAY.

Ladies' Hose, In good quality,
assorted colors. Five pair.". .
WEDNESDAY

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

Cotton Bed Blankets, size 40x68, good
quality and extra heavy.
QQ
Each pair
WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

Ladies' Good Heavy. Outing
Night Gowns.
Each
v..-!...-.-

tOC

. .

tut

93c

IS 93o DAY.

-

Flannel

fkf)

UOC

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

IS 98o DAY.

Turkish Towels, size 20x42.
75c value.

pair..

Men's Heavy Work Guaranty Gloves,
reinforced palm; regular $1.50
QQn
value ; all sizes. Pair
UuL

IS 03o DAY.

Huck Towels, size 18x40.

Four for

93C

Ladies' Comfy Bed Room Slippers, In
navy, brown, grey and rose
QQ
colors; size 4 to 8. Pair

"93c
IS

r-..

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

t...UOL

Each

WEDNESDAY

..93c

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

93c

WEDNESDAY

Two

Boys' Overalls, size 4 to 12.
Two pair

Regular 75c value.

IS SSo DAT.

Ginghams, in all the newest stripes
and plaids.
.
Five yards.

that

Eat

ASK FOR

'

SPOTS

for

For

iff

mmmm

garter-showin-

if

American Red Cross has been called for 4 o'clock this afternoon by
Dr. David Ross Boyd, chairman.
The committee will meet with Robert E. Bondy, acting division manager for the southwestern division,
who Is here from St. Louis on official business. Mr. Bonday spent
yesterday In Santa Fe investigating Red Cross affairs there. The
meeting will be held In the office
of Miss Edith Chllders, home service secretary. In the federal

llOflEi

MaJor-Oener-

that'll

RED CROSS COMMITTEE
.HOLDS MEETING TODAY
A meeting of the executive committee of the local chapter of the

.

you dont have
to coax big and
lime folks to eat

J

only of reliable firms.
By "training and study" I mean
with the followexperimentation
ing;
Tests to Tell Pure Linen: The
simplest is the oil test: Put a drop
of olive oil on linen, then press
the cloth between two white blotting papers; if It is pure linen it
will become quite transparent,
whereas if It is cotton, or adulterated linen, the oil spot will hardly be transparent at all.
Another Simple Test; Examine
the threads carefully. Cotton Is
made up of short fibers which project from the surface of the thread
and become fuzzy when the thread
is rubbed between the fingers;
linen thread will not become fuzzy
when rubbed In this way. Also
when broken, a cotton thread has
a tufted end, while the linen fibers
break more unevenly and leave a
more pointed end. A linen thread
is stronger than a cotton thread.
Water Test: Apply a drop of
water to the material (get a sample before purchasing the linen, If
possible, to experiment on). On
will spread
linen the water-dro- p
and evaporate quickly, while on

TENNIS "WHIZ" IS
CHAMPION WEARER FAMOUS W
OF PARIS STYLES
OF THE. STATE

.

for.i

chaser had better buy her linen

Wednesday Is

The Woman's National Foundation, adopting the suggestion of it
executive head, Mrs. George Tlar- It dont rain after supplr, If it rains
Bar- nett, wife of
we can't have eny fun.
nett, U. S. Marine Corps, will inNow that was a sensible remark,
clude In its new civic home it
sed Mary Watkins, my goodnlss.
Washington, D. C. a Hall of Item
Benny, why cant you make sensiomberance
to famous women of
ble remarks like Puds? And she
America. In this Hall will .be a
looked at him as if he was the
column for every state In the Ungrateat persln on the steps and
ion, on which the women
Puds started to look stuck up as
is considered worthy of
enythlng, and Jest for that I dldr
will have
theii
perpetuation,
ent say a single more funny thing
names Inscribed. As the foundaand nobody dident ask me to.
tion is no arbitrary body, Its aim
Proving you mite as well be dum.
being to serve rather than lead th'
the feminine public, the choice of
names suitable for commemoration will be left entirely to the people of eaflh state.
Suggestions are now In order
from the general public, to be
"Htrt't a big n lull box,
on later by a local board,
passod
Bitty. Mothtr alwayt hat tmv
when the Foundation appoints its
tral packagti ol KMogg't
wt
tet ;m up oh,
'awn
state committees.. It is considered
awlul latt, an' ytu'rt uwfcanw.
desirable that there should bo at
Bitty I"
least one name to represent each
I
period from pioneer times to the
present day. Living women, howm
li 1 I I fm
ever, are ineligible.
VWJJBMilit
I
V Mtl
t s
II
That the final selection will not
be easy, any student of history
can testimy for the field of famous
women Is very fertile. Who, for
example, will be chosen to represent New Moxlco? There are many
women" worthy of this distinction,
from whom the Foundation might
arbitrarily choose a list without
going far wrong. But It wishes to
make this Hall of Rememberance
of the names
a treasure-hous- e
which lead Iq the affections of the
people. Consequently it now asks
the publio to seach both its heart
and Its knowledge of history. It
asks men as well as women, children as well as adults, to take a
hand in making this Hall a thoroughly representative as well as
Mile. Suzanne Lenglen in one
beautiful memorial to the women
iter fans creations.
who helped make America.
Suggestions should be substantiNew Tork, Sept 10. Special.)
ated by dates and records of
Mile. Suzanne Lonclan. tha mutch achievement.
should be
less Suzanne, la not elwnv the mailed direct to They
the Woman's Naleaping wmriwina she is so often tional
Connecticut
Foundation,
ust as soon as you serve Kellogg's
indeed, even Jn "doing Ave., N. W., Washington. D. C.
note picurea.
ner suui" on the tennis courts,
you'll
g
frenzied,
fussy and faded appetites getting mighty sharp; that
leap
is tha least of
With her feet
you 11 find big bowls being handed back for gracefully on theit.ground
she seems
CANNOT
to win handily enough.
a few more Kellogg's, mother
And off the court well, the ac
they're
wonderful 1"
companying picture soeaks for
ltseiri Who will say she isn't a
dresser? a remlar
champion
And,
make you glad, for Kellogg's ulcra-uitrapparition
of how most girls would like
Corn Flakes are
and they make for to look.
The gorgeously embroidered and Mr.Dodson, the 'Liver Tone'
health and happy digestions ! They're a
great
feminine affair she is
speed-sta- rt
the day's doings I Every one in thoroughly
here shown wearing is one of her
Man, Tells the Treachery
latest
fashion creations.
country's
tb family will tell ybu
1
of Calomel.
vThe picture was taken at the South
Orange Country club, done seem
Calomel loses yon a davl You
Kellogg's the original Corn Flakes will the days when being an "atl.letta know
what calomel Is. It's mergirl" was so often that
be a revelation to your taste
for "nice girls" who later cury) quicksilver. Calomel Is danyou have beee refugehouse
for Dad or Brother Bill! gerous. It crashes Into sour bile
eating imitations I
your own en joyment, do ' kept
Miss Lenglen will probably con- like dynamite, cramping and sickthis: compare the big, sunny-brow- n
tinue to wear her fashionable ening you. Calomel attack the
Kellogg's clothes Instead of her tennis togs, bones and should never be put Into
Corn Flakes with other "corn flakes.?'
for her physicians have forbidden your system.
when you feel bilious, elugglsh.
her to Play any more tennis for
them side by side!
some of Kellogg'ssome time to come. Her intended constipated and all knocked out
to play the leading tennis and believe you need a dose of dan.
then
the imitations! You'll realize then tour
women In this country has been gerous calomel just remember that
your druggist sells for a few cents
Corn
Flakes are the largest and . cancelled.
why Kellogg's
a large bottle of Dodson's Liver
Also, mannfactarert
fastest
which la entirely vegetable
selling cereal in the whole world!
of KELLOGG'S
Boy McCormlck, the Irish pugi- Tone,
list who engaged in a number of and pleasant to take and is a perKRUMBLES and
fect
substitute
for calomel. It Is
Do more than ask
in America some time ago,
KELLOGG'S, BRAN,
"corn flakes," bouts
with-oIn Surrey, guaranteed to etart your liver
has
an
estate
'
bought
jBookedaadkriiinbUd
Insist upon KELLOGG'S Corn Flakes. England, which is named "Ringstirring you' up Inside, and can
salivate.
side.' He Intends that it shall be notDon't
s worthwhile!
calbmell It can not be
the future home of his parents, trusted takemore
than a leopard or
any
who have been living In Ireland.
wild-ca
Take Dodson's Liver
Tone which strengthens you right
Tha football season of the west,
and makes you feel fine. Give
era conference wilt reach its cli- up
It to the children because It Is permax with the contests of Novem- fectly harmless and doesn't gripe.
ber 19, when Illinois will play Ohio
State at Columbus, Minnesota will
meet Michigan at Ann Arbor, and
Purdue will line up against Indl-- .,
Dick-Jook-
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By LAURA A. EIRKMAX.
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accompany them, was even more
scrupulously careful to defer to
me. But r would laugh and tell
them
work to do.
"You two scribblers run along
and make up stories, while you get
the air," I often said, and they
would go away together, perhaps
to be gone for hours.
But when they returned they
Invariably told me where they had
been, talking of their time together so naturally, taking my interest
so for granted, that I never had
the slightest suspicion that I wns
putting temptation in Dick's way
that he was becoming too fond
Of Juanita for my happiness.
Yet Dick was only human. And
Juanita was very lovoly, very fascinating.
V

EFFICIENT HOUSEKEEPING

Kp-so- m

WOMAN MAKES

cotton this takes place mora
slowly.
Tearing Test: Tear the
across the material. Puresample
.linen
is hard to tear, gives out a sharp,
shrill sound when torn, and leaves
a smooth torn edge.
Cotton Is
ea3y to tear, gives out a muffled
sound, and leaves a curled edge.
Burning Test: Apply a lighted
match to ends of the threads; It
pure linen, the burned ends are
sharp, smooth and even, but if
cotton they will resemble a paint
brush.
Glycerine Drop Test: Put a drop
of glycerine on a sample; if pure
linen it will form a transparent
spot, but if cotton it will not be
absorbed at all will roll up as if
it were mercury.

Crash Toweling.

Five
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IS 93c DAY.

extra good quality,
all sizes; regular 50c value.
AQA
Three pair....
OC

BoysN School Hose,

WEDNESDAY IS 93o DAY.

Ladies' Bungalow Aprons in all patterns
stripes and checks, value
O0

to $1.50.

UOC

Each

WEDNESDAY IS

tse

DAY.

Men's and Boys' Grey Outing Flannel
Shirts, all sizes; regular
QQr
$1.50 value.

Each

..-- .

JQL

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

LADIES' NO. 100 BLACK CAT LISLE HOSE in black, brown
and white, regular 75c value TWO pair
93c

f

No Phone Orders

WEDNESDAY IS 93c DAY.

No Charges

No Exchanges

No C. O. D.
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ALBUQUERQUE MORNING JOURNAL
BUSHNELL FILMS THE OPTIMISTIC AND PESSIMISTIC VIEWPOINTS OF CUR
RENT NEWS EVENTS IN 8 REELS
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Scene of Taking Testimony
in Dispute Between Miners
and the C. F. & I. Company Has Been Shifted.
t
(By The Associated Ir8.)
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Walsenburg, Colo., Sept. 20.
Testimony bearing on the' dispute
between the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company and ita employees
in Huerfano county was completed
here this afternoon and members
of the state industrial commission,
representatives of tho company
and employes left tonight for Trinidad, where hearings will open in
Las Animas county tomorrow. It
wats expected these hearings would
continue through Saturday.
According to plans of th commission announced tonight, tomor-- ,
row's hearing will open at the
Morely Wine. Hearings also will
four days
be held during
at Sopris, Frederick, I'rimero,
Tabasco and the Tollerberg
mines of the Colorado Fuel and
Iron company.
Claims Contradicted
William S. Getchell, superintendent of the Walsenburg Min'o, this
afternoon testified to denials of
Intimidation used in obtaining signatures to a petition for a wage
Ho contradicted tho
reduction.
given by
previously
testimony
miners that they hud signed for
fear of losing their places and
other reasons involving tho alleged use of coercion.
On cross examination
of Mr.
Gotchell and other witnesses testifying for the company, Komilly
11. Foote, attorney
for the miners,
attempted to get admission that
the company could not practically
operate some mines at a reduced
scale and others at a higher scale.
However, S. S. Temple, superintendent of the Keblcr mine testified the mlno began operating on
the reduced wage scale on August
24, with about 30 men and that
by September 1, men from other
camps applied for work at tho reduced scale, bringing the total to
84.
Most of the additions were
He
from idle camps, ho said.
named five men who came from
camps whefe mines were workins
who went to work at Kebler at
the reduced wage scale, explaining they wanted steady work.
Other Officials Tcstiiy
Other superintendents and officials of the company testified it
would be possible to operate mines
In some districts at different scales
of wages, provided the lower wage
scale was accompanied by a great-- e
number of working days.
Mr. Foote called attentionfto the
testimony of Arthur Sample, suIdeal mine,
perintendent of the men
at Ideal
that he had told the
that the mine might have to close
reduca
If the men did not accept
because "orders naturally
tion
would go to the mines accepting
reductions because they could produce coal cheaper."
- The declaration
that the public
has an Interest in the dispute between tho company and tho miners
was made during the session today
by Hiram E. Hilts, one of tho three
members of the commission,
l'ublic Is Interested.
"The publio is interested In
knowing the facta and the commission Is here to represent the public," Mr. Hilts declared in demanding that a witness answer a question relating to an alleged statement by Robert Foster, international organizer of the United
Mine Workers, after two members
of the commission had decided that
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Mr. Foster's statement was not
proper.
Mr. Foster's assertion, as stated
by Charles Kaiser, superintendent
of the Cameron mine, was that he
had no sympathy for the public
because it had not bought coal
during the Bummer. Mr. Hilts declared the public was entitled to
know the position of this representative of the United Mine Workers
toward the public.
Objects to Testimony.
Mr. Foster objected to the testimony, describing it as a clever attempt to discredit the miners. He
said the United Mine Workers were
not a party to the dispute and it
wus not a relevant question in the
consideration of whether the Colorado Fuel and Iron company had
violated the state industrial law.
J. C. Bell, chairman of the commission, sustained the objection
made by Mr. Foote and counsel for
the company withdrew the ques
tion, but Mr. Hilts Insisted upon)
an answer, which was made de
spito further objections by Foote.
Poster Not Called.
Mr. Foote was asked whether he
wanted to have Mr. Foster testily
in rebuttal and said he would consider the matter during the noon
recess. Mr. Foster was not called

the stand.
Superintendent Sample of the
Ideal mlno yesterday testified to
a similar statement by Mr. Foster
and the organizer again figured In
the testimony In the afternoon
when Harry Wright, carpenter at
the Cameron mine, told of a meeting of men at the mine alleged to
to

have been addressed by Organizer
Foster. He declared the organizer
advised the men not to go to work
until the attempted wage cut had
been
that
defeated, declaring
"Rockefeller expects to make' two
million dollars additional profits
through this reduction."

Try a Journal Want Ad.

BLOC ON THE.
OPTIMISTIC FRRWHY

GROUCH!

I do wish I could have some fun!
Sitting around talking about the
weather isn't my Idea of a good
time!"
Nurse Jane said nothing, but
sho sniffed a little, and soon she
and Uncle Wigglly were hopping
ho
through the woods toward
home of the Stubtail bear family.
All of a sudden, as they passed
a brightly lighted moonlight patch

Bedtime Stories

For Little Ones
By Howard B. Garla

Copyright, 1921. by McClur
Newspaper Syndicate.

x
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"Well, Uncle Wigglly, are you

II

es washed.
"Oh, I didn't know we were going to tho movies," spoke Mr.
Longears, who was sitting on the
front porch twinkling his pink
nose and trying to make it as
bright as the moon that was shln- ,4ig in the sky overhead.

(By The Ai.uclatrd

said the muskrat lady housekeeper. "We are going to call on Mr.
and Mrs. Stubtail, the nice bear
people."
"Oh, all right. I like to go tn
their house!" spoke Uncle Wigglly.
"I can have a lot of fun with Noddle and Beckie, the boy and girl
bears."
"No! None of that!" chided
Nurse Jane, playfully, shaking one
paw at tho bunny rabbit gentleman. "That's's the trouble with
you! When you go calling with
me you take too much notice of
the children. You should talk to
the ladies and gentlemen animals."
"But I like to have fun with
the children!" said Uncle Wigglly.
"No matter! This Is a special
and formal 'call," went on Nurse
Jane, "and you must be prim and
polite" and not play with Neddie
and Beckie. ' Besides, they'll be In
bed, anyhow."
"Well, then here's no use In
worrying about me playing with
them," sighed Unclo Giggily. "But

JCX ' AC
A

e

8110,1

'1 think. I'll danca!
in the woods, they heard a sad
little voice saying:
"Oh, dear! I'm so tired and I
don't know what to do! My legs
are so tired I can't crawl another

step!"

I

Such a little
m--

to pay for

Skater
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PEAGE MEET

Would Be Impolite to Refuse,
Premier Says; Ulster Has
Nothing to Give Away in
Such a Conference.

ready to go with me?" asked
Nurse Jane Fuzzy Wuzzy one evening after she had the supper dish-
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UNCLE WTGGILY AXD THE
TICKLE Bt C.
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"The question now is Into whaj
tu.
channels this fresh, surging
..Wn.., ..nHuMnllnari Ufa hHaIT h4
turned. As a new social and politi
cal lorce ui9 peuii iuuoi. uo
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tral Illinois conference here. Tne
short way to civilizationtVlAin Mexico,
to .thi.illrh
ta
training
of farmers In practical agriculture,
and he reported that in two personal conferences President Obre-go- n
had given him strong endorsement of the plan.
L,ana xor a demonstration iarm
at a strategic point at Queratero
has already been acquired and
plans for the school building have
utsen uruwu.
"The fundamental problem of
Mexico is the peons," Bishop
Thirkield said. "Until these te.i
millions can be reached and liftel
into a broader ana stronger me,
thA .aniihllA la nnt Rnfe.
For A
century the,peon has been used
as the tool ofrevolutionary leaders.
front.
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London still contains two build
ings that witnessed tho performance
of
plays
during
Shakespeare's
Shapeskeare's life the Middle
Temple hall and the hall of Gray's
inn.

Abindon, 111., Sept. 20. Establishment of a farm school for the
peons of Mexico, the first of its
Midnight Inwn tennis parties are
kind In that country, is planned by popular in the Shetland island,
where in late June and early July
U1B
JMeillUUlSl JIJlHCUt'Ul CMULCU,
Bishop Wilbur P. Thirkield,' .t there is perpetual daylight.

j

tho-ne-

:

a Farm

School; Land Has Already
Been Acquired at Quera- tero, Bishop States.,

AUMTINC INCOME

TAX
FINANCIAL
JbJUJIAILIXILNIJ.
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Methodists Plan

CCOUNTING- '

JX

Nogales, Ariz., Sept. 20. The
Cananea Copper company of
does not expect to resume operations for a period of at least
six months, George U. Young, company secretary, declared in. a telephone message to Interested parties here today. He emphatically
denied rumors that the company
planned to resilme operations immediately.

IN AGRICULTURE

I

A

TO RESUME WORK FOR
AT LEAST SIX MONTHS

I

S6RNSEPT.5

INCOME T7X DUE

I

COPPER COMPANY NOT

MEXICAN PEONS

Belfast, Sept. 20 (by the Associated Press.) Sir James Craig, the
Ulster premier, explaining to the
uorthern parliament today Ulster's
position with regard to the proposed conference looking towards
peace in Ireland, maintained that
while it would be impolite to refuse to enter a conference in order
to protect the interests of Ulster,
nevertheless, Ulster had nothing to
give away in such a conference.
Sir James explained that to have
adopted a negative attitude toward the conference would have
prejudiced' Ulster's position in the
eyes of sympathizers with it.
"It would have risked a settlement behind our backs," he declared, "and I could not take the
responsibility of allowing others to
decide what the future of Ulster
should be in regard to those reserved services which had not yet
been transferred under the govern
ment of Ireland act.
"Had we given a negative answer
I fear Sinn
to the investigation
Fein leaders might have taken that
as
their model ana
negative reply
also refused to enter the conference, in which case the whole pres
sure of public opinion would have
been brought to bear upon us and
we would have been eventually
forced Into the conference."
Representative Coote alleged that
ammunition and guns had been
and Fertraveling through Tyrone
managh during the truce and that
He added
drillin was prevalent.
its
that the British government In was
negotiations with the Sinn Fein
making a catspaw or Ulster,
Representative Coote also ques
tioned Eamonn de vaiera s ngni to
membership in the Ulster parlia-in
ment to which he was elected
May, owing to the fact that he was
born of alien parentage and had
not been naturalized as a British
subject.
The speaker replied that Mr. de
Valera was a member of the British Imperial parliament for a
period of about three years and as
that parliament permittee, mm iu
remain It hardly devolved upon
the Ulster parliament to take such
steps as were suggested regarding
Mr. de Valera.

"You poor thing!" exclaimed
Uncle Wigglly. "Who are you?"
"I hope it isn't the Woozie Wolf
or the Fuzzy Fox," whispered
Nurse Jane.
"It's only a poor little red bug
a real jolly bug I should call
him, only he's so sad Just now,"
said Mr. Longears.
"What's the
matter, my little chap?" he asked.
"Oh, I was crawling along with
my friends," the bug answered,
"and I stopped to cheer up a little
housie boy who had lost his piece
When I had him
of cheese.
laughing instead of crying, by giv- a
ftim piece of hickory nut, my
g friends had all crawled on
md left me alone. I trled to catch
up but I couldn't! Oh, dear!"
"Never mind!" said Uncle Wigglly. "You did a kind act and
that counts for a lot. I'll put you
In my pocket. Nurse Jane and I
are going to call on the Stubtalls.
I'll take with me In my pocket.
Afterward I'll carry you to my
hollow stump bungalow, and there
vou may stay until you find your
bug friends."
"That Is very kind of you!"
buzzed the red chap. So he snuggled down In Uncle Wlggily's
pocket and went to sleep.
When Uncle Wlggily and Nurse
Jane reached the front door of the
bear house they found Mr. and
Mrs. Stubtail looking rather sad.
Neddie and Beckie had gone to
bed.
"What'i the matter?" asked
Nurse Jane of Mrs. Stubtail.
"Hush!" whispered the lady
bear In the hall. "Old Mr. Grump RAILROADS TO REDUCE
Is here and he's as cross as two
sticks and part of another one."
RATES ON VEGETABLES
Surely enough, sitting In the
FROM PACIFIC COAST
parlor with Mr. Stubtail was Old
Mr. Grump; a regular great-gregrandfather of a bear who never
(Br The Auodated Proas.)
r.mlled, and growled about every- Washington, Sept. 20. Decision
of the transcontinental railroads to
thing.
Goodevenlng," said Uncle Wig reduce rates on vegetables from
"A . beautful
glly.
moonlght California and other Faciflo coast
nignt!"
territory points to the territory be"Hump!" growled Mr. Grump. tween the Rocky Mountains and
"It's so bright It hurts my eyes, Chicago and the Mississippi river
and andyhow It'll rain before was announced today by the interstate commerce commission. The
morning!"
So it went the whole evening. reductions will substitute a 15 per
Old Mr. Grump found fault with cant Increase over the rates in efeverything and Uncle Wlggily and fect August 25, 1920, for the 38
Nurse Jane had a most unpleasant
percent Increase which went
visit. But, all of a sudden, Mr. Into effect August 26, 1820, "thus
Grump began to smile. Then he removing more than half of the
Then he Increase made at that time" the
laughed "Ha! Ha!"
laughed "Hoi Ho!" Thefc he said: commission said. "A large volume
"It is a lovely evening and I think of movement takes place annually
I'll dance!" and dance he did with under the rates to be reduced," the
Nurse Jane and Mrs. Stubtail, commission added, "and It is
laughing all the while.
hoped that the reductions will maJust as he finished dancing and
assist growers and shipsat down, a red bug crawled off terially
pers of western vegetables."
the back of his neck and back Into Uncle Wlggily's pocket.
"I made Old Mr. Grump feel day, what made him change from
Jolly!" whispered the red insect. being cross to being happy. And
"I am the Tickle Bug, and we please don't you - tell him; will
Tickle Bugs go through life tick- yon?
The next morning the "Red
ling every one we meet that isn't
Jolly. I crawled out of your pock- Tickle Bug found where his friends
his
et, upon
neck and tickled him were and flew off to Join them,
until he laughed."
not being needed to cheer up Mr.
"And a very good thing to'do!" Longears or Nurse Jane, who
said Uncle Wigglly. "I'm glad I wore always Jolly. And if the sofa
found you," Then the Tickle Bug cushion doesn't sit down on the
went back to sleep In the bunny's chocolate drop
and make It all
"
pocket, and ever after thai Old- flat like a lollypop1, I'lj tell you
was
as Jolly as a lolly-po- next about Unclo Wigglly and the
Mr. Grump
'
'
And! he never knew, to this campfire.
.
j ,t
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"The seat of unrest and peril is
in the poverty of the landless peon.
The only stable basis for a democracy in Mexico is the creation of
a large group of small land Owners.
"President Obregon's new prohas in view the
gram for Mexico of
the vast tracts
purchase of some
of land' and their sale on long
terms to the peon class, duly proTo
tecting them in their holdings.
make this a permanent sucoess thoa
peon needs practical training asthu
farmer. He has today neither and
initiative nor the knowledge
skill to win permanent success.
The state's neglect of. training In
agriculture is to be deplored.
"President Obregon sees that
between im- there is a relation
onri sArlnl hettermeilL.

FOR HIGH SCHOOL BOYS

Just arrived, an elegant assortment of Sport
Model Suits, in the latest tweeds and herringbone fabrics. See them today.
NEW

ALSO

Hats..

$1.00 to $4.00
$1.00 to $5.00
$3.00 to $6.00

Caps

.$1.50 to $3.00

Shirts.
Union Suits

These solid enduring conditions of
"
life must spring rrom me son.
is basic
agriculture as an industry
in Mexico.
Really the principal
is agriculture
industry in Mexico
and it has vast unrealized possi-

Of the aims of the school, Bis.t
op Thirkield said:
"The entire work will be practical. No college of agriculture is
Students will be given
planned.
courses in the elements of practical farming. Teachers of farmina
w;ll also be taught
"First of all, the development
of upright, stable character in the
m ha UAnt in view. In
....j
dustry, patience, thrift,
tion. fidelity and honesty will be
1
"ft'is also proposed to have
fnr farmers to teacn
i
them better methods. Institutes
will De
and farmers' conferences
held and through extension work
as wide a range oi lerruuiy w.
covered as is pracutu.. y""'"r7
lie
.
..n.oinn nf
.
me yicocww.."..
in ,u
other foods, canning, etc., will he
The
Tusuegee
given.
B.
tn self support I
m
.labor a, a part
through prac:icalworn
wm u
of their school
Students will be traln?da
phased.fundamental
branches in
In the
doing
neighboring academy now
work under a successful
educator.
Mcxicun
Points Out Benefits.
"Such a farm school with adeand endowment
quate equipment its
Influence felt
would soon make
in every state of Mexico. It is thi
tne
counteract
quickest way to
movement towards the city. In the
have a strong inlong run it would education
of the
fluence on the
the common
masses
through
schools."
more sucThe peon even now
cessful as an independent farmer
than many realize, Bishop
added.
here
Bishop Thirkield roes from
confer-enc- e
to the Mexican Methodist school
to outline the farm
Definite arrangements for
plan.
have been
carrying It Into effect
made by the board of foreign missions and the committee on conservation and advance of the Methodist Episcopal church.

HABERDASHERY
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SHE DYED HER
SILK STOCKINGS
TO

ITCH

SKIRT

Each
package of "Diamond
Dyes" contains directions so simple
any woman can dye or tint her
worn, shabby dresses, skirts, waists,
coats, stockings, sweaters, coverhangings,' everyings, draperies,
thing, even if she has never Iyed
before. Buy "Diamond Dyes" no
other kind then perfect home dyeing Is sura because Diamond Dyes
are guaranteed not to spot, fade,
streak or run. Tell your druggist
whether the material you wish to
dye Is wool or silk, or whether it
is linen, cotton or mixed goods.
"SCHOOL DAYS. SCHOOL DAYS"
Do you remember the old song
about school days being golden rule
days? It Is wrong to send & coughing, sneezing, spitting child to
school to spread disease', germs
among other little ones. Common
colds are Infectious. Protect your
own and other little ones, with
Foley's Homy and Tar. This safe
family remsdy checks coughs and
colds, loosens phlegm and mucuoug
and coats "raw, irritating
vlth a healing, soothing
Sold everywhere,
medicine.

We9re

TUBERCULOSIS
Dr. Ulaia tiaa positive
proof ha la abla to our
tubarouloala by Inhalation
In any cllmala.
For furthar Informatloa
addr.aa THB T. V. OCAS
INHALANT CO., MASON
t OS
BUILD1NO,
CAUFOOW1A,

ANOB-LK-S

3

'

1

Ready
Folk

!

The arena is built. Grand Stand
and Boxes are ready. Steers, wild
and wooly are in the corral. Dodging, tricky wild mountain burros
have arrived. Idaho Bill's horses,
together with two car loads of

other man busting, cowboy killing
"critters" are in the stockade.

g

Cowboys and cowgirls from every
riding range in the southwest are

here.
Everything is in readiness
for the crack of the gun which will
start the riders and their mounts
on their program of
THRILLS

,

mem-hran-

AMARII.LO, TEXAS.

N. M.

.

AIID SPILLS

TICKETS ARE ON SALE AT MATSONS

General Admission, $1.00, war tax 10c, total $1.10
Referred Seats,
$ .27, war tax 3c, total $ .30
Box Seats, '
.50, war tax 5c, total $ .55
,

BENEFIT
NATIONAL DISABLED SOLDIERS LEAGUE

GARIMETT

and

UOOLSEY

Managers Roundup

it

September 21, 1921.
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LIMITATION OF ARMAMENTS IS

uuum

(BY THE ASSOCIATED PRESSA
a
Limitation
of land armawasnington, sept. 20 toy me Associated
t
Press.) The tentative ments.
Pacific
eastern
and
transfar
questions.
agenda the United States has
1
Questions relating to China.
mitted to the principal powers who
to be applied.
Principles
will participate in the conference
2 Application to subjects.
on limitation of armaments sugA Territorial integrity.
B Administrative integrity,
gests on broad lines subjects for
C
offices
to
consideration.
Open door.
Foreign
Equality of administrative and
whom it has been sent have been
opportunity.
informed that it is essentially sug- industrial
D Concessions, monopolies and
gestive and subject to amendments otner economic privileges,
An outline follows:
or additions.
E Development of railways.
F Preferential railroad rates.
Limitation of armament.
1
O Status of existing commitarmaof
naval
Limitation
ments.
ment.
Extent of
Basis of limitation.
Questions relating to Siberia.
Similar questions relating to
limitation, fulfillment of conditions.
2
Rules for control
of new China.
3
of
Mandated islands.
warfare.
agencies

there- has been a
-

"tremendous reversal. Numerous
Jpreclncts which gave Hanna a
Javy majority in the race last
i rjrear, piled up even heavier major'
;lea for Bursum yesterday in the
(Senatorial election,
if Fourteen Bernalillo county precincts including Albuquerque, rive
IBursum a majority o 150 votes
wCounty
prpcincts are running
ijieavy for Bursum and many of
;.these from which reports have not
yet been received are admittedly
Bursum precincts. Bernalillo coun
tty gave Hanna a majority of ap
proximately 1,600 in the election
;!ast fall against :echem.
Albuquerque gave Hanna a majority of 354 votes i.s against last
year's majority of 1,035. Unofficial
figures give Bursum five of the ten
i'olty divisions.
UnofflrinI City Return. .

EXPLANATION

Division

-B
2- - A
1-

SOVICT

B
C

Precinct

Division

A
B

-G
2- - A

1-

122
78
169
255
233

79

82

260
1638

.

1992

Of the fourteen precincts report-- t
ed, Sena carried one, Alameda,
which gave him a majority of five
; -votes.
Stupendous reversats from last
year's vote were Rhown in many
J"bf the outlying
districts
of the
pounty.
Five county precincts: Ranchos dn
Los Padlllos, Los
JjrGrlegos, Banchos de Atrisco and
Barbara
which gave Hanna
jSanta
a majority over Mechem of 123
yesterday voted Bursum a majority
f 200. These figures include Los
Griegos which ave Hanna a mayear of 34 and Bursum a
jority lastthis
year of 39.
Jnajority
Los Fadlllos showed a change of
giving Hanna a majoj24 votes,
year of 22. and Bursum
rity last
of 72. At Ranchos de
this
year
jone
iAtrlsco the change tn sentiment
was
almost
as
noticeable. Hanna
i
rjgetting a majority of 73 Ins year
vno losing ine precinct this year
voies.
uy

anti-Britis-

j

MS-- :

HERE THURSDAY

POLIOIEFIS

On Friday Dr. Horst of Denver
will conduct a conference on men's
work in addition to the business
meeting, A dinner for men and
women at which Dr. Horst will
make an address will be held on
Friday evening.
Dr. W. S. Holt of Philadelphia,
member of the board of ministerial relief, and Dr. William M. Irwin of Denver will Bpeak on Saturday and F. F. Fifield of
will show some stereopticon
pictures. Dr. Holt will preach on
Sunday morning and the dedica
tion of the Menaul
will take place on Sunday after
noon, vr. caivm Duncan of Magdalena and Rudolph Caughey of
Koswen will speak on Sunday eve
ning. Monday will close the
La-gu-

Fifty Ministers From
Over State Expected to
Attend Five Day Confer-- 3
ence Held Here.

pearly

I

H The program; for the thlrty-fhir- d
annual session of the
synod of New Mexico
which will oen a five day meet-tin- g
here tomorrow night has been
announced by the local pastors.
f'The meetings will be held in the
First Presbyterian church here.
f The Woman's Home and Foreign
Missionary society will also hold
a synodical meeting at the same
t 5time.
will open with
!! The convention
service and a sermon
.'by the retiring moderator,
the
fcRev. J. D. Henry of Deming on
Thursday evening. A new moderator will be elected to take charge
of the Bynod for the coming year.

school-buildin-

g

Pres-"byterl-

Friday and Saturday will be de
voted to the missionary society

meetings, miss Marie Preston will
deliver a message from the board
and several Presbyterial reports
from various sections of the state
will be made. Mrs. Bright, Mrs.
Neil Ferguson, Mrs. Charles R.
Mrs. J, D. Henry and the
Rev. J. p. Henry are scheduled to
appear on the program aiding the
two days sessions.
n,

Chester was the first place 'in
England where horse racinsr took
place. In 1609 the mayor of Ches
ter offered a prize in a horse race.

COURIJIIEIfT

Charles Fitzmorris, Chicago,
wanted Sixty Days to
Give Attorneys Time to
Prepare An Appeal.

HISTORy DE THE RED MAN SERIES

5MOKE SIGNALS
BY J' INDIAN " MILLER

,

"

per-fum-
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Advertise in the Morn
ing Journal.
-

Jefferson
ploner-Raynolds,
banker of New Mexico, founder In
conjunction with his brother Joshua Reynolds, of the First National
Bank both here and at Las Ves-a- s,
died yesterday at El Paso. He
was 78 years
old.
Mr. Raynolds has been a resident of Las Vegas for 44 years
and founded the bank there In
1879. In 1884 he and his fcrother
bought the Central bank here and
established
the First National
Bank, of which he was the first
president, Mr. RavnnMa
nt
Las Vegas in 1876 three years before the advent of the railroad
The Central bank was the first
une no estaonsned In that city.
The deceased was born In Can
ton, Ohio. He served In the civil
""i mm wan A a memoer oi the lo-...
cal Dost ft.
r u
west in 1870, settling first at Canon City, Colorado. He retired from
n:uve Dusmess when the First Nat.ui.m UBIir at
vegas was
rnergoa witn tne Ban Miguel bank

jo

n 1920.

OUR BEST

BY

POLICE

The police charge occurred when
six elderly women, members of
cnaritable organization known as
tne "Sunset club," began to dis
iriDuie sanawicnes
among men
wno sleep In the park. The women were jostled
during the encounter and Mrs. Kleanor Christ-man,
aged 90, who was carried
away by friends, declared' she
would file assault charges against
policemen who participated.
The men were driven out of
and the food was eventually
distributed on the sidewalk. Police
said they broke ud the crowd he.
cause it was "obstructing traffic."
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Liggett k Mrvu Tobacco Co.
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Virginia tobacco is the best
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Skin Troubles
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KID I KWIS WINS.
Toronto, Sept. 20. Ted. Kid
Lewis, British welterweight champion, knocked Out Ernie Barrieau
I

ASSET IS THE SaTISFlFn aMSBMMfh.l.
nmrnMPO
uuuuiiuiliiuiiiiiiiiiiuiiMn,

Fourth Street

sHiauum remeay for kidney com
H'Btuk
i nave used Doan's for
uavn acnes and
rinii run
tired feeling. Frequent headaches
and dizzy epells made the trouble
worse and my kidneys didn't act as
tney should. Doan's Kidnev Pills
uuii renevea tne backaches and
vwier signs or Kidney complaint.'
60o at all dealers,
Foster-M- il
burn Co., Mfre., Buffalo. N. T.

!

-

E. A. SCHIC K & SONS
215 North

inn da near ah a
Blarn rt hanl.
ache, headache, dizziness nr hi
nary disorders, von shnuM riv. h
prompt attention. Eat Kianeys
little meat, take things
easier and use a reliable kidney
tonic. There's nn nth-- r
i,(,i
medloine so well recommended as
Doan a Kidney Pills. Albuquerque
mem. ask your
ilZ
neighbor. Here's one of tho mnnv
iai,i,.uoiii
irom Aiouquerque peo
Mrs. J. C. 'Parcels, 924 N. Eighth
Ol,., Bays;
. . "I e' nil V raonrnmonil

the-par-

'

f

C 3T

MHMMtlUHUUUUUMIUllMinu...............

Kidney disease

-

WU3L Ggarette
and

I

"
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New York, Sept. 20. Bryant
parx was me scene of another disturbance
tonight when nolice
swarmea into it to disperse a crowd
or unemployed,
attacking with
night sticks many who did not
move fast enough, beatiner them
over the head and shoulders. Sev
eral men, were thrown to the

J

Mm

Funeral services will be held at
Las Vegas this afternoon at 3:80
o'clock. Relatives residing In the
SOME GOOD ADVICE
city are J, M.
a nephew,
now president Raynolds,
of the First National bank here; L. M. Raynolds Strengthened
by Albuquerque Ex
il
"woifc imynoms, DOlu nep- pencnecs.

DISPERSED

i-

S

TEXAS

CROWD OF UNEMPLOYED

tf'

X

MEXICO

OIESJ

prepare
appeal.
"It is not my desire to actually
confine this man In jail, until a
superior court has passed on my
criticisms' of .Turge David's
case arose over Fitzmorris
criticms of Judge David's conduct of certain angles of the case
of Carl Wanderer, found guilty of
murdering his wife, her unborn
baby and a ragged stranger.

i

S

m

J -j

V

Po-llc-

Jefferson Raynolds, Banker
Jail.
of Las Vegas and This
The finding was made by Judge
David, who suspended serving of
for Past 42 Years, To
City
the Mittimus for sixty days, however, to give Fitmorris' attorneys
ee buried Today.
time to
an

Gosh ! That's the
cigarette for me!"

fire-wago- n

PIONEER BANKER

Trcw.)

Amor-lute-

...If
'

!

.

The Indians were masters of fire. The white man never'did
under- -' V
TKa mA ......
stand fhia.
.AA
.
i.
vw.,s.
vwaia vi
tover mem carefully
n4 t vK
tn thetr own aarie. WM
Mitt mhv
vi many nours, lunuc tf they
were exposed to the open air they would bum
'
up in a moment. The'
Indian could make a fire without smoke and cook his meals
without de-- 1
tection; while at the same time the white man would not dare make a'
fire because his fires smoked and showed where
he was."
And the Indian could make a fire with smoke and use that
smoke in
a signal code; while the white man knew not how
to control smoke.1
Indians knew the green barks and weeds that "would smoke in
a fire
they knew how to throw a blanket over ..that smoke and then release it
as desired in puffs.
.The Indian could make white 'smoke of black. He knew how
to
make yellow smoke. Though he could make no thunder with
the smoke
cloud, he could make if talk. He, learned to Jove his fires and
smokes,'
for they meant many things to him. He knew how to
produce the
smokes. He liked the smell of burning cedar; of
burning pine, of
the various leaves,' weeds, and grasses that
mingled pleasant odors with
the smoke. He knew the
things that would talk and sing in the firej
He knew how the cactus would
pop like the firestick. He knew how fire'
ine centuTV Plant pop rapidly like the
of the paleface. He sent and received
messages m all these different ways also.
Jhe Indians were masters of fire and harnessed it to their uses. As
they mastered fires, so has. the Sprecfeeb
Savage" Tire Company'
mastered the finer details of construction that make the
Savage'
ord. Built to Excel, this new product of the House of mighty is
m
Spreckels
ognued as a worthy leader for that small select
group of tires produced
wttrujualtty as Jhe uppermost ccmsideration.rr
.

Midland, Texas, Sept. 20. The
trial of C. P. Shearman and his
sons, Neil and John, under indict
ment for the killing of Prohibition
urncer Arch. Wood at El Paso on
the night of March 21, last, promises to be brief. The case was
brought here on change cf venue
alter a jury in the El Paso district court had been unable to
agree. Today's session was taken
up with tne testimony of Prohibition Officers W. C. Gulnn and
Joshua Parker, who were mem
bers of a posse that attempted to
serve a federal search warrant at
the Shearman ranch on the night
Wood and S. E. Beckett, also a
prohibition officer, were riddled
with bullets and killed.
Witnesses described the meeting with the elder Shearman on
the highway near the ranch house
and the return there when the officers fired upon the house.
At the conclusion of Parker's
testimony the state announced it
had but two more witnesses whose
examination would consume less
than an hour tomorrow. Attorneys on both sides predicted the
case would be in the hands of the
or Friday
Jury late Thursday
morning.
In the trial at El Paso four
days time and the examination of
500 talesmen were required before a jury was obtained.
When
the case opened hei-- yesterday the
Jury was obtained in siv hours
from 71 men examined. The Jury
consists of a bank cashier and
eleven ranchmen.

o
Chicago, Sept;- 20. Chief of
Charles Fitzmorris today was
found guilty of contempt of court
because of interviews criticizing
Judge David of the criminal court,
and given his choice of a fine of
$100 and five davs in the conntv
jail or no fine and six months in

i

for cigartttts

jmm
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Brig. Gen. Frank R. McCoy.
propaganda, and enum
erates activities of the Third Inter
The
appointment by President
nationale of Moscow in India and
Harding of Brig. Gen.- Frank R.
Afghanistan.
McCoy to be vice governor of the
The note declares that the
government has evidence of Philippines has been urged by MaJ.
continued
intrigue with Indian Gen. Leonard Wood, who has acrevolutionaries in Europe and also cepted the post of governor of tht
The American Chamber
refers to the activities of Rothstein, islands.
Russian represenl.aive at Teheran, of Commerce has sent the presiwho is declared to be importing dent an indorsement of McCoy for
the post McCoy has seen service
large sums and known to be subsidizing Persian nawspapers to carry in the Spanish American war, the
h
on an
It Philippines and the world war.
campaign.
complains that the soviet re cup- tne
nationalists.
Turkish
rorting
The gravest charge pertains to
n
the
treaty and M.
Chitcherin's insistence on a clause
providing for the opening of con
sulates in eastern Afghanistan.
...The npt8,..says , the government
HELD GUILTY OF
possesses Indisputable evidence that
these consulates arj regarded by
the soviet government as prospective centers of propaganda.

--

synod begins

MY

anti-Britis-

Russo-Afgha-

in

Official notice from the state
commission of the
corporation
hearing to be held in Santa Fe
on the increased tel28
September
tn
ephone rates has been received
Albuquerque. The hearing-- is called at tho order of the commission,
which is composed of Hugh II.
Williams, chairman; J. M. Luna
and Bonifacio Montoya,
It will
start at 10 o'clock on the morning
of September 28 at the office of
the state corporation commission
at the capltol.
The hearing was brought about
through the request of the Albuquerque city commissioners who
desired the commission to Investigate the justness of the increase In
rates.
were made at the
Arrangement
last meeting of the city commission
for securing the services' of a rata
expert to represent the city at the
An expert
accountant
hearing.
may also be employed.

SHEARMAN

undertaking under the trade agreement with Great Britain to cease

"

mmwm

RUSSIA

j

State Corporation Commission to Start Increased
Rate Investigation at Santa
Fe September 28.

(By The Associated PreM.)

196
301
103
181
354

,

"Wk.

W

London, Sept. 20 (by the Associated Press.) The British government
dispatched a strongly
worded note to Moscow calling attention tf the soviet government to
alleged serious breaches of faith
involved in the pursuance by the
Russians throughout Central Asia
and Afghanistan of a campaign of
intrigues against Great Britain. An
explanation is demanded.
The note details a number of
"flagrant violations" of Russia'

2(1.

101
174
112

"

Great Britain, in a Note,
Charges Serious Breaches
of Faith in Central Asia
and Afghanistan.

Hanna

177
308
246

AS VICE GOVERNOR

DEMANDED FROM

12.
97

!URGEDBVWOOD
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OF THE PHILIPPINES
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Bursum

mlihi

I

Mer--4-l-
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NOTICE

G

RECEIVED HERE

Precincts Give Bursum
150 Majority; County Majority Estimated at 400;
City tor Hanna By 354.

.Jtnany precincts

HEARI

SUGGESTED BY UNITED STATES

IMTV

a favorite In Bernalillo
f From and
in practically every
.eounty
of the county In the race
-tt
for governor last year against
C, Mechera, Indications are that
Richard Hanna has dropped to
"second choice In the county by a
tnajority of from 300 to 400 and
tibnofficlal figures show that In

h?

TELEPHONE RATE

PROGRAM FOR CONFERENCE ON

TO BE FAVORITE

Paze Seven

WW!

Sa

MfJffJTI

out disturbances being reported to
the strikers' headquarters.
Staga
line managers reported the outward bound traffic from the strike
districts
had increased.
Strike
leaders said this exodus was composed of persons not employed In
the oil industry.
The patrol of the strike districts
by the law and order committee of
the strikers continued to operate
on all roads leading to the oil fields
to prevent the importation of strike
breakers.
County authorities continued a policy of
witn tne patrol system.
The system is almost military In
its operation.
Each district has a
crew of men, wearing the red.
white and blue badges of the "law
and order committee," end usually
tne union button as wen.
In one district, the organization
parallels that of an army. There
is a "commander" who sits before
a row of telephones and communicates with his battalion chiefs, who
in turn direct patrol captains to
whom the men report. In tho other
districts, the organization is less
complex, but trips through them
indicate that It is almost is ef
fective.
The men are all or nearly all
deputized by the constables of the
various townships in which they
are patrolling.

CL0VIS MAN IS NAMED.

1UM.

the same corns.

J. c. Waterman,
lieutenant colonel, United States
is
army,
professor of military tactics and science.
Roger M. Keeler of Tucumcari
has been elected president of the
Young Men's Christian association
at tho state college. The "Y" is
the rooming house for the upper
classmen and is one of the prominent gathering places on the campus.
Tomllnson Fort, Jr., '23, of Roswell, has been elected as editor-in- cniet ot The Round-u- p
at the state
college. Ralph Charles, '23 of
Aiamogordo, is business manager.

OOTTLD

HARDLY STRAIGHTEN

LP
When the kidneys are overworked or disordered and fail to throw
out waste matter from the system,
it causes aches pains, lame back,

swollen ankles, sore Joints, dizzi-nes- s,
floating specks, etc. J, W.
Seabock, Cluster, Pa., writes: "My
kidneys and back hurt me so when
I got out of bed In the morning I
could hardly straighten up. Had
to rub the small of my back before
I could walk. I could hardly button my shoes. I haven't felt the
soreness since I took Foley Kidney
Pills. Sold everywhere.

THREE EPOCHS IN
WOMAN'S LIFE.

There are three critical stages in
a woman's life which leave their
mark on her career the first
when she changes from a care-fre- e
girl to a woman, the second motherhood, and the third is change of
life. Most of the misery which
comes to women through ill health
dates irom one or another of these
periods, but women shoulrl rempm- ber that Lydia K. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound is a reliable rem- edy and has been very successful
In overcoming the ailments which
may come to them at theso times,
as It is a natural restorative for
such conditions.

Nearly a half a

COMPARE OUR

century of success entitles Lydia
MAJOR OF BATTALION
PERFECT BREAD
E. Pinkham's Vegetable Compound
OF THE R. O.T. CORPS to the respect and confidence of With
the average home baked
every fair minded woman.
product. The verdict cannot fail
Lae Cruces, N. M.. Sept, 20.
to be In our favor. It Isn't the
Announcement is made that Howhousewife's fault. It's simply that
ard O. Mason of Clovis has been
no home could have the facilities
appointed major of the battalion
for scientific baking that we have.
o the reserve
officers' training
We don't see why any woman
corps at the New Mexico College
should work ana worry over bread
ot Agriculture and Mechanic Arts.
baking when our bread is so much
The new captains are: R. M.
better, so easily procured and so
Keeler, Tucunicarl; R. B. Branum,
much less expensive.
Carrizozo. and C. N. Hare. Las

Cruces.
The first lieutenants are: J. ft.
Wayne, Las Cruces; O. E. Boothe
and Tomllnson Fort. Jr., Roswell;
L. A. Hendrlx and Ralph Charles,
Alamogordo; A. 8. Fairley,;
and D. L. Mowrer, Raman. A telegram to the war dopartPor-talc- s,

With Cuticura
wy.hir.
rwm IK

Phone 141

mnt to President .Kent

dlscon- -

inucs the junior unit of the R. O.
u. and autnorlzes In its olace the
establishment of a senior unit of I

PIONEER BAKERY
207 Soulb

First Street.

Albuquerque Foundry
and Machine Works
Engineer

Ca.liniti

rumri

Founder.

Machinists

In Iran, Brass, tfrnazs. Alum-tur- n.
Elncurlo
Oil
Motors,
Kngln.s,

nd Irrlgutlnn.
V orks and Of flee Albuquerque,

September 21, 1921.
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might say that if the prohibition officers would work
hard for a little while In performance of their duty
their tasks in future would be easier. On reflection, however, we conclude that their Jobs could not
be easier than they have been, pudglng from tho
lack of results obtained.

RIPPLING RHYMES

I

THE MARKETS

By WALT MASON.
(By

Secretary.

Tn

Associate

Press)

New York, Sept. 20. Quoted
values in the stock market suffered further depression today. There
was a visible diminution of operations by bull pools and activities
of the shorts became more aggressive.
For the first time since the August recovery, representative commission houses sounded a note of
caution. Their attitude seemed to
be based on the belief that prevailing conditions still left much
to be desired.
The foreign situation also figured as a deterrent factor. London
was a seller of stocks here, and
Dutch interests were reported to
have taken a ressimlstlc view respecting the Mexican oil situation.
Market fluctuations in the main
duplicated yesterday's movements.
Prices tended moderately upward
at the opening, but yielded before
noon and became reactionary in
the final hour, when leaders show
ed extreme declines of one to three
and a half points. Sales, 525,000
shares.
United States Steel and Baldwin,
the foremost features, closed at
fractional recessions, but Mexican
Petroleum, the two issues of
Electric,
also General
Studebaker, Northern Pacific and
the
Famous Players comprised
weakest stocks.
can
Anart from the fact that
loans opened and held at 44 per
cent, the money market was un
altered, although interior banks
were said to have strengthened
their local reserves.
Foreinn exchanges were contus
ing, the London rate showing comparative steadiness, with variable
reactions in most continental bills.
Central European rates weakened,
but Far Eastern bills continued to
improve on continued purchases oi
silver in London. Mexican govern
and 6s at gross gams oi
ment
4 i,i and 5
points were features
of a generally strong and active
bond market, all the Liberty issues
also showing general advances.Total sales, par values, were $13,-

varying from 10c decline to a gain
of 7ttc.
Excessive moisture in the spring
wheat territory was reported to be
hindering the free movement ot
the crop and to be damaging grain
in shock.
Accordingly, traders
gave special attention to advices of
threshing delay and to lightness of
Bullish views
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Justican
no
see
we
and
now
a
to
are
turn
in
rates
as
effect
which threaten
country,
public support and
vealera, $9.6010.00; most heavy
By HUGH H. WILLIAMS,
stockers and
calves $5.005.60;
tions which had been observed many times. This away from their business and Irretrievably drag it result of the decision In this case, fication in maintaining them at
Chairman. feeders steady to strong; early
which do not exceed tho rates to their prejent high level, when tho
appears to be one of them. At all events there is into the dirt.
manifested a purpose to go to the bottom of the
boose parties and enforce the prohibition law as it "REG'LAR FELLERS'1
(Copyright 1921 by George Matthew Adams Trade Mark Registered U, S. Patent Office)
has not been enforced before.
ITTi iiiiin, n,i iMMMHMieaieaMaMMaHqeaSBSsaBeaMassBflSBBBBaj
In San Francisco an attempt has been made to
T"T"M"--!'""fciWJ"a,,TnTn!- !
extract from the central figure of the Arbucklo
party a statement as to whence came the liquor that
led to the tragedy. Nothing came of It. A curious
public spread all over the country will watch eagerly for the next move. The Illegal liquor traffic la
business of such a character that there can be very
'
little secrecy about it. It would not be profitable
were not a great many people cognizant of all its
A determined publlo officer should have
details.
no difficulty In getting all the information requisite
to bringing the principal offenders to the bar of
Justice. Certainly where there are so many fully
Informed about the Illicit trade as in San Francisco
and Los Angeles, the gathering of evidence should
be simple.
It Is not to be expected that the sending of a
doze? or a hundred violators of the prohibition law
to prison will put a stop to Illegal practices. But
It unquestionably would make the business so risky
that the numbers engaging in It would be appreciably reduced and the traffic would be minimized.
Making liquor harder to get will not, of course, improve the morals of all people, but It will prove a
cheek on vicious practices of which the Arbuckle
party In San Francisco was a glaring example. We
Editor-in-Chi-
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WANTED

Position

WANTED Tg do housework. 13uf Soulh
Walter.
WANTED Poiltiun nurslnj.
411 Wut
Banta Fe.
U'i'l'IST WANTS
position;
horehand. Call 9S2-YOUNG MARRIED coupla from Oklitrb.
ma. wnt work. Call D82-BAHilEH will work In Immea or aanaio.
rlum; reaaonabla. Devlin. Ph. S307-VOUNU married man with office experience and ealeamanahlp ability, wauts
position. Phone 982-- J,
WE AUDIT, CHECK. OPEN, CLOSB aad
keep booke.
WILLIAMS A ZANJ,
mom
Mellnl building.
Phone 701-A WIDOW wltlr boy, 13, wante
poiltloo
aa cook or houaekeeper; no objection
to
leaving city; beet ot referencea. Addreaa
Widow, care Journal.
POSITION WANTED For experienced
office help, bookkeeper!, atenugraphers
and typlete. Apply at T. W. C. A., i
North Second, from a to 10 a. m., 4(t
12 to 2 p. m.

business chances"

tA L.K ouruije, beat location in
town. Phone 879.
,
bOH BALE small grocery atore, doing
gooa Duimeaa:
12ox
cheap rent.
;
North Arno.
SALE
Good
FOR
paying grocery amt
meat market; 'Invoice; owner leaving'
account health. W. p. Metcalf Agency.
FOR BALE One of the beat bualnea
properties In Albuquerque, til south
Firit alreet. Inquire at Savoy Hotel
OK

FOR SALE Photugraphlo atudlo, good.
location In Albuquerque; will aatrlflco
for quick aale; reaiona for selling, have
. t
other business.
Address
FOR SALE Rooming house, nine rooms.
In
furnished,
good condition; lonr
lease; a profitable investment. Addresa
M. C, care Journal.
FOR SALE Established grocery busi
ness, In good residential district, to
Fourth ward; reason for aelllnir. sickaaM
In family. For particulars addreaa Bot
office box 814.
A
BRICK rooming house)
between business center and railroad
corner lot; 14 rooms
shops, on
10 of them furnished;
a monef anker;
price for house, lot and furnltoTe onli- 16,800; part term. Addresa P. O. Boas
485, City.

FOR SALE

-- Livestock
FhonexMl-i-

'OR SALE Six Belgian dose, ell fioutai
broadway.
New .Zealand does.
bred. 1134 Forrester.
FOR SALE Young pigs, fhone 2409-R- 2,
evenings.
FOR SALE A large number of all kinds
of rabbits. 215 West Grand.
FOR SALE Two rem milk cows. 1424
South Broadway.
George Blake.
FOR SALE Five rabbit hutches, theap.

waiter.

tiw Noutn

Holsteln cow flt)j day-olniz-uossmbo Hotel.

FOR SALE
cair.
room 4.

For SALE Saddle pony and worlc
horse. Inquire C. Becker, halt mil
north of Old Town.
FOR SALE One team, four yeara old,'
price 180; one, yeariinr colt; oiaoy.
furnltur
automobile.
and
Fhona,
-

241J-J-

FOR SALE

Furniture

LoR

SALE
Part furnishings' and" least
on rooming house, in highlands. Phona

1579--

fOR SALE Sectional bookcase, Ivor
furniture, roll-to- p
desk, china cabi
net, dressing case, chlfforobe, coal an4
gaa ranges, guns, rifles, revolvers, vlo- 11ns,
large stock ot good used furnN
,
ture. 825 Booth. First.

FOR SALE

:

.

Poultry-EsK- S

FoftlCtLEFryny

Phone
FOR SALE Dressed springs, ISa per
pound; hens, 28c. Over five lire
springs to one party, 80c Delivered. 811
South Arno. Phone 868-FOR SALE Pullets and laying hens,
26c; Leghorns and Ancona hens, $1.26
and $1.80; fat hena, 28c, six or mora 270.
915 North Second, phone 1816-2405-R-

WANTED

.

Salesmen

to cover local territory sellGuaranteed salary it
ing dealers.
$100 week for right man. The Richards Co,, 200 Fifth ave.. New Tork. N. T.
WANTED Salesman and solicitor for aa
old and well established real estate and
Insurance agency; a good chance for tin
right man. Addresa Insurance, ears
Journal.
WANTED
General merchandise salesman; must speak Spanish, know how
to keep stock, and trade: give age, experience, what aalary expected la first
letter. The Cuba Mercantile Co., Cuba,
bALESMAN

N. M.

WANTED

Houses

WANT houses to sell; If your prioa.
Is right we will find a buyer for you;

YvE

results count and we get them. J. D.
Phone 410. '
Keleher. 211 West Gold

SEWING MACHINES

sWNTrsrecHjNr?
cleaned; part and supplies

for all
C. H.
makes; all work guaranteed.
Mnrehead. phone 718. 420 West Lead.

Hlil.P TJIEM

HELP VOLKSEl.P
When you consider the steady,
work
continuous,
demanded of the kidneys, you do
not wonder that they must have
help occasionally to filter and cast
out from the blood stream tha
waste matter that forms poisons
and adds If permitted to remain,
causing backache, rheumatic pains,
tiff joints, sore muscles, dizziness,
floating specks, sallowness and irregular bladder action. Foley Kidney Pills give relief promptly. Sold
everywhere.
sales stockers. $4.60 6.00; feeders, $5.00 6.60. '
Early-sale8,500.
Hogs Receipts
mostly 25c lower, closing 25o
to 35c lower, spots more. Very
few hogs over $8.10; packer top,
$8.20; shipper top, $8.25; prime
to shippers,
weights
$8.10; light lights steady to 25o
lower; bulk of sales, $7.25 8.10;
packing sows 25o lower; stock
pigs steady to strong, top $8.50.
16,000.
Few
Sheep Receipts
sales sheep about steady; practical,
no
lambs
bid
15o
to
ly
$1
sold;
lower.
never-Interrupt-

s

260-pou-

Mea1

By Gene Byrnes
nt ii visq
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September 21, 1921.
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( VOU GOT TO GO ALONE.
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MAn.Mc j

A GOOD BRICK DOUSE.
Six large rooms, modern; small
basement; three good porches;
garage; full sized lots. This
property is located Just two
blocks from Central avenue;
jloso In In the highlands, and
can be bought right for a quick
sale. This place will make a
dandy home or can be made into
two apartments, with very little
expense,
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YOU'RE COM IN6i TO THElf

Jk?"

A REAL BARGAI.V.
Bight rooms, modern; furnace
heat; firs place; all kinds built-i- n
features; large cement front
porch, screened; large screened
back porch; walks, shade and
in good repair. This house is
located close in. In Third ward,
and can be bought for only
with good terms.

By George McManus

Kegistered

"

.

MttM

1921 by

TLJKVOLITO

Cr-L---

dSS

W

FOll

3-

RTCNT.

IllutiliiDrt.
house, hot water heat,
completely furnished. . .185.00
- Room apartment, with
$45.00
porch, furnished
- Room apartment

,..'

.... 140.00
furnished
- Room apartment,
furnished
J Room house, furnished. $27.00
4-

3-

Lowlands.

4-

- Room

apartment,

I7B.00

furnished

apartment,

furnished
$8,000

VFAXTKD
on good first mortgage.

Tell us what you want
have it.

we may

D, T. KINGSBURY,
REAL ESTATE,
Loans and Insurance.
Phone 907-210 W. Gold.

SHELLEY'S

IDEAL HOME
Consisting of seven rooms.jsleeplng
porch,
large screoned 'porches,

steam heating plant built-ifeatures, garage, lawn, ehade. Trice
and location very attractive. .See
ACKERSON & GRIFFITH,
REALTORS.
Phone 414. Insurance. 120 8. 4th.

Phone

DO YOU WANT AN

2 acres, good stucco
Adobe, ail
kinds of fruit and flowers, chicken
houses and "yards, barn. This is
an ideal country home and can
be bought worth the money on

good .terms.

GILL A WDOTTOK.
JiS-115 8. Second.

Oversize and
Overservice

TJ

PDSrFDNEPjV

$1050,00

LOT

Phone

& CO.

F

Phone 640 to See It.

'

The Best Home Buy

Top

k

modern bHek. Large
rooms, garage, chicken yard and
house. Close in. Terms,
,

-

489--

16 Weat Oold Arc.

J.

:

FOUR-ROO-

MODERN

M

RESIDENCE ON SOUTH
HIGH ST $3,750,

, large

4

rooms, bath, screened
front porch, extra large sleeping porch; coal range and gas
range go with the house, also
shades to all windows; outbuildings, trees, sidewalks, city water; sewer, lights; this is a very
desirable place. Close to Central avenue. Terms if desired.
See us.
DIECKMANN-REALT-

CO

REALTORS,
Real Estate, Insurance, Loans.
Notary Public,
309 W. Gold Ave. , Phone 670.

modern house with
two sleeping porches, large basesteam
ment,
heat, corner lot.
Owner is living in house and is
over
$100.00
receiving
per
month In rental from rooms. It
will make you a good home and
13 per cent on your Investment.
A. L. MARTIN CO., REALTORS
Real Estate, Fire and Auto
Insurance, Loans.
223 W. Gold
Phone 156,
m

SEE THESB TODAY!!!!!!!!!!!! III
OPPOSITE CITY PARK
An Al home, Fourth
We have been requested by the
ward, paved street, fine neighowner to push the sale of this
borhood.
modern home. This
$8,600.00
Fourth ward, one of
means we want an offer. Don't
the best In the city.
overlook this opportunity. SplenNew pressed brick
$7,000.00
did location, south front, large
in Highlands.
If you are
and plenty of porches.
grounds
thinking of buying a home, we
Let us show you, then make your
have them.
offer.
FRANKUN & CO..
Third and Gold.
Phone 657.
D, KELEHER
six-roo-

J,

442--

Phone

i

410.

$2,000

J.

Phono

l

211 W. Gold.

Buys a good
e
house,
lot, shade and fruit trees, good
REAL HOME.
etc.. located on North
In the Fourth ward, 5 good, large
rooms, and sleeping porch, nearly Eighth street. . The terms are right.
It. r UlLiMOKiS
new, white nnisti, hardwood floors,
Estate and Insurance.
built in features, breakfast room, 214 Real
V. Gold.
Phone 442-furnace garage, priced to sell.
R. McCLl'GHAN.
204 W. Gold.
Phone 442-FOR RENT
Real Estate, Investments, Notary
Public, Auto and Fire Insurance. Beautiful brick home
on East Sliver avenue on lease, $85.00 pet
HOUSE TO RENT,
month. This Is a beauty with Jawn,
Four rooms and large porch, gar garage, etc.
age, In Luna district, $51.80.
WANTED MONET
Leverett-Za- pf
& Co,'
To loan
$2,500
"
$2,00u Second Street and Gold Avenue.
"
$1,800
Phone 640.
Good real estate security, 8 per
cent interest.
It. McCLUGHAN.

204 W. Gold.

'

WMIMk

full-siz-

Has three apple trees, two shade
trees, cherry
alfalfa. In
trees,
Fourth ward, Zapf's Orchard addi-

tion. Price only $660. $26 cash,
then $10 per month. A savings account and investment.

s

J.

BARBER-MAITLAN-

D

CO,,

WE SELL THEM

iJ

One of the most complete small
homes In the cihy. Five-roobrick stucco, with all kinds of
built - In features,
breakfast
room, fire place, oak floors,
vapor heating plant, basement
wkh fruit cellar, large concrete garage, with work
room
and laundry tubs connected. All
windows and doors are doubled
glassed, electric cooking, electric
water heater as well as connect
ed to heating
In fact
plant.
housekeeping in this home is
like playing. Lot 100x142 feet,
has lots of flowers, plants and
young trees. Located in UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS near car
line and faces east. The owner
has left town and wishes us to
sell this place at once, bo If you
want Bometh.'ng nice see thle
place.

CASH

And easy payments

will tak ni
of the most reasonably nrlcort
rn
uuiu nomes in ine Fourth ward.
Five large, airy rooms, screened
porches, shade and grass. All for
less than $4,000,

&

m

Have you been watching the
UNIVERSITY
GROW this summer. Well there
Is a reason, Just ask any one
who lives up there. New homes
are started almost every day.
So now is the time to buy your
lots as they will never be an
cheaper, - ,.nd the choice locations go to those who buy first.
Lots $10.00 down and $10.00
per month.
A SAVINGS ACCOUNT
AND
INVESTMENT AT THE SAME
TIME.
We are always ready to show
you '

in

nn,.

MTRsypNATiaarre'ion'd'

& Co,

117 West Gold,
Close in five-roo-

REALTORS.
Real Estate and Insurance.
Second Street and Gold Avenue,
Phone 610.

tractive and omfortablorPrlce
is $5,260 and caa .be had on

PROFESSIONAL

'

Phono 607.
house with
glassed-i- n
on
South Sixth
porch
street. Every modern built-i- n
device to make this home at-

HEIGHTS

r

Leverett-Za- pf

Pond & Michener,

SAYI

RENTPwelling

tut

$1,000

PROBLEM

HERE,

m

a

tit

NO SERVANTS

well-buil-

m

-

hh

A LIFE.TIME HOME
Pressed brick, cement basement
and walks, six rooms. Hath, hall
ana porcn, new and
t,
on
corner lot In good locality. For
ana
terms see
price
3. A. HAMMOND,
824 E. Silver.
Phone 1622--

Bell,
Fine four-roobrick cottage at a Phono Guthridge
1023.
314 W. Gold.
bargain. Five-roobrick. Fourth
ward. Furnished. If you want a
home, a beautiful corner, shade
trees, seven-roohouse. Let us
Improved City Property
show you.
W. n.
ATTRACTIVE OFFERINGS
206 W. Gold.
Submitted for your Prompt
Acceptance By

SUDDEN SERVICE.
Gober, Short
The Red Arrow (all over the West) renFinishing a new bungalow each
ders
sudden
service on Kodak finishing
week until December,
Oak
near
tion. South Highlands,
end
Real Estate and Insurance,
to people who demand quality.
Work
of South Edith street car line.
floors throughout, built-i- n
feaIn before 11 a. m. mailed same da
"
Mr. Gurule is offering these
220 West Gold.
FOR RENT Rooms
Work In before B p m. mailed noon next
Phone 600
tures, glassed sleeping porches;
:holce lots for sale, ranging from
address
tc
work
day.
Leverett-Za- pf
all brick houses; Ideal location
Ji HiiA i ii uiiiiBbed room. 61t vVctt
& Co,
$50.00 to $225.00.
THE RED ARROW,
Cupper.
E. Las Vegas
Will sell on terms.
prices right; terms arranged.
Albuquerque
REALTORS.
(We want a. representative In YO'JH
'UK KENT F urnlqfaed huUMkeeplns
Also a 160-ac- re
ranch with good FOR SALE
OENERAL AGENTS.
BARBER-MAITLANM.scellaneoui
rooma. bui south Arno.
territory.)
Second St root and Gold Avenue.
CO.,
sanitary spring water; wlU sell
FOR
RENT
Furnished
rooms. 218
for reasonable price.
CANMNU tomatoes
Phone 640.
for late. Fuoue
118 S. 4th St.
Phone 744.
South Walter, phone 1667-S404-JAbout 12 miles due east of Al"Let Us Show lou."
room,
furnished
A BARG
b'Oti tiAl.E Set double mtrx)es, ai lioll't FOR RENT Neatly
buquerque close to mountains.
close In; steam heat. 817 South Third.
Two other pieces' of land--o- ne
l.lvery Barn.
Five rooms,
bath and sleeping
south of city 1 2 miles, other
H'OH
SALE
AUTOMOBILES
ThreHilnc machino, J76 FOR RENT Three furnished"
porch, front and back porches,
1011
modern
same distance .orth, containing
North First.
P. O. Box 413, City.
good
FOR SALE Chummy roadster, cheap.
range,
shades,
2 acres each,
FOR
I KY iiuDDY B MILK.
KENT
room
Front
both improved,
suitable
for
tw
JCST IN TOWN
FOR RENT Apartment,
etc. Only $3,700, terms.
Phone 1473-- J,
fruit trees and alfalfa. Will sell
Phuna 341S-Rgentlemen. 827 North Fifth.
BUICK for eale, or trade for smaller
reasonable also terms.
b'OU KENT
j'
FOlt BALE Almost new Sxl BruaaeK FOR RENT Large room with sleeping
furnished,
ir.oaern
apart
Mcdonald
car. 114 North Edith.
worsham,
,
moms. 216 North Seventh.
an ivortn waiter.
rug-porcn.
ivortn Bijtttr.
GURULE & SANDOVAL
TOR SAi.r; K- -n
Bulck touring car.
. Real
FOlt KtSNT Two apartments.
17 South
Estate and Insurance.
FOK SALE Water mutox.
first-claat FOB RENT Large outsldo room, clean,
inquire
condition, Bond-Dillo- n
Co.,
207 H West Gold.
114 S. Second. I'hone 669.
real pen.
Phone 960-Broadway.
108 8. Third.
Morning Journal office.
city.
FOR RENT Neatly furnished rooms, at
FOK SALE Small tractor, new condi
iOK KENT Well furnished clean ta.--' FOR SALE
Stripped Studebaker with
ments at 401 South JSdlth.
o'jf poutn seconq, pnone 14B0-tlun. J Korber & Co.
truck body; will trade. Phone
FOU
RENT Furnished heated apart 420.light
HELP WANTED
REAL MEXICAN enchiladas, Mrs. Born-bac- h . HMcHlSD rooms; hot water heat; u
414 west silver
FOR
ment, close In. SSI North Fifth.
bick: no cnuoren.
218 1
West Silver.
IORIj Drive It yourself. S0O South
Male.
Foil KKNT Small furnished apartment.
FUJI SALE Heed baby sulky.
ok Kl.WT Furnished room, furnace
driver's II
Broadway, phone 1073-oh RENT Two-rooeottare with
no
807
1215 West Roman. Inquire Apartment cense required.
sick.
South Walter.
WANTED
neat;
ivortn Twelfth, phone 1801
Shoemaker
400
West
at,
a.
glaasea sleeping porch, furnlnhed. 61
iXs
Central.
FOK SALE Some extra goo
run bal becond-han- d
useu cars
and FOR RENT One large front room for
East Santa Fe.
housekeeping, close In. 409 West Iron. WANTED
Mcintosh Auto Co. 0
ngnt nits, cheap. 1202 North Arno.
Tailor tor busueliuan work. tun RENT Nice rurmsned
essy terms.
rvii.
with
eV
House,
and
two
apartment,
west
I
kltcu-Phonvnn
slseping
HEN
furnlehed,
central.
kjsnt
porch
Apply
r'urnishod.
rnoa,
Meyer
Meyer.
und
n
FOR BALEThlrty-gallo' - rooms and
barrels, new,
nam. sio south waiter.
tieeplna; porch, In hljh
enette. 1744 West Central
262 WANTED
82.50 each. Southwestern Junk Co.
FOR SALE 1 021 Hudson sport modeK
Messenger boy with wheel. AT THE WASHINGTON
rnone Zdss-lannB.
1003 West Cen
The Economist.
wortn ..'.sou,
win sell for 11,850,
FOR KENT Three furnished
FOK
house
SALE
8.000
cement
brick
and
JfUK KUM
as Co. give
Leveret
small
Call
furnished.
tral,
apartment,
Phone 490-in
rsar
the
keeping rooms,
adobes.
6,000
Man to work ou trays and at
101
lit North WANTED
Glrard,
phone Fourth.
No. 1.
Second 2310-upeftal attention to rentala,
apartment
In
i
TRADE
TO
yard.
Fresbyteria-WANTED
Sana
Apply
Vacant lots for
win Gold, phone 40.
FOR RENT Furnished apartment, lour
RENT Room with
board. 614 torium.
SALE
touring car or roadster. Address
Typewriter desk and letter FOK
TOH KENT Furnieheil one-roorooms and bath, 401 South Seventh, J. light
cottaa. FOR
' file combined,
North Sixth; quiet home.
K, ,care Journal,
Phone In WANTED
118 South Third. Jay
Good blacksmith
saw
for
lffll-J- .
with Bleeping porch. Phone 8185-ui A. Hubbs.
house.
.
mill.
Apply McQoffeV Co.. nhimli,F phone
eau azi's wast uopper.
FOlt SALE Two Bulck lignt sixes, 191s
FOR REN i' r'urnishod apartment, four
FOR BALE One
nd $850; Ford spar li
models. 750
hut' blast tuit KENT Front room, suitable for or t.ommpree nullum:.
Moore's
toll KENTIn Four-roocottage, furrooms; modern; no sick; adults. J104 ster,
one or two gentlemen.
81514 Sou'h START NOW.
as
new:
heater:
good
Mens
Young
200; Ford truck, 1190; one-to- n
reasonable,
tain
Christie,!
"
nnhed,
Highlands. A. B. Mllner, South Edith.
Second.
North
Second.
,
,
116 West Oold.
worm
School.
drive.
Lo
Association
Auto Renoir
Ford truck,
z
51.1
west central ave.
FOR RENT Very desirable flat, partly
FOR SALE Hamilton player pMano and Foil KENT Two trout rooms for light Anoetes.
itK.NT
jj UK
house,
with
Rent-Rooms
A lock and gunsmith; good
lurnisned, front suitable lor office. For
with Board
rolls: also one tool box..comniete.
housekeeping; no children. 60S West WANTED
thirtyI441-..a sleeping porch, completely
furnished.
.
.
Silver.
position for the right man. Write 51 S West Central.
light and water, 18 per month. Phone i'hone
FOK RENT Furnished room and board.
T.
Johnson.
North
Fourth.
Harry
FOlt
RENT
Two
Al.
for
rurnistied
Ill
FOR 8 ALE Practically new four-burnlooms
I'OR KENT Koont, nicely furnished; no
2ISV, West Gold.
. Al.
oil stove and other household article.
light housekeeping; adults; no sick
sick; gentleman preferred. 406 North uuqut'mue,
JOB KENT Furnished modern four cheap.
FOR KENT Sleeping porch and board
1205 North 'Twelfth.
WILL conduct
Arno. phone 1926-all house furniture 7!4 South Second.
V room house, sleeping porch and bath.
1207 Eaal Central
Wles at AUCTION, for a B ner cent FOU RENT Two large rooms, kitchen
before the season FOR RENT Room, furnished or un.
'garage, University Heights, Inquire 224 BUY YOUR GUN
C. W. SUTHERLAND,
CITI etle and glassed-l- n sleeping porch. 606 FOR RENT Rooms with board, 150 a
opens; fifty shotguns end rifles in
furnished .Call "M'4
West Central, commission.
Jjoutti Erttth.
21
1380-West
at
AUCTIONEER,
61SM
west
select from. 118 West Gold..
phone
month. 602 South Arno, phone 1908-R- .
iron, pnone
afternoon, phone 2139-jTUK KJfiiT Bungalow, brand new, nice
Centrol avenue.
mod- - TABLE BOARD All
FOR RENT Desirable three-rooFOR SALE Home-growOla
ly furnished; four rooms, glassed-i- n
citron
fur FOR RENT Nice sleeping room with WANTED
A long-terem furnished apartment; best rest
farm" tenant for
west Fruit.
Phone 1472-bath and telephone privileges. Phone
making cakes and preserves. Phone
Weeping
porch. Areola mating system. 2417-Re
farm and grazing land. In ex dence section. Phone 165-"16 10 Bast Oold.
1926-D. R. Bentson ranoh.
208 North Edith.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch.
FOR RENT
Furnished
apartments
witn noara. isstr issst Csntrsl,
Olt RENT Modern three, four, five anil FOR SALE Large size mahogany Vlc- - IMPERIAL. ROOMS Nice, oleao rooms; cellent mountain valley li miles from
three rooms with bath. Albuquerque FOR RENT
good opportunity for catrates by day or week. Over Pastime Albuquerque;
houses
iroia, cost uzb, sacrifice for 875. with
and apartments
Sleeping porch with board
tle; would consider desirable convalescent Hotel, Zllft North Second.
Theater. 81 Hi West Central,
and room, garage. 628 South High.
ijomi furnished. W. H. McMtlllon, a few records. 621 East Central.
west Oold.
furnishFOR SALE Fresh buttermilk and cot FOU KENTTwo beautifully furnished If a capable orchard man; would also FOR RENT Two-roomodern,
GOOD
HOME
COOKING, sleeping porcn.
ed apartment with garage, hot and
VOUSE3 FOR RENT Lrst jour vacant
rooma In modern home. Apply to Mrs. rent either of two good houses on land.
tage oheesa; also fresh milk In gallon
rront room; no sick.
1027 Forreeter
"
Address K. D. Hammond, giving refer- cold water. 421 South Broadway,
houses with us for rent. We give lota. Bwayne'a Dairy. Phone 1816-Fred Ham, 628 North Beoond.
FOR RENT Room
ences and
and ooard, with
Box 658, Albuat CANTALOUPES FOR SALE
them speed attention. Leverett-Zap- f
FOR RENT Two furnished apartments,
first-claFOR RENT For light housekeeping, two querque, K, experience.
out
Drive
board. 410
sleeping porch:
M.
uo.. pnone 640.
three rooms each, with sleeping porch East
and make, your choice. Orandvlew
furnished rooms and sleeping porches.
Central,
and fir place; reasonable. 13C.3-"TOR RENT Unfurnished, a new four
Ranch, four miles north of town. Phone 420 West Lead, phone 718.
Femnle
FOR RENT Nicely furnished rooms wub
" room house, 120 per month. Inquire
first-clas- s
modern furnish
FOR RENT Front bedroom; private en- WANTED
Good family cook.
Phone FOR RENT Two-rootable board. Phone 1327-Tiu North uroaaway.
Qrand Wagon YOU WILL find our Navajo ruga, the
1049-ed apartment: no sick. Hi; West 110 South Arno.
to employed
trance!
bath;
adjoining
Tard, or 816 North Broadway.
block
one
west
Robinson
cneapest and Best. . 228 North Elm. man; no Ick. 116 South Seventh.
park.
POSITION for house Kent;
MIRAMONTES ON THE MESA
and 117 North Mulberry, FOR KENT Two large rooms, furnished ATTRACTIVE
(FOR RENT
mn'Tn home WUh phone 2128-Call at 1720 West FOR RENT A three-rookeeper and oook.
and a one- PRIVATE HOTEL for tubecular persona
. sleeping porch; newly furnished; with phone 1780-no sick or Central, after 6:30 p. m.
for
room
housekeeping;
modern.
rnone
light
furnished
zoo-j- i.
apartment,
-or without garage; nice neighborhood FOR SALE Tomatoea for 2 cents utid small children. 608 North Fourth.
and typist 60 Booth First Inquire Hotel Savoy JAMESON'S RANCH Ideal location tor
stenographer
.adult only. Inquire 804 North Walter,
for canning; no sale less than twent B'OR RENT One room for very light COMPETENT
office.
804-wanted. Telephone
for appointnow
few reservation
beaithseekera;
R. AI.
.IFOR RENT Five-roobouse, modern five pounds; delivered. Address
and sleeping porch; m e nt. Dr. C. E. Lukens.
housekeeping
.
FOR RENT On furnished housekeep- available. Phone 32SS-In B., care Journal.
furnished, with sleeping
porob.
modern conveniences. 516 East Coal.
EARN
HOARD
Room
110
month
a
rooma
and
three
and
VIEW
of
RANCH
GRAND
ing apartment
868- highlands, at 124 North Mulberry. Call FOR SALE Three compartment.
ELGIN HOTEL Sleeping rooms and
while attending school; catalogue free. bath; also one furnished suite, two rooms THE place to recuperate; modern ao- at 101 North Twelfth, phone ta7-R- .
gallon demountable steel tank, suitable
housekeeping apartments, by the day. Mackay Business College,
South and bath. Inquire mornings, 101 South
0t'i
commodatlon.
Phone 1407-RFOR RENT Modern apartment house, for as on wagon or truck for hauling of week
or month. 602 Vi West Central.
Main 8treet, Los Angeles.
Fourth.
FOR RENT Room and sleeping porch,
panne esz.
v;, aeven rooms and bath, two screened water, on or gasoline,
desirable room In a WANTED
with board for convalescents; aentle- Toung strong American girl FOR RENT Ore new modern furnished
porches, well furnished and close In. In- - 80FT SPOTS Heel and arch cushions FOR RENT Oneclose
home,
to
gen
In;
employed
assist with housework! good home
private
men only; private home. Phone 1148-glassed-l- n
'jiulre John Lehner, room 20, Armljo
larg
sleeping
apartment
prevent fallen Insteps, cures all foot tleman
807 West Gold.
no
sick.
and
preferred;
excellent
the
(or
477.
to
eanatorlums.
girL
Apconvenelent
training
right
porch:
nuildlng. phone
FOR RENT Nice rooms with sleeping
troubles, II. Thomas F. Keleher, Leather
1316 East
ply Woodlawn Apartments,
FOK RENT Nicely furnished bed room, Phone B70, 1110 west Central.
. TOR
SALE OH RENT By owner, six Co.. 408 West Central. Phone 1067-- J.
porches with board, for ooovalescents.
Central, phone 1S76-room brick, corner lot, shade trees, HEMSTITCHING and plcotlng attach- Mrs, Reed, 513 South Broadway, phone
private entrance connecting bath, for
Female.
Hale
and
or
1746-526.
Screened porches, cemented basement,
employed ladles, phone
ment, works on any sewing machine J couple
WANTED
i
ilne location, f4,. 500; terms; five-rooOregg shorthand teacher, ai
WANTED Miscellaneous REAL HOM15 for health-seeke- r,
easily adjusted. Price 62.60, with In- 721 West Oold.
private
Call
the Modern Business College.
brick, partly furnished, screened porches, structions. Gem Novelty Co., Box 1081, FOR RENT Nice
room
lamuy, university Heights, 865 per
modern
la
large
after 4 p. m.
WANTED Washing and ironing to take month.
jawn and shade trees, I5LS0 per montn, Corpus Chrlstl. Texas,
Women preferred. MravJ.. care
home, convenient to meals; furnace LARGE SHIRT MANUFACTURER wants
62S West New York.
home, lilt South 'Walter,
phone Journal.
FOR SALE 75,000 feet lumber ready for heat Room vacant Sept. 20. 101 South
Agents to sell complete lln of shirts 2173-market; saw mill with plenty timber; Arno.
PORCH and
PERSONAL
direct to wearer.
Exclusive patterns, WANTED Watches, clocks and Jewelry DELIGHTFUL SLEEPING furnace-heaon railroad; MUST BB SOLD by October FOR RENT
t
bedroom, with board. In
Free
Nice, large, well ventilated Big vitlues.
Madison
to repair. 117 South First, ptrons 817-- J.
samples.
S. R. Wltcher. 226 West Gold, Albu
am at 408 West
ed
home; reasonable; also table board.
room: private entrance; adjoining bath. Mills, 0.1 Broadway, New Tork.
Brassflsld, the Watch Man.
querque. W. G. Bears, Thorean, N. M.
1421-1420 East 81lver.
Phon
WANTED Party to liv on and car for
ASBESTOS
ROOF PAINT
DO TOU WANT TO LEARN SPANISH?
TPhone 1114.
FOR SALE Ranchet
small ranch: no rant. Inquire L. Dll- - A CLEAN, well furnished double-bedde- d
SEE 3, C. E8PINOSA, No. I, Wlrttlng GOOD for all kinds of roofs, II per
gal'
for two business prooov
two-rootwo-rooFOR
SALE
RENT
Three
nngnam, Bernalillo, N. K.
FOR
Nice
new
with
110South
Ion.
Co..
aires,
The Mansano
housekeepipnnna 466.
Dunaing.
ng- aDartment. close In: no einv1634-- J.
adobe house, la Los Candelarle. WELDINO AND CUTTING ot metals; board If deelred; good English cooking.
pbon
Try a built up
928 South Edith.
Mrs,
HAVE several little children for Walnut,
Jsck
Elliott,
Mrs.
Baca.
small
children.
will last as long a the butldlr..
Mary
also welders" anpplle and oarbld for
(2! West Lead, shone
whom I wish to say board In nrivate roof,
GOOL' NEWS FOR HEALTHSEEKERS
2001-sale. N. M. Steel Co., Inc., phone 1947-t'Oll SALE Trade or rent, eighty-acr- e
noma at reasonaDie rate. Telephone Dr. FOR BALE New Homestead portable
W
our rates, September
reduce
will
house: fine WANTED Pair field or marln glasses:
ranch, water, five-roooven and coffee urn; suitable for res FOR RENT Furnished room, new hones,
LUKens, B04-- J.
month; modern
for chickens; seven mile east of
must be low and material good. IS, to too and 165 perflrst-clataurant, hotel or sanatorium; also oash
prloe
good location, furnace heat; suitable place
.. PHRENOLOGIST
s
and
board
J. J, Ryan, expressman, or IK North accommodation
hava no use for these articles for two: reaeonable; board convenient. town. Phone 1780-KIDB TO UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS. 11J relglster, are
ours
with
set
make
reservations
vice;
FOR SALE Eight-acr- e
priced to sell, pnone no iid ixortn Maple.
ranch, one and Arno.
tsoutD Cornell avenue, nave your head, and all
now.
111
de
Casa
Oold.
Cro,
West
one-ha- lt
mile west of Barsla brldg. MAX BARGAIN BTORB. at III toulu
face and hand read. Sara M. Jones,
FOR RENT Clean, comfortable, light on
First. Will flaw (ha hltieet IvImi Sm THE ALAMOGORDO
main ditch, new adobe house and
SANITARIUM
at
, PHRENOi,OOIST
and airy furnished rooms; reasonable
Have your face, head FOR SALB-iFl-ve
share
of
hundred
water
mil your econd-han- d
la house,
City
and
now
garag,
has
clothing. hoe
Alamogordo, New Mexico,
on
and hand read) learn for what yon are
block
rates;
from
Santa
F
2404-J.
I.
shop.
furniture.
from
sohool
room for twenty mora patients. Ideal
house. Phone
Phon III,
below par. Dr.
test fitted; your troubles may be due to I lectrlo N.Railway,
ItO Bnnth Third.
T. Armljo building.
Clos
to nature.
location.
Bust,
Graduate
FOR SALE OR TRADE Equity In smsl! BETTER KODAK
the shape of your bead. "Know thyself."
FINISHING It I nurses.
For reservaFOR RENT Room for light housekeepiHow to succeed taught on lesson. Kara
ride
flv minute
better.
Return noataa nald on mall tions writRate 120 a week.
improved ranch,
to
th
66-11
Immediately
ng1 and sleeping room, adjoining ba'.h from corner Second and Central; good order.
Manager
M. Jones. 112 Cornell, phone
Th Barnum
81 9 K West
H. U Hoover, Sanitarium, Alamogordo,
USE VELVA ROOF AND IRON PAINT. and private entrance.. 60S Bast Central, orchard and garden tract; Improvement Central. Albuquerque, Studio,
N. It.
WHAT WORRIES tOUJ
New Mexico.
14S1-Roof
phone
leaks.
Koten
b
Roof
for
not
full
Cement,
could
stops
purchase
replaced
to
make
LEARN
things eums your way Mohair ton dressing: Plymouth Cottsge
HIGHEST oash prlc paid tor eecond-han- d FOR I1F.ALTH8EEKERS
Second.
Furnished
Kiai-High-o- lass
la love, health or money; no long, tediroom, north, price. E.' Garcia, lit South
Brine na vour old wheels
room
with deeping porches, hot and
Valspar Enamels, for automobiles: buk
aouth and east exposure; south sleep- FOR SALE
ranch, on and get bicycle.
ous lessons, but Just what yon need now Paint;
cash.
Broad
TradHomestead
cold
and
Floor
Satisfaction
Blcycl
Paint.
In
water
each
room, steam
running
mllea 4mm, Los Luna. K.
and one-ha- lf
Just send your hlrthdata and your free assured, Tbos. F. Keleher Leather Co, ing porch; private home Id best resiCo., 120 South Second, phon 786. In at, excellent board, tray eervlce, call
U.I all fenced and nndVa ditch; part In ing
dential district. Phone 70.
will offering, pror. enrrman. Dir. J. 408 West Central,
X
1067-sun
i
bath house trained nurse
bells, larg
phone
W "pasture;
RUO CLEANERS
1224 North Second street. Albuuui
good
cultivation, balance
WOODWORTH Newly
furnished, nlofl house, four large room down etatrs, up MATTRESSES renovated, $3.50 and up. In attendance, price reasonable. Casa.
New Mexico.
) ,
clean room and housekeenln mart stairs
d Oro, 109 and 818 West Oold.
MONETTO
LOAN
I good
In on
room
nut
furniture
etoves
buildings;
end
repaired
packed,
mama, by day, week or month. Reduced
I
U 6.N Y TO " Lt A N -- On" wat onei,"3nr:
FOR SAI F OR TRAniT
bearing fruit trees, all kinds; also grape repaired. Ervin Bedding Co phon 471.
-- .
and berries: two rood well of water, one
raonaa guns and everything valuable summer. rate. S1 South Third.
'
LOST AND FOUND
VlLL- - take a lot Inside city limits' as
r. n. warcus,
miles to depot; will give FURNITURE repairing, upholstering, bed
n
RENT
FOR
On
south
room
First.
and
V
glaased-lST Brown-checke- d
first payment on a small home. ,Phono MONET TO
and
cloth
N.
islti
Los
Address
enamelreasonable
picture
Luna.
term.
frame,
bronslng,
LOAN on diamonds, watches
sleeping porch, furnished for house- M 'Box
turn to Journal office.
lis.
ing, car cushions, hall cushions. SatisI.
gas range, steam heat; no sick,
ana
jewsiry: liberal, reliable, con keeping;
faction
H.
LOST
J.
1201
SALE OR TRADE .88 salloor raentlal.gam
guaranteed.
Auto
crank
t FOR
for
no
Austin,
Overland oar, near
children.
Onttlleb A Bear, 10 Nnrth First
Apply 510 West TIJeras.
North First, phon 1270-CARPENTERING
Smith and Wesson special revolver for
Indian School, Phone 1768-reward.
rrr FOR RENT Furnished light housekeepconfident! a r. in.n. n .
12 guaga shotgun. Phone 1469-- J.
A
FOUND
WANTED
Bond 'on street of
150
Ssdan
of
n'inna
automobile
medium
1661-Liberty
J,
PHONE
monds. watchea.. Libert
fnr carpenter work. C
ing room: large, neat and comfortable;
this city. Owner pleas call at Man
priced make: must be In good condiP. Roberta, (18 Bast Santa Fe.
Lowest rate. Rothman'a private entrance; close in; Altabl for
FOR RENT Office Room automobiles.
Co., corner Third and Cention; etate full particular
and where
11T South First
Bonded to the state. two ladle or couple; so sick, til Waal PETTI FOKD TUB ODD JOB MAN. car
can be seen. Address Sedan, care tral, and Identify same.
i'OR RENT Office rooma,' ovsr WooK
Marquette.
Any kind of work. Phone 167
Journal.
TYPEWRITERS"
worth's, IliU West Central.
FOR RENT Unfurnished, two desirabls WA.VTEP Odd lobe oarpenterlng, paint-In- gi
i"OH RENT Office
WANTED
Careful Kodak finishing MATTRESS RENOVATING
rooms; beat and TrUUVVRlTEKa AH "makes iTverhauUJ
rooms, with glasaed-t- n
and root repairing. Phone 146S-slseping rooms
Twlo dally servloa. Remember, aatls.
aoore
store.
Mataon's
ner;
Centra) ehin.
and garage; light and watsr saldi n FOlt HOU8B 'OB ROOF PAINTING; faotion
Albuquerque
Typewriter
El
enus).
guaranteed. Send your finishing
Intiulre i. Korbar"! Auto
and repaired , Ribbons for aver ma. sick; no ohlldreni
Rug cleaning, furniture repairing, fur-altflrst-olreasonable. 1011
'
worki
reasonable brloea to
reliable, estsbllshsd firm. Hanna
packing, etova repaired, PboM
South Fourth. North Bscond,
ebsjige, phone 0I-- J,
,.
fleorg X, Brows, 1020 South Broadway. 4 Hanna, Master Photographsrs,
471.
Err la Bedding, .Ctunpany,

& Gobery

.

CASH

adobe plastered, with
sleeping porch, also large front
porch, this little HOME is completely furnished nnil la oil
for some one to move rle-hIn
enjoy, the balance ot the purchase
can
be paid for at the rate
price
of $35.00 per month. Sltnnt.
Second street, closo to car Una. Call
A, C, STARES,
Real Estate RTIi. Tritium noa
310 W. Gold Ave.
Phone,

hii,

$7,600.00

INVESTMENT,
Seven-roo-

--

A

J.

Slx-rob-

v

ments made by us.

jn

fe, i9arYiNrrrsTust atsviceriwf

MBiMJaMWMMMaMHPRHRL

f

RANCH HOMES

..

m

LEVERETT-ZAP-

A. GURULE
ADDITION
Now on the market:
Located south of Eastern addi-

BULLETINS.

o acres on main
COSY COTTAGE
ditch, fruit
:
. alfalfa,
chicken house.
garden,
We have a cosy, four-roocottage, There is no better land any where
two nice porches, good lot, plenty
. v v, M ,
of shade, garage, a homey little
wuuu terms,
home to offer you at $2,100. Terms
see
"SHELLEY SELLS 'EM"

In

THET.

L

e

NOTICE
Tires are a seven
tire; all adjust-

The best tire fnr tvia ia.t
money In the state.
Tire Repairing and
Re tread) nr.
HIGIILANI. TIKK
RUBBER
WORKS.
Broadway and Gold. Phone 280

,

THIS BEAUTIFUL
....$50.00

f5

TH? DIRErThrPC

Four-roo-

apartment.

furnished

MAJESTIC
thousand-mil-

?
Deu&HTED,

15,-00-

RANCH ICS.
We have some very .'ine ranchet
close to good
located
close in,
school and can ho bought or
very good terms. If In the marood
ranch, elthei
ket for a
large or small, let us show you
we
have.
what

.

"""I

v

terms.
Very modern
mission
style home,
breakfast
room, double garage, and twe
lots. Only $4,00.
with
terms. Located In Highlands.easy

Al

five-roo-

IIIHM-:H-

CARDS

.

JOHN W. WILSON,
Attorney.
ROiras If, 17 snd 19, Cromwell Building.
Phone 115,1 J.
PHYSICIANS ANT) SmOKONI.

fire-plac- e,

DB, S.

I-

-

BURTON,

Disease

FOR SALE
KOH BA l.K til. room
North

House.

bnok bouse, on
Eiilth, Phone 1401-RGOOD FORD tourint car and 1300
buys a home; leaving
city. Phone
213.
A

FOR SALE

Modern furnished bungalow,
lot- - 0wnr.
i South

Wafter0'
BALE

Residence.

street; pic

of tna Stomach.
Barnett Building.
DH. 8. C. CLARKE,
Eye. Ear, Nosu and Throat.
Barnett Building,
I'hone Hi.
Office Hours
to 12 a m and I to I p. m.
IIB. MARGARET CAKTWRIUH1,
Offic
Grant Bldg.. Room 18. Phon 171
Residence 1123 iSast Central
Phone i71.
Suite.

711 worth
location, Inqulrs

9

W, M, SHERIDAN,
Practice

NEW

uuusk, in Fourth
rooms; hardwood

Limited

(VI.. D,

to

ward; four nice GENITO. URINKV
msiTACire
floors, garage, large AND DISEASES OF
lot.
THE
SKIK
Phone 1028.
Waesermao Laboratory In Connection.
FOR SALE Four-roobouse,
Citizens Bank Bid. Phono 88B.
shade and other Improvements, garage,
cheap
for cash. 511 South Elm.
CHIROPRACTORS
'kua
owner,
a1
house,
A-- l
condition; modern; good location,
81,500; easy terms. 918 Forrester.
CnlroMwctor.
II nd 20 Armljo Building,
w. noHi-iwo-r- ooin
two
cottage,
aleeplng porches, furnlehed, 830; light 31. 8. E.NGE, D. C,
and water paid; bath and telephone. 820
Phono Connection.
Chiropractor.
302 West Central
Oooms JJ and II.
FOR SALE Five-roocement bunga- DRESSMAKING
iuvr. siricuy moaern: lot 50 hv ion:
garages; cash or tlma 1489 West

e?STaTjmen7n,w

oAt-u- .
moflrn fro. DRESSMAKING ot all kinds, expert lad?
uuu.oi oen
good location
in. .ring, tieaaing and embroidering1
rourtn ward. conaition;
Addreu .r
i n
i
". epeclalty. Phone
.i
PLEATING,
ana boxk
accordion, ela
Fun SALE A
house, partly
N
mail orders
tour-roo-

761--

three-roo-

sleeping porch and
large front porch; good chicken lot. 601
Grand.
r'uK SAlJi Owner lonvlng town; goi.il
five-roohouse;
porch; modern;
basement; newly decorated;
garage: lot
66x148. Apply 714 South Arno.
FOU SALE
By owner, five-rooframo
stucco; has fireplace, bullt-l- n bookoas
china closet, lawn and trees; Third ward.
Phons 1803-FOR SAL1!; By owner, modem
.ih,.
room Irouse. Fourth ward:
mnr,A h,,
for home or Investment: prloed right;
terma 1027 Forrester.
FOR SALE Five-roohouse, modern,
glassed sleeping porch, two crt.nmt
porches, garage and lawn; owner leaving
city. 521 East Central.
FOR SALE At
Wonderful
Hav you 85.800 cash, foe
17 ana
modsrn home; all conveniences; close ,n;
no terms. Address J. A., car .trmrn.i
MODLKN
frame house, good
location;
15.000;
terms. Lots and
ranches for sa e: rentala. r T. Dhim..
110
Bou,1
Tnlri Phone
?c',aLE""'
354-JCrifit

'OH-

modern pressed brick home- -,l,.r,.,n
iois; narawooa rioor throughout! built-i- n
features; furnac. gas, lawn snd fruit
trees: terms: owner, 121 West Sllvei1.
Br OWNER,
modern house In
Fourth ward, hard wood floors,
e,
large screened
porches, three
light airy bed rooms with extra large
closets; front
ast on large lot with
lawn, tree, to.s everything in excellent
It desired, phon
condition; term
new

ful

Crane, lis Noma
Seventh. Crane Apartment, phone 114.
SPECIALTY In baby cl'lht!S end school
clothes; also limn end mending ladles'
snd gentlemen' clothes. Mrs. Davis, 111
West Iron.
,
f
ii
HEMSTITCHI.no
ind
kind
of
dona at the
pleating and braldln
Wllltama Millinery, corner Broadwa and
Gold, phone 107J--

SPECIAL NOTICE
aiLDERBLEEVH

FOR RENT

GOOD

PROPERTY, by owner, who is
leaving cltyi pressed brick residence
with beautiful living rooms, four bed
two glassed sleeping porches,
rooms,
would
furnace;
consider five-roohorn
brick
In good location as
pressed
On South Second, two
part payment.
business corners; also corner, . 125x100
feet, desirable for apartment. ' Inquire
1222 West Central.

Miscellaneous

Hho
804. J
FOR RENT Oarage.
23 Nnrth Third.
FOR RENT Newly decorated store room.
3SX78 rest
610 West Central.
FOR RENT
room. 25x90:
Plenty light: very deelrable for echnol.
lodge or club room. 618 West Central.

TIME CARDS

pill
MM

1977-J- .

FOR 8ALE New modern bungalow.
Fourth ward: fir room and aleeplng
porch, lawn and trees, two larg closets
and linen closet, fireplace, large screened
porch off kitchen, with or without new
furniture; never used by sick; reason-sbl- e
price; easy terms; might take car
for part flrat payment. Phone 1676--

ELECTRIC CO.

ENGINEERS AND CONTn Arrrnnsi
WB CAN say you money on lectrlcal
eervlce. Call up and get our eetlmate.
1720 West Central, phone 1720-J- .

WESTBOUND"
Dally.
Arrive.
The Scout.... 7:3U pra
No. I Calif. Limited 10:40 am
No. T Fargo Fast. 11 10 am
Na I Tb Navaji... II 41 am.

Train.
No.

1

Depart.

1:20 pa
11:10 am
11:48 am
1:10 am

SOUTHBOUND.

No. 19

Na

17

Na I
No.

4

Na I
Na to
Na 8
Na to

El Paso Exp,
El Paso Exp.

10:10 pm
11:30 am

.

EASTBOUND,
Th Navajo.. 1:11 pm
Callt Limited 1:00 pm
S. F Eight.. 1:11 pm
Th Scout . . 7:20 am
FROM SOUTH.
From El Paso 8 85 pm
From El Paso f eo am

1:41
1:40
1:00
7:60

pra
Urn

pra

am

Na 10 connects at Beiea with Na II
tor Clovia Peon Valley, Kanaa City and
Gulf Coast.
i
FOR SALE Some nice lots on North
Na II connects at Bslen with Na II
Fourteenth.
Phon 1661-and take from Clovia and point cut and south
a look.

FOR SALE

Real Estate

of

Clovi.

We have 430 acres ol fine Irrigated valley land 'In the Las
Crucee country, 160 acres in alfalfa and the bance in a
high state of cultivation, which we wish to trade for a cattle or sheep ranch, with or without the stock.
Do not answer unless you have a legitimate proposition,
for this Is good value at the price asked, and If
and sold In small, tracts, will make a large margin over
the price asked tor It now.

GOBER,'sHORT

&

GOBER

Real Estate and Insurance,
220 W. Gold.

Albuquerque, N. M.

Phone

B68.

MRU

Ve Say Now is the Time for
TOMATOES
Today we can furnish as good as can be had this season,
and our pink kind la fo much better than much that has been
lots 5c a lb.
lots and over 4c a lb. .10 to
offered.
Delivered on approval.
20-l-

20-l- b.

The

In

Are

Apples

Can now sell nice sound cooking or eating apples at 10c a lb.
Less by the box.
30o
Fresh Package Cakes...

CRESCENT GROCERY

WARD'S STORE
HOMER H WARD

ROBERT JONES

Coal and South Walter

SIS Marble Avenue
Phones

Phone

171-m-- m

67

The Highest Grade Macaroni
Egg Noodles, Spaghetti and
ether Macaroni Product

Sell

PASTH

LET'S GO

TODAY

Presents

FOX

WILLIAM

Edna Murphy and Johnnie Walker
in "PLAY

SQUARE"

a Klrl's love that wns more potent than
Story
gangsters throats.
CARTOONS
ALSO LATEST NEWS AXD MITT & JEFF
of.

ADMISSION

REGULAR

Coal Supply Co. Phoo 4 andre-6
Mrs. William It. wanon nas
turned from a three months' visit .n
the east. She was accompanied by
her niece, Miss Dorothy Fleisch.
Cottonwood Grove No. 2 Woodmen Circle will hold a regular
meeting this afternoon at 2:30
o'clock in the 1. O. O. F. hall.
Pay Poll Tax at H gh School.
George Beckwith, newly appointed forest ranger at Tijeras, is in
the city on business.
Four dollars, full wagon loa.
limited
amoun'
factory, wood;
Hahn Coal Co. Phone 91.
Albuquerque lodge No. 87, Fraternal Aid union will meet this
evening at 7:45 o'clock In the Odd
Fellows hall.
The well baby clinic will be held
In the federal courtroom in the
postoffice building at 3 o'clock this
afternoon.
Miss Elzabeth Cullen who has
been the house guest of Miss
Louise Lowber, returned last night
to her home in Washington, D. C.
District Forester Frank C. W.
Pooler and Roy Headley, assistant forester from Washington. D
C, left yesterday for an official
visit at Santa Fe and Taos. They
will be absent ten days and Mr.
Headley will go on to Denver from

Tan.

Ham, federal Immigration
officer has gone to Raton on ofW. C.

ficial business.
Members of the 316th engineers
are being sent special invitations
to attend the 91st division reunion
at Los Angeles, September 24 and
25. As far is known, City Manager James Gladding and Charles
Lembke are the only men In Albuquerque who belong to the 316th
engineers.
George Geake, who expected to
leave yesterday for Camden, New
Jersey, where he was contracted
tn make several records for the
Victor company, has been forced
by business conditions to postpone
the trip for several months.
Miss Katherine Hill Is leaving
for New York in a few days to be
gone five or six weeks.
The Good Cheer club will hold
a picnic at Highland Park this afternoon at 2:30 o'clock.

UNIVERSITY HEIGHTS
DOINGS
After reading both the Herald
antl Journal for the past several
went
Heights
weeks. University
democratic
by over
yesterday
thirty majority. a
It is rumored
prominent Albuquerque resident has bartered for
will
a choice lot on the Heights and CalImmediately build a
ifornia type bungalow.
Melons are now ripe on the
Height, several families raising
enough to supply the neighborhood.
ft Co. closed two
Leverett-Zap- f
deals for building lots yesterday.

.

Pianos, Player Pianos,
Grafonolas and Records
Musical Instruments
Jewelry and Diamonds
Watches and Silverware
Indian Beaded Bags

LOCAL ITEMS

1

Moccasins & Souvenirs

Roth man's
Music and Jewelry Store
Phone

117 S. First St.

917-.- 1

ILLUSTRATED LECTURE
AT ST. JOHN'S PARISH
MEETING THIS EVENING
An illustrated lecture on the city

of Washington.

Including pictures
of the new national cathedral ol
Saints Peter and Paul, will be given
at the St. John guild hall at 7:30
o'clock this evening. The speaker'
will bo the Rev. Canon H. R. Talbot, B. D., who will describe the
new national cathedral being erected on Mount Saint Albans, at
The lecture will be
Washington.
followed by a parish meeting and
social hour. Refreshments wul be
served
by the St. John guild.
George Downer will be in charge
of the evening's entertainment.

N

FOR WALL .'TLNTl.NO and all
kinds of painting call WRIGHT
.

OFFICERS CATCH

Phone

TIE

WITHIN 2

JOB

401

Fugitive, Safe in Central
Mexico, Says He'll Cross
Back Soon As There Are
a Few More to Get.
"There are a few more men up
In the states I've got to kill before
I'm through." Joe Wiggins, wanted
tor shooting up the Allison dance
hall near Gallup a few weeks ago
when two men were killed and
three wounded, declared to Albuwhom ho
querque acquaintances
met at Juarez, Mexico, where he
hot purfrom
the
found
has
refuge
suit of New Mexico and Texas officials.
"inj am enon na this Allison kill- Ine dies down a bit In a few
months, I'm going back up and get
'em," Wiggins concluded.
f

Vrert

Fomoff

T6-

-

turned yesterday from El Paso and
Juarez, where ne naa gone at i"
assist
request of Gallup officials to Forni
tha Vi.irif fnr thft fneitive.
several
Albuquerqueans
off found
In Juares wno Knew vviggins anu
had talked to him in Mexico.
Among them are W. D. Metzgar
and Antonio Armijo. It was to
these men that Wiggins boasted of
l.lo eVirtUfncr lirt thft HATIPA hall and
of his future intentions in regard
to the Uvea of a 'lew oi nis personal enemies."
As the Allison shooting was of a
promiscuous nature, it is Inferredin
by officials that It was merely
the form of a practice before startwanting In for the men he really Intends
ed.
Just who Wiggins
border
across
the
back
crossing
for are not known, though officials are making guesses.
According to Wiggins' story told
in Juarez he made his way to Thor-ea- u
and then down to the railway
tracks where he caught a train at
fliiom rwl rnrin IU fnr AS Olllrk.
about forty miles west of Isleta. He
was put otr tne train ai mis ponn
and a short time later boarded one
which carried him into El Paso.
He crossed the International border
either Monday or Tuesday morning Just as the bridge was opened.
learning that the
Probably
V.O
nnllori tha not rnthar
around
him, he disappeared
closely
It is
from Juarez on Thursday.
believed that he made his way Into
ihe interior mountain sections,
Wiggins has been one of the
leading criminal history makers of
New Mexico.
Amonjr the larger
orMnVl ho nn hf11 MT1.
rlmaa
and kidnaping.
are
murder
victed
The kidnaping case occurrea in
Us Veges in 1911. when he and a
friend kidnaped a baby, held it for
the
ransom, obtained
$12,000
money and were then arrested oy
Fred Fornoff, captain of the New
Mexico mounted police, and two
other officials. He was convicted
and ent to the penitentiary, but
pardoned a few years ago,
"This affair vrtjl blow over some
In a coupl? of months," Wiggins
prophesied In Juarez, "ana men
111 go back and finish the Job."
Afflflnla Bra wnnrlerlne lust who
are slated for the slaughter.

Dolortlee Anaya died
last night at her residence. She is
survived by three sisters and one
brother. One sister lives at
Funeral arrangements will
be announced. Crollott is in chargu.
GARCIA Manuel Garcia, son of
Mr. and Mrs. Francisco Garcia, died
this morning at the family residence In Old Town. The body was
taken to Garcia and Sons' funeral
Funeral
parlors.
arrangements
have not yet been made.
ANATA

Algo-done- s.

By The Corporal.

NOTICE.
The Syncopaters will play at the
Colombo Thursday,
Friday and
Saturday, Instead of at the armory
as previously advertised.

For Sale

WANTED

T4
V

IT

.))

mix

fV
The Highest Oracle Macaroni
Egg Noodle. Spaghetti and

ther Macaroni Product

HAY AW
ALFALFA

Bargain

TONIGHT
Let's Go To the Big
Roundup and Carnival

DANCE
At The

CAFETERIA

of the Trl State Cowboys Rodeo.
AWARDED
MANY
PRIZES
Prize Blindfold Waltz
prize
Combination Waltz, Fox Trot
anl One tSep.
STEP LIVELY
SYNCOPATORS JAZZ.
All the Cowboys and Disabled
Soldiers ani Friends will Attend

Makes the Best Gifts
We have Just received a unique
assortment which consists of the
VERY LATEST
DESIGNS
Before making your selections
see our display.

FOGG, The Jeweler
Expert Watch, Clock and Jewelry
All
Also Engraving.
Repairing.
work guaranteed.
Opposite

Tor

Can make

Opposite V. M. C. A.

,vo.k at the Rodeo
$10 to $15 a day
Apply

6.

or Overcoat

Made to Measure

RED ARROW
116

Monument Works

We Are on the Job

Albuquerque, N. M.
Memorials of the Better

South Third.

Your Trunk Hauled for

UUIIIICIil

Connor & Morrison,
1

14 South Second

FANNIE

by

S.

Proprietor of the F. S. S. Sunshine
and Separating Machines.
323 North

COA-

Washing and Ironing to take
home. Also clothes rough dried
PHONE 91
Reasonable Prices.

x

ANITA STEWART-

...Hoc

-

SPITZ

in "SOWIKG THE

Phone 802

A First National

V.

Attraction

ADDED ATTRACTION

L-

"HOW
A

Two-Pa-

BRILLIANT

GALLUP, SUGARITE, SWASTIKA,
All Sizes

RAZOR BLADES
Send or bring your dull blades for

TO 11 P. M.)

Because she owed a daughter's debt to a
woman of whom men had tired, she took
the plunge. The different drama of a stage
star's love.
i

When exposed to the weather becomes slack and lose a
large amount of its heating quality. Order your coal from
us'and get It direct from the cars or from weatherproof bins.
You will soon see the saving In your fuel bills.

8--

t

FROM

WHAT WAS THE WHIRLWIND TO BE?

and
Tenth Street.'

Mail Orders Given Careful Attention.

WANTED

Double Edge
Single Edge

Exclusively

i

PRICES

TODAY AND TOMORROW

The Dainty Nnt In Dainty Packages
,

Id

EVE.

(CONTINUOUS PERFORMANCE
,

The Product of My Invention
Machine Shelled Pinon Nuts
Sold

TRAVELOGUE11

SHE HAD SOWN THE WIND

We pay the freight to you

Albuquerque Transfer Co.
Phone 542.

"BURTON HOLMES

SHE

REGULAR

'

LIED"

Vanity Comedy

rt

.

PRICES

NEW STATE COAL COMPANY,

25c

(Per Dozen)
Have your razor honed and set by

Phone 35.

''iV''".-..'.-

Work Guaranteed.
KOBZA BROTHERS
At Ruppe's Drug Store

experts.

BOSVELL GROCERY

Medicated Turkish Bath
Tickets of six baths. Including
body massage, for $10. for ba)
ance of tbls month.
Trained
Nurse and Masseuse.
MRS. TERR i DEAMER. Prop
508 H W. Central. Phone S85--

612 North Fifth

Phone

CO.
805-- J

812.50

Are you from Minnesota, Massachusetts, New Hampshire or
New Mexico? If you were born In any of these states, call from
2 to 4 on Wednesday afternoon and get 25 per cent off on your
groceries. Many people from the different states have taken
advantage of this unusual offer. All states have been represented
except Maine. No one Jrora Maine showed up. If there happens
to be any one from Maine In Albuquerque please let us know.
Our offer still will hold good with you.
'
Ranchers please bring your eggs to us We will give you 85o
In trade or 48c cash.

Herbert C. Schuitr,
JEWELER.

DAlVSOfl
Full of neat

PLEASE CALL AND SEE

US.

COAL

EGG

No Clinkers.

Little Ash

f

coal supply;:mnssi

'

Fourth Street.
Srd door north of Postoffice.
107 So.

Class Shoe Repairing expert shoemaker. We call for and
deliver. Phone 980 J.
"813 SOUTH Si:COND ST.

"'"

WE DELIVER $5.00 ORDERS INSIDE CITY LIMITS.

feet from Central Avenuo.
DEPENDABLE WATCH
REPAIRING.
Watches, Diamonds, Jewelry.

American Shoe Shop
First

FOR SALE
WATER
MOTOR
'
Inquire
JOURNAL OFFICE

PHONES 5
Trucks Bring Comfort to Yonr Home.
4

Let Our

brick, two screened
porches on lot 65x142. A snap.
Must be sold at once.
PHONE 299.
m

Beautiful horn er good
tnveatmtnt.
Three bloclca from

FOR BALE

Liberty Army Store
SPECIAL
500 pair Field Shoes
O. O. Ureoches
O. D. Shirts
$1.23

$3.05
Navy Blankets
Wool Underwear, suit
SI. 50
Khaki Breeches
$1.00
to
Mail
attention
orders
Prompt

Liberty Army Store,

Not Save 30
Why
Fall Hat? Hats
Or
on
more,
your
made to order and remodeled
by first class, experienced mil'
liner.
LOVTE RAINS
1122 E. Central
Phone 2106--

Double Your Money
$125 Standard

Sewing Machines,
new, can be bought at
half price. Inquire Room 17
Stern Building, Albuquerque,
New Mexico.
brand

SI. 05
$2.00

and op

First Street

i

Florist

Nurseryman

Salesman

Wanted experienced salesman now active in trade
to sell our
Tubs as a sideline on very liberal straight commission to florists,
nurserymen, seedmen, country clubs, cemeteries,
hotels and public resorts. Our
parks, high-claline strongest, most attractive and economical on
market, Submit references, snapshot of self, state
experience, specify territory covered, and advise if
you use auto to visit trade. Exclusive territory
granted. Write immediately to

ATTEHTIOn

DAIBY

FMiEHS'

Market Prices Paid for Butter
Fat and Your Check by Return Mail.
Highest

on

,

ALBUQUERQUE

DAIRY

ASSfi

Albuquerque, New Mexico.

ss

;

STAGE
Albuquerque
to Santa Fe.
Leaves
Arrives
Leaves
Arrives

'

Albuquerque.; 7:45 am
In Santa Fe... 10:45 sm
Santa Fe
In Albuquerque

Phone

4:10 pm
7:30 pro

600

TAXI
SINGER
Store.
Office
Singer Cigar
810 Weat Central

....

The LEAST EXPENSIVE GOAL
per pound. More pounds per dollar
That's what You Find in

More heat units

M

CERRILL0S

The Piel Tub Distributers

i

315 Liberty Ave., Brooklyn, N. Y. City, N. Y.

s

.

'

EGG

COAL

In times of sunshine prepare for cold.
order today. '

FACTORY

IIAIiri
:

l"

L

1

v:

COAL

?

i

ATTRACTIONS

Latest Style and Fabrics

Kind

25 Cents

ADDED

LYRIC

$23.50
t

Fletcher

E.

JJujs. JJ.In.ce presents 'Mother 0' Mine'
From the story "THE OCTOPUS" and Proclaimed
by the Eastern Press as a Great Picture

Suit

All Wool

WANTED
Men

ll.V:t!yi4i

,

REGULAR

Gottlieb & Beer,

122 S. 4tb St.

903-- J.

the Grand Opening

To Celebrate

SILVERWARE

8 p. in.
Open from 1 a. m. toCentral.
Corner Fourth and

L

;

Armory Tonight

BRACY'S

Phono

of:

shippers

"
'J,M-'-

41

Los Lunas, N. M.

EAT AT

117 N.

ALBuquwquc n.

"jltt:

CANTILE CO.

HALL
September 22, 23, 24.
Everybody Welcome.
White Lightning Ilarmonlzers.
OLD

ten-rou-

two-tto- r,
ltht-roopoitofflco,
house,
very large sleeping porch,
colonial Interior, white and mahogany
finish, beautiful stairway and reception, hall. For particulars call 111
West Gold, IS to 8 p. m.

THE.

5LU

,A VW

INNING MER-

DANCE
TOWN SOCIETY

SELF-SERVIN- G

Have You Noticed

Four-roo-

CA5H,L7RRX 5LRVL7
ERQCEHY

til

For Sale By Owner

Pepper

And All Other Spices
White and Cider Vinegar in bottles and bulk.
New Honey in combs, pails and jars'
All Kinds of Jar Lids, Jars and Rubbers

(

hhpw

luMwi,uamiimwiimi.

Come On Cowboy

Lady Cashier.
Must Speak Spanish Apply In
person.
KAHN'S
GROCETERIA.

six-roo- m

To replace that broken window
glass. Albuquerque Lumber Co..
423 North First
Phone 421.

i

First

323

Brand new Dodge. Priced right
tor quick sale save money on
thin one.
LAUDERBAUGII MOTOR CO.

six-roo- m

Tri-Sta-

j

0' USE"

"MOTHER

& Navy Store
Army South
St.

watch Repairing

At the feed and smoker of troop
were
A last night announcements
made of the escort of the governoi
in the Thursday parade which wll
rodeo. Troop
open the
drill, and cavalry club meeting
with some effort at recruiting occupied the evening. The cavalry
club is to be revived Tor the winter, it was announced.
At next Tuesday's meeting at
Watch Rack? The Largest In
the armory there will bo a wrest- Our
Town. There's a Reason Why
ling match between Moon and
WISEMAN'S WATCH SHOP
Moodyman. The basketball team
215 South Second St.
has been organized ana Tias entered the city league. The firs,
practice of the new team will be
held on next Monday evening.

Ginger

Tf&W

Full Line. Tarpaulins and Tents

:

THOS. H. INCE PRESENTS THE
WONDERFUL SUPER FEATURE

Company.

FOR SALE BY OWNER
Just finished
modern
press brick and new
modern except heat. Both in
modHighlands. Also
ern house on West Gold, Just
completing. Call at
821 .VEST SILVER.

Let Us Send a Man

Celery Seed

75i

.'

Thomas Creamery

45

Wh61e Pepper
Whole Cinnamon

)
TODAY ANDTOMORROW
HIGHEST CLASS IN EVERY WAVj I

OFFERS 1'OtJ

$2.5f
Army Cot
Second - Hand Russet and
$2.25
and
Nail
Hob
Slues. .$1.50
$2.00
Woolen Breeches
$1.00
Khaki Breeches
Spiral and Canvas Leg-gi-

j

aB

Guard Gleanings

Henry
Phone 939.

Tumeric
Pickle Spice
Allspice
Nutmeg
Salt
Mustard Seed

e

The Army and Navy
Store

WANTED

Call

GITinONS KNOCKS OFT BURKE
Kalamazoo, Mich., Sept. 20.
Tommy Gibbons of St. Paul knock,
ed out Joe Burke of Detroit, Michigan heavyweight champion. In the
second round of a scheduled
buot tonight.
TAFOTA Funeral services, of
Fedrlco Tafoya, son of Mr. and
NOTICE
Mrs Trinidad Tafoya, were held this
I will not be responsible for bills
afternoon . from the family resi- contracted
by my wife. Sept. 20,
dence at Barelas to the Sacred
Heart church. Burial took place 1921. J. A. Julian.
at San Jose cemetery. Garcia and
1 58
Taxi & Baggage 1 58
Sons were in charge,

PICKLING

North First.

The capture of two Oklahoma automobile thieves in t.e mountains
about thirty miles
from Albuquerque on Friday and the arrest
of another near Roswell on Saturwork of A
day was the week-en- d
To rent for three months a
R. Gere, special agent in charge
piano in good condition.
of the U. S. department of Justice,
MRS. WM. R. WALTON,
who returned
yesterday from a 803 W. Fruit. . Phone 1308-- J
rather strenuous trip.
The Brown brothers, Albert and
Marcellus, who are wanted in several places in Texas and Oklahoma,
were arrested near Barton, where
One gallon and halt gallon lots
of Ice cream packed for city
they were being concealed by their
delivery.
parents, an old couple. Tho boys
were taken to Estancia, where they
were put in Jail in default of J3,OOo
bond. They will be taken to Oklahoma for trial. They had been arrested for automobilo stealing at Rear of 315 S. Second. Phone 313
and had
Texas,
Breckenrldge,
broken Jail at Walter. Okla., last
June.
Jesse M. H. Ball, anas', J. M.
Jones, who was driving a stolen
Chandler roadster,' was arrested by Must Meet the Rigid
Requirements
the sheriff at Roswell on Friday. of the -- Santa Fe Time
Service
He was given a hearing before the
Department.
was
bound
U. S. commissioner, and
VANN
over until the March grand Jury
Watch Inspector, Santa Fe R'y
term

offl-n(n- ia

JENKINS The remains of Mrs.
GENTKY'S EGGS.
Alma G. Jenkins were shipped to
At Champion, nnwkins, San Jose.
her home in Ironton,
Ohio, last Skinner's, Ideal and Fappe's. Price
night for burial. The husband and 65 cents.
mother accompanied the body back.
C. T. French was in charge.
crrr ei.f.ctbio shoe shop
tl8 South Second,
rhona 687-McGRATH The
remains of
Free Call and DellTsrj.
'
were
LUCK
McGrath
last
OOOD
Percy
shipped
JELRK'S
OLEOMARGARINE
night to his home In Grand Rapids,
We deliver any size any
Free Delivery. Mich. C. T. French was In charge. where.
Phone 2198-R- .
Transfer Co.,

FOR

O'THEATRE

young men ant
women to train for Motion Pic
tures. Only those of good char
acter and facial expression need
apply.
,
Apply at Armory Building, 9 lo
12 a. m. and 2 to 5 p. m.
FOTO PLAX STCDIO.
Twenty-fiv-

Automobile for Storage.
$5.00 Per Month.

five-roo- m

'

WANTED

1342-W-

W A N T.

FINISH

DEATHS AND FUNERALS
SANCHES .Funeral of Alberto
R. Sanchez, who died Monday night
at his residence on North Fourth
street, will be held this forenoon
at 9 o'clock from the family residence. Services will be held at the
Alameda church. Burial will be in
Nuestra Sonora del Carmen cemetery. Crollott la In charge.

I

3 AUTO THIEVES

TO

TTnfloraVioi-lf-

AIR COOLED.

T

September 21, 1921.
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IMAIiY

Phone 91

V

